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All designs listed in this catalogue are copyrighted to Bunnycup Embroidery
(https://www.bunnycup.com).  The majority of designs have been exclusively
licensed for embroidery purposes from professionalillustrators.  You may not use
the images in this catalogue to reproduce embroidery designs or to create products
to sell.  The use of Bunnycup Embroidery designs are covered in our terms of use
which allow designs to be used for sale as long as it is not considered mass
production.  Mass production is constituted by the use of mass production lines or
where you do not stitch the designs yourself.

The images in this catalogue may be used by you to show your friends, family or
customers the selection of Bunnycup Embroidery designs you can use on
projects. The images in this catalogue may be used by websites for display
purposes only.  A link to Bunnycup Embroidery (http://www.bunnycup.com) is
required in such circumstances. Please note that using these images on items for
sale such as cards, stationary and other non-embroidery products is a copyright
violation and illegal. We reserve the right to instigate legal action against anyone
who violates our terms of use.

© Bunnycup Embroidery
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Miscellaneous Singles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MiscellaneousSingles
Our miscellaneous singles is a series of singles we have released that are not available in our design set collections.
When you order 10 or more single designs anywhere on our site, the price of the singles are charged at only $2 per
single (pricing is applied in the cart automatically when you add 10 or more single designs to the cart). Please note the
monthly set sales do not apply when purchasing singles (such as buy one set get one set free). When you purchase a
single, the instant download includes all formats. Consequently, there is no cart option to select your format. Formats in
the instant download include ART, DST, EXP, HUS, JEF, PCS, PES, SEW, SHV, VIP, VP3 and XXX. The single files
come two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop (if your machine supports a 5x7 hoop).

Kids Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KidsAlphaApplique
A delightful applique alphabet that is so fun and beautiful to sew.

Doodle Bugs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleBugs
A delightful collection of super special bugs, with the artwork from the very talented Olivia Meyers (see link below).
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Doodad Doodles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodadDoodles
A bright and whimsical collection of doodle designs that are great for linens, towels, pockets and clothing for all ages.
These designs are super quick to sew out and average 3000 or less stitches. Wonderfully effective with the use of
color.

Doodle Bugs Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleBugsToo
A follow on collection to the very popular Doodle Bugs set. This set is a delightful collection of bright and whimsical
bugs sure to delight your little one. Please note the sayings "Shoo Fly" and "Going Buggy" are for a 5x7 hoop but have
also been broken down to individual words to fit the 4x4 hoop. Artwork from the very talented Olivia Meyers (see link
below).

Frivolity Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FrivolityAlphabet
This alphabet is just lovely and stands about 2.25 inches tall for capitals. The alphabet comes with Captials, lower case
letters and numbers. Each letter and number is avaliable as singles for $2.00 a single.

Whimsy Frames and Borders 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyFramesandBorders
A huge collection of whimsical frames and borders - great for encasing designs, quilt labels, cards, even use the
borders to decorate linens. The designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
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Swirl Me 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlMe
Swirly fun for everyone. These boarders, frames, corners and swirls are great for encasing designs, quilt labels, cards,
even use the borders to decorate linens. The designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop.

Swirly Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyChristmas
Based on popular request, this set of swirly whimsical chistmas designs will delight all. The Christmas trees fit a 5x7
hoop while the remaining designs are for a 4x4 hoop. Great value! PCS and SEW users please note that as a 5x7 hoop
is not avaliable for your machines, the Christmas tree designs are provided in PES format.

Spring Cuties Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringCutiesRedwork
A beautifully digitized set of the cutest girls frolicking with spring flowers. You will just fall in love with this set. Quick and
easy to stitch and so very effective. This collection comes in two sizes - 4x4 and 5x7. Please note 5x7 is not avaliable
for SEW or PCS users, however, the 5x7 for PES has been included for SEW and PCS users. Artwork commissioned
exclusively from Marisa Straccia.

Redwork Doodles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RedworkDoodles
This collection is a delightful and very quick collection to stitch. Digitized with linens, lifestyle projects and cards in
mind, you will find many different uses for these stunning redwork embroidery designs.
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Bubba Boo 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBoo
11 adorable and ever so cute designs for your sleeping bubba. These designs are great for any project including quilts,
bibs, nappies, overalls - you name it!

Cheerleaders 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Cheerleaders
These are just the most adorable cheerleaders you will find on the market. Cute as can be and ever so colourful, your
girls will just love these. Artwork commissioned exclusively from Marisa Straccia.

Swirly Cookbook 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyCookbook
Swirly Cookbook is a delicious collection of 18 modern swirly yummy designs. This collection fits a 4x4 hoop and would
be wonderful for kitchen projects including tea towels, tea cosies, aprons and even a cookbook cover.

Swirly Cookbook Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyCookbookToo
Swirly Cookbook Too is an add-on collection to the Swirly Cookbook collection and includes some great additions to
help make truly creative projects. From borders to frames to great words, this collection is great for kitchen projects.
The majority of frames and words in this collection require a 5x7 hoop. The remaining designs in this collection fit a
standard 4x4 hoop.
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Doodle Bugs Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleBugsApplique
A collection of the most darling bugs in Applique. If you loved Doodle Bugs, you will love Doodle Bugs Applique. This
set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your
format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Ballet Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BalletCuties
12 absolutely darling ballet designs. These designs will delight your little dancing ballerina.

Bubba Boo In Spring 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInSpring
Bubba Boo in Spring is an adorable follow on set to our very popular Bubba Boo set. These adorable baby designs are
so cute with with their spring bugs and bright colours.

Pretty Ponies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PrettyPonies
Pretty ponies is a set of 12 prancing and delightful horse embroidery designs that any little girl would just adore.

Sweet Inspirations Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetInspirationsApplique
Sweet Inspirations Applique is a set of darling applique designs that are beautiful for children of all ages. Designs can
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be done with or without the wording, by either including or excluding the last needle change. These would look darling
on a pair of overalls or nursery items. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop.
SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the
5x7 size.

Whimsy Alphabet Lower Case Letters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyAlphabetLowerCaseLetters
Based on popular request, this lower case alphabet is a pretty whimsical and curly alphabet that is terrific for all
occassions. The matching capitals are also avaliable for purchase as a seperate set.

Whimsy Alphabet Capital Letters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyAlphabetCapitalLetters
Based on popular request, this capital letter alphabet is a pretty whimsical and curly alphabet that is terrific for all
occassions and is 3 inches in height. The matching lower case letters are also avaliable for purchase as a seperate set.

Applique Boys Toys 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueBoysToys
A delightful collection of vehicles and toys for boys in applique (or even great for girls with a change in colour). Great for
clothing, nursery items, overalls, bedding - anything! This set includes both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size
requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has
been included for the 5x7 size. Illustrations exclusively licensed from Angela Brown of Cowboys and Cupcakes.

Thanksgiving Whimsy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingWhimsyApplique
This collection of 15 Thanksgiving and Autumnal designs are just so much fun to sew out. Use of different fabrics can
really change the feel of the set - use bright and fun fabrics for a fresh look or more autumnal colours for a more
traditional look. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users,
please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.
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Mermaids 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Mermaids
Mermaids is a set of 11 beautiful mermaids which all little girls will adore. These designs would look so adorable on a
tote or towels, clothing, quilts, or even a robe! Artwork commissioned exclusively from Marisa Straccia.

Cupcakes Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CupcakesAppliqueToo
Cupcakes Applique Too is a set of delicious cupcake applique designs and is a follow on set to our Cupcakes Applique
set. These designs would look great on children's shirts, bibs, bedroom items and quilts, aprons and other kitchen
projects. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please
note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size. Illustrations
exclusively licensed from Angela Brown of Cowboys and Cupcakes.

Cute Christmas Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteChristmasCritters
Cute Christmas Critters is a set of adorable winter animals ready for Christmas. These cute designs would be great for
all Christmas related projects and would look darling on stockings.

Little Stitchies Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStitchiesApplique
Little Stitchies Applique is a darling set of applique animals. These designs are great for all projects including clothing,
nursery themes, towels - anything! This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and
PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size

Coffee Bean 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CoffeeBean
Coffee Bean is a collection of 14 yummy and whimsical coffee designs just for the coffee lover.

Little Stitchies Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStitchiesTooApplique
Little Stitchies Applique Too is a follow on set to Little Stitchies Applique. Little Stitchies Applique is a darling series of
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applique animals. These designs are great for all projects including clothing, nursery themes, towels - anything! This
set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops
are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Bubba Boo In Halloween 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInHalloween
A huge collection of 15 not so spooky halloween designs for your young one. Fantastic for treat bags and costumes!

Little Stitchies in Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStitchiesinChristmas
Little Stitchies in Christmas is a fabulous collection of winter and christmas applique designs as part of our Little
Stitchies series. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please
note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Bubba Boo In Halloween Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInHalloweenToo
Another huge collection of 16 designs that are a follow on to the very popular Bubba Boo in Halloween set. Please note
that the first 5 designs in this set (cat, tree, witch, spooky and fence) and design 16 (spider) require a 5x7 hoop. The
remaining designs use a 4x4 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format,
so PES has been included for the 5x7 sized designs.

Farmyard Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FarmyardApplique
Farmyard applique consists of 9 of the most beautiful applique animal embroidery designs. The details in this set are
just exquisite. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please
note that 5x7 hoops are not available in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Cute Christmas Critters Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteChristmasCrittersToo
Cute Christmas Critters Too is the second part of the Cute Christmas Critters series (see also Cute Christmas Critters)
and is a set of adorable winter animals ready for Christmas. These cute designs would be great for all Christmas
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related projects and would look darling on stockings.

Gingerbreads Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GingerbreadsApplique
Gingerbreads applique is the most adorable set of applique gingerbreads designs for Christmas. These designs are
just a treat stitched out and would look wonderful on any Christmas project - and would be just fabulous on an apron!
This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7
hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Little Stitchies In Christmas Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStitchiesInChristmasToo
Little Stitchies in Christmas Too is our second in the series Little Stitchies in Christmas series and is a fabulous
collection of winter and christmas applique designs. Be sure to check out our first set in the series as well - Little
Stitchies in Christmas. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users,
please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Frostie Hugs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FrostieHugs
Frostie Hugs is a sweet set of 10 filled stitch snowman embroidery designs that will warm the hearts of young and old.
Great for all those Christmas and Winter projects!

Gingerbread Village Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GingerbreadVillageApplique
This set consists of 12 tantalizing Gingerbread Village designs in applique including a school, church, town house,
mansion, houses and cottages decorated in tasty candy for the 5x7 hoop only. Be careful - it sure will make you hungry!
SEW and PCS users please note that as SEW and PCS formats do not have a 5x7 hoop, these designs are not
avaliable in your format. If you should order SEW or PCS formats, you will recieve PES files.

Noodge Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NoodgeAlphabet
This alphabet is great fun and stands about 2.00 inches tall for capitals. The alphabet comes with Captials, lower case
letters, numbers and some Characters. The lower case letters are proportional so that they can be used with the other
capitals and lower case letters to make words. This set would be wonderful for ABC quilts or school totes.
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Cute Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteAlphabet
This alphabet is cute and whimsical and stands about 2.00 inches tall for capitals. The alphabet comes with Captials,
lower case letters, numbers and some Characters. The lower case letters are proportional so that they can be used
with the other capitals and lower case letters to make words.

Bubba Boo in Xmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooinXmas
Bubba Boo in Xmas is a delightful collection of 17 designs and is part of our Bubba Boo series. Great for all little one's
Christmas projects. Please note that the first 13 designs are for a 4x4 hoop and the last 4 designs are for a 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the last 4 designs are not avaliable
in your format and PES will be provided instead.
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My Fair Princess 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyFairPrincess
My Fair Princess is the embroidery set of all little girls dreams. These Princesses are so pretty and fun for girl projects
and are sure to become a favourite with your little princess.

Just Because Hearts 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JustBecauseHearts
Just Because Hearts is a wonderful and fresh set of combined applique and embroidery designs for all occasions. The
heart background is applique and the rest of the design filled stitch. These would be fantastic on just about any project
for a special occasion!

Beary Flutters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BearyFlutters
This set of adorable and cuddly bears are as sweet as can be. From their rosy to their detailed outlining, these bears
will be adored. Perfect for Valentines or any time of the year. Designs 6 (hug me), 8 (skipping) and 9 (kisses) are for a
5x7 hoop while the remaining designs are for a 4x4 hoop. SEW and PCS users please note that as SEW and PCS
formats do not have a 5x7 hoop, these designs are not avaliable in your format. If you should order SEW or PCS
formats, you will recieve PES files for these particular designs.

Hush Baby 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HushBaby
Hush Baby is the sweetest filled stitch embroidery set just for babies. Change the baby colours to make them more
feminine or gender neutral. This is part one of what will be a two part series.

Just Because Hearts Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JustBecauseHeartsToo
Just Because Hearts Too is the second set in our Just Because Hearts Series. The Just Because Hearts series is a
wonderful and fresh set of combined applique and embroidery designs for all occasions. The heart background is
applique and the rest of the design filled stitch. These would be fantastic on just about any project for a special
occasion!
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Pirates Ahoy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PiratesAhoy
Based on popular request, Pirates Ahoy is a fun and vibrant set of pirates for boys and girls. Great for dress ups, bags,
room decor, towels, overalls - anything. Without a doubt, any pirate lover would adore these darlings!

Bubba Boo In The Garden 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInTheGarden
Jump into Spring with this delightful addition to our Bubba Boo Series. Bubba Boo In the Garden consists of 17 fresh
and delightful designs. Please note designs 6 to 9 are for 5x7 hoop (spriglet, radish, garden and seeds designs.) PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, these 4 designs are not avaliable in
your format and PES will be provided instead.

The Styx 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheStyx
The Styx is a new look for stick people. This fun collection is a collection of stick people with a touch of whimsy. The
designs come in both 4x4 and 5x7 except the animals which only come in a 4x4 hoop size. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, so the 5x7 designs are not avaliable in your format and
PES will be provided instead.

Hush Baby Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HushBabyToo
Hush Baby is the sweetest filled stitch embroidery set just for babies. Hush Baby Too is the second set of the Hush
Baby series (see also Hush Baby). Change the baby colours to make them more masculine or gender neutral.

Sporty Boys Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SportyBoysRedwork
A beautifully digitized set of the most adorable boys playing different sports. Quick and easy to stitch and so effective
on totes, quick quilts and tshirts. The designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop the 5x7 designs are not avaliable in your format and PES will be
provided instead. Artwork commissioned exclusively from Marisa Straccia.
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Spring Moments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringMoments
Spring Moments is a huge set of 17 delightful designs including cute animals, flowers and Easter designs poking
through an applique frame. Great for easter cards and projects, spring projects, pockets, quilts and baby projects.
These adorable designs will bring a smile to the young of heart.

Dreamers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Dreamers
Dreamers is a collection of filled stitch embroidery designs of the cutest little animals sleeping the night away. Great for
nursery items, sleepwear and baby clothing.

Elegant Swirls 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ElegantSwirls5x7
Adorn linens, shirts, denims- just about anything with these feminine swirls designs. Great for all ages and a great
value set containing 21 designs for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, these designs do not come in your format. Should you order in SEW or PCS, PES will be provided
in your download.

Fairy Love 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FairyLove
Fairy Love is a must have set for all lovers of fairy embroidery designs. These little fairy girls are frolicking in all thier
glory and will bring a smile to your little fairy girl.

Russian Dolls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RussianDolls
Russian Dolls is a precious set of applique Russian doll designs in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. This is a wonderful set
for quilting, girls clothing and totes or even nursery items. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a
5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been
included for the 5x7 size.
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Dreamers Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DreamersToo
Dreamers Too is a follow on collection to our Dreamers set and are a set of filled stitch embroidery designs of the cutest
little animals sleeping the night away. Great for nursery items, sleepwear and baby clothing.

Sticky Verbs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/StickyVerbs
Sticky Verbs is a fun set of redwork stick people who are busy doing lots of different activities. Quick and easy to stitch
and so effective on paper embroidery, totes, quick quilts and tshirts. The designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop
size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop the 5x7 designs are not
avaliable in your format and PES will be provided instead.

Happy Birthday 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HappyBirthday
It's time to Party! Happy Birthday is a bright and fun set for that special celebration. Designs 1 - 19 are for the 4x4 hoop
and designs 20 (Happy birthday to you)and 21 (Happy birthday) are for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 1, 6, 8, 15 and 19 also
include a bonus 5x7 size in addition to the 4x4 size. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable
in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Blossom Babes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BlossomBabes
Blossom Babes is a very adorable set of flower babies for the 4x4 hoop. These precious designs would be wonderful
for quilts, nursery decor, bibs and burps and so much more.
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Little Stars Girls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStarsGirls
Little Stars Girls is a bright and cheery set of girl designs with a starry theme. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a
larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so
PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Animal Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalMinis
Animal Minis is a wonderful set of 20 minature animal designs. These designs are approximately 1 - 1.5 inches - see
thread chart hyperlink below for specific dimensions. Great for small places, ribbons, onsies, baby clothing, childrens
hats - and lots more.

Fun Frames and Borders 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FunFramesandBorders
These frames and borders corners are great for encasing designs, scrapbooking, quilt labels, cards, even use the
borders to decorate linens. Perfect designs to bring out creativity in your embroidery. The designs come in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop that the PES files are included for the 5x7 hoop size.

Applique Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueAlphabet
This fun and stunning applique alphabet measures approximately 3 inches in height. If you loved Kids Alpha Applique,
then Applique Alphabet is a must have!
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Sweet Applique Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetAppliqueAnimals
Sweet Applique Animals is and adorable set of Applique Animals that are just great for all children. This set includes
both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not
avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Sweet Applique Animals Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetAppliqueAnimalsToo
Sweet Applique Animals Too is the second set in the adorable Sweet Applique Animals Series. This set includes both a
4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in
your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Little Stars Boys 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleStarsBoys
Little Stars Boys is a bright set of designs just for boys!

Pajama Party 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PajamaParty
Pajama Party is a value packed set of 26 great feminine designs for girls of all ages. The girl with the pillow comes in
both a 4x4 and 5x7 size; the cushion stack and sharing secrets designs comes in a 5x7 size only and the remaining
designs are for the 4x4 hoop only. The TV design is an applique design, but can be stitched out without the applique
steps. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for
the 5x7 size. For further information on design sizes please see threadchart hyperlinks below.
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Spring Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringCuties
Spring Cuties is the filled version of Spring Cuties redwork and is a beautifully digitized set of the cutest girls frolicking
with spring flowers. You will just fall in love with this set. If you loved Spring Cuties Redwork, you will just adore this
filled version.

Little Jumbo 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleJumbo
Little Jumbo is an adorable set of 10 cute as can be elephants! Great for babies and young childrens, nursery decor,
quilts and baby items!

Wild Styx 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WildStyx
Wild Styx is a fabulous set of jungle and zoo animals in our very popular Styx style. These designs are great fun for
children and would be terrific for all sort of projects!

A Patch On You 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/APatchOnYou
A Patch on You is a inspired set of applique patch designs. These patches are great for creative embroidery and will
enable your imagination to run wild. Quick and easy to do, and can be stitched with or without applique fabric, these
designs are great for fun shirts to quilts, or anything your imagination dreams. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a
larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so
PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

A Patch On You Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/APatchOnYouToo
A Patch on You Too is the second set of our Patch On You series. These patches are great for creative embroidery and
will enable your imagination to run wild. Quick and easy to do, and can be stitched with or without applique fabric, these
designs are great for fun shirts to quilts, or anything your imagination dreams. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a
larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so
PES has been included for the 5x7 size.
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A Patch On You Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/APatchOnYouThree
A Patch on You Three is the third set of our Patch On You series. These patches are great for creative embroidery and
will enable your imagination to run wild. Quick and easy to do, and can be stitched with or without applique fabric, these
designs are great for fun shirts to quilts, or anything your imagination dreams. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a
larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so
PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Daring Dragons 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DaringDragons
Daring Dragons is a fantastic set of adorable and fun dragons that would be terrific for both boys and girls. Great for all
types of projects from bedroom decor and quilts to clothing or even put the BBQ dragon on an apron to make a fun and
quirky BBQ apron for your man!

Little Nellie 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleNellie
Little Nellie is a our female counterpart to our very popular Little Jumbo set and is an adorable set of 10 cute as can be
elephants! Great for babies and young childrens, nursery decor, quilts and baby items!

Pumpkins Galore 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PumpkinsGalore
Pumpkins Galore is a not so spooky and not too cutsie set of applique pumpkins great for Halloween. Great for treat
bags and other Halloween projects! This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and
PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Penelopes World 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PenelopesWorld
Penelope's World is a world full of whimsy and color. This fabulous set celebrates femininity to the max and is terrific
value with 19 different designs. All designs come in the 4x4 size and designs 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 also come in a 5x7
size. The house in the 4x4 format does not include the smoke. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machine
does not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provided instead for the 5x7 hoop.
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Lifes A Cupcake 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LifesACupcake
Lifes A Cupcake is our third set in our applique cupcakes series. Sew up a treat with these yummy, scrummy cupcake
applique designs. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users,
please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Swirly Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyAlphabet
Swirly Alphabet is a divine alphabet that matches perfectly to the whimsical style of embroidery designs Bunnycup has
to offer. Based on an illustrated alphabet by Olivia and Co, this alphabet is exclusive to Bunnycup Embroidery. The
height of the capital letters is approximately 2.5 inches tall(but dependant on the individual letter and if it has a tail swirl)
and the lower case letters are proportional to be able to be used with the capitals. For more sizing information please
refer to the thread chart links below.

Boys Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysMinis
Finally a set of minatures just for boys! These great little designs measure around 1.5 inches (for further specifics on
dimensions please refer to the thread chart link below) and stitch out in minutes but look so great. If you have a boy to
sew for, this a set you just will not want to miss.

Christmas Doodads 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasDoodads5x7
Christmas Doodads is a sensational set of Christmas Doodles for a 5x7 hoop. These designs look stunning stitched out
and would be great for linens, stockings, tree skirts - anything. SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your formats.
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Slender Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SlenderAlphabet
The Slender Alphabet is a stunning, neat and versatile alphabet! The alphabet stands at about 2 inches tall. This
alphabet includes capitals, lower case letters and numbers. Please note that this is a one color alphabet, we have
stitched it out variegated threads.

Martian Mania Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MartianManiaApplique
Martian Mania Applique is a fantastic and funky applique alphabet with Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers for the 4x4
hoop. For specific sizing, please refer to the thread chart links below.

Splendid Nursery Rhymes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplendidNurseryRhymes
Splendid Nursery Rhymes is just that - a splendid set of the most adorable nursery rhymes designs. Great for boys and
girls and all sorts of projects. A must have if you have little children to sew for - and these would be great for cloth
books!

Country Snowmen 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CountrySnowmen
Country snowmen is the most beautiful and detailed set of snowmen with a country flair. These designs are great for
young and old and will warm all hearts. The designs for this set all come in a 4x4 size. In addition, designs 1-7
(snowmen), 11 (red stacked hat), 12 (bird house hat, 15 (moon and hanging starts), 16 (twig tree) come in a 5x7 hoop
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size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not support the larger hoop, the 5x7 designs are not
avaliable in your format and PES have been supplied instead.

Lara Script 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LaraScript
Lara Script is a truly lovely alphabet with wide satin stitch turning curves. The capital letters stand around 1.75 inches
tall (45 mm). Please refer to the thread chart links below for more specific sizing information. Please also note that this
is a one color alphabet, we have stitched it out variegated threads.

Hippomania 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Hippomania
Hippomania is a sweet set of 10 hippopotamus designs great for all children.

Autumn Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AutumnCuties
Autumn Cuties is beautiful set of autumnal girls and is a part of our Cuties series. If you loved Spring Cuties, you will
love Autumn Cuties.

Christmas Minis Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMinisToo
Christmas Minis Too is a superb set of 22 christmas related minature designs which are approximately one and halh to
two inches (for futher sizing information see thread charts below). These designs are cute and sew out in minutes, so
are sure to be a hit for your Christmas projects.
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Bellbottom Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BellbottomApplique
Bellbottom Applique is a funky and fun applique alphabet including Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers for the 4x4
hoop. For specific sizing information please see the thread chart links below. Use bright and fun colours for a more
funky feel.

Christmas Inspirations Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasInspirationsApplique
Christmas Inspirations Applique is a fabulous set for all sorts of Christmas projects. The designs can be done with or
without the wording (to do them without, all you need to do is leave off the final color). These designs come in both 4x4
and 5x7. PCS and PES users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, you will receive PES
format as your 5x7 designs.

Girls Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlsMinis
After many requests, Girls Minis is a set of miniatures just for girls. These great little designs measure around 1.5
inches (for further specifics on dimensions please refer to the thread chart link below) and stitch out in minutes but look
so great. If you have a girl to sew for, this is a set you just will not want to miss.

Bubba Boo In Winter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInWinter
Finally another addition to our Bubba Boo series! Bubba Boo In Winter is an adorable set of babies all dressed in their
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winter finest. Designs 9 (ice princess), 11 (baby with icicle), 12 (snowbaby), 15 (winter) and 16 (bow) are for the 5x7
hoop while the remaining designs are for a 4x4 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not
support a 5x7 hoop, PES format is supplied for 5x7 designs.

Pandamonium 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Pandamonium
Pandamonium is an adorable set of furry panda bear designs great for all children.

Tic Tac Toe 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TicTacToe5x7
Tic Tac Toe is a in the hoop project of the classisc tic tac toe game. This project is entirely in the hoop and there is no
manual sewing at all. This cloth board game has both a back and front (as do the pieces) to make a very polished, neat
and adorable project. The pictures do not show it well, but the outer game board is stippled (which can be left out if
desired). A great idea for stocking stuffers this Christmas. Written instructions with pictures are included with this
project. Please note that this project is only avaliable for the 5x7 hoop and as a result it is not avaliable to PCS and
SEW users.

Funky Christmas 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FunkyChristmas5x7
Funky Christmas is a fantastic whimsical set of 5x7 Christmas Designs (with the exception of the holly and star which
are smaller designs - see thread chart links below for more information). These designs would be fantastic for
stockings!

Christmas Ornaments Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasOrnamentsApplique
Christmas Ornaments Applique is a set of 12 more simple applique designs of baubles for Christmas. Great for all sorts
of projects and simple and quick to stitch. With this set you will receive both the 4x4 and 5x7 versions. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop you will receive PES for your 5x7 files.

A Ginger Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AGingerChristmas
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At long last and after requests, A Ginger Christmas is a set of absolutely adorable must have filled stitch Gingers
dressed for Christmas. Sure to be a hit on any Christmas project.

Flutterby 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Flutterby
Flutterby is a whimsical set of filled stitch fairy designs. This set comes in both the 5x7 hoop and the 4x4 hoop, but due
to the whimsical nature of the designs, they are best stitched in the 5x7 size. The face detail on the 4x4 is very tiny and
difficult to trim and sew out better in the 5x7 version. PCS and SEW useers, please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version is not avaliable for your format and PES has been provided instead.

Fruit and Veg Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FruitandVegApplique
Fruit and Veg Applique is a simple applique set of 20 cute fruit and vegetable designs. Quick to sew, fun and funky, this
set has great versatility. This set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 designs. Some of the 5x7 designs have been rotated to
increase the size of the design in the avaliable field. This is a terrific value set! PCS and SEW users, please note that
as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version is not available in your format. PES has been provided
instead.

Buggin Out Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BugginOutChristmas
This darling set of Christmas Bugs is sure to be a delight to all young ones. The first 11 designs in this set are for the
4x4 hoop and the last 4 are for the 5x7 hoop (for more sizing information please refer to the thread chart links below).
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, designs 12 - 15 are not avaliable in
your format and PES for these designs are included instead.

Christmas Minis Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMinisThree
Another great collection of miniature Christmas designs measuring just over one inch (for more information refer to the
thread chart links below). Super quick to stitch but looks so great!
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Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasApplique
Christmas Applique is a fun collection of applique designs for Christmas based on the artwork used also for Christmas
Minis Three. If you love applique, you will love Christmas Applique. This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops.
PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provided for your
5x7 versions.

Bubba Boo In Love 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbaBooInLove
A wonderful set for Valentines or just sweet designs to use anytime of the year. Bubba Boo in Love is a darling set of
general purpose designs. Designs 1 - 5 and 14 are for the 4x4 hoop where as designs 6 - 13 are for the 5x7 hoop. As
PCS and Sew machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the set is not avaliable in your formats.

On The Move Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OnTheMoveApplique
Beep Beep! Make way for On The Move Applique. This great set consists of 17 different applique vehicles from the
land, sea and air and are sure to be a hit with the little boys out there. This set comes with both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provide in place
for the 5x7 size. For further sizing information please see the thread chart link below.

Roundys Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RoundysApplique
Roundys Applique is a great set of round shaped designs that would be perfect for babies through to young children.
This set comes includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been included for the 5x7 size.
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Roundys Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RoundysTooApplique
Roundys Too Applique is the second set in our Roundys series and is a great set of round shaped designs that would
be perfect for babies through to young children. This set comes includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW
users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Kayleigh Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KayleighAlphabet
Kayleigh alphabet is a fun alphabet and the capitals stand around 2 inches tall (50 mm). The alphabet includes
Capitals, Lower Case, Numbers and Characters. For more information on sizing please see the thread chart links
below.

Dino-rawhs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Dino-rawhs
Dino-rawhs are a great set of cute and whimsical dinosaurs. A set that all little boys will just adore.

Valentines Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ValentinesMinis
Valentines Minis is the next collection in our Minis series. These great little designs measure around 1.5 inches (for
further dimensions please refer to the thread chart links below) and stitch out in minutes but look so great. Great for
valentines or for general use all year round.
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Easter Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterApplique
Easter Applique is a fun and quick to stitch set of sweet applique designs for boys and girls. Please note all the designs
are applique with the exception of the Happy Easter word art design which is a filled stitch design. This set comes with
both the 4x4 and 5x7 versions. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop,
the designs are not avaliable in a 5x7 hoop and PES has been provided instead for 5x7.

Sea Squirts Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaSquirtsApplique
Sea Squirts Applique is part one of a two part series and a great value series at that! These darling sea creature
appliques are so fun and very quick to stitch. Comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users, please note that
as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs included are PES format.

Sea Squirts Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaSquirtsAppliqueToo
Sea Squirts Applique Too is part two of the Sea Squirts series adn a great value series at that! These darling sea
creature appliques are so fun and very quick to stitch. Comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size, with the exception of design
21 (seaweed filled stitch design) which only comes in a 4x4 hoop. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your
machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs included are PES format.

Easter Parade 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterParade
Easter Parade is a darling set of adorable Easter designs - some designs are great all year round! These beautifully
detailed designs will warm the hearts of young and old alike.

Swirly Spring 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlySpring
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19 delightful, fresh and swirly floral designs in time for Spring. Great for all ages, all times of year, and would look
wonderful on towels, linens, and bags! Designs 1 - 12 are for the 4x4 hoop and designs 13 - 19 are for the 5x7 hoop.
SEW and PCS users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provided for
designs 13 - 19.

Delightful Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DelightfulAlphabet
Delightful alphabet is an adorable alphabet that is approx. 2 inches in height (see thread chart links below for more
info). This is the same alphabet that is used for the Bunnycup Embroidery logo and we have had many requests to
digitize it in the past. BX files are now also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Swirly Spring Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlySpringToo
Swirly Spring Too is our second set in the Swirly Spring series and consists of 18 delightful, fresh and swirly floral
designs in time for Spring. Great for all ages, all times of year, and would look wonderful on towels, linens, and bags!
Designs 1 - 12 are for the 4x4 hoop and designs 13 - 18 are for the 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provided for designs 13 - 18.

Swirly Butterflies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyButterflies
Swirly Butterflies is a set of 20 delicate and beautiful swirly butterflies that stitch in minutes. Great for all ages and
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would wonderful on quilts. These designs look absolutely stunning all stitched out. This set comes in both a 4x4 size
and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES is included for
your 5x7 sizes.

Paisley Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PaisleyApplique
Paisley Applique is a wonderful set of 20 applique paisley designs that are great for women of all ages. These swirly
modern applique designs are wonderful for all sorts of projects adn come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop that your formats are not available in 5x7 format
and PES has been included instead.

Baby Bluebird 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBluebird
Baby Bluebird is a wonderful ser of bluebird designs that are great for Spring projects. These would look adorable on
bibs and nursery items.

Owl Softie 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OwlSoftie5x7
The Owl Softie is an in the hoop project for the 5x7 hoop sure to delight young children as tested in our own home. Our
children just adore these cute and soft little owls. These are great as toys or even an original pin cushion. This project
is in the hoop with just a little hand sewing required to close the opening left to turn the project inside out and stuff with
hobby fill. Detailed and easy to follow photo instructions included. The completed owl is just over 6 inches tall and takes
about 40 minutes to make. As this project requires a 5x7 hoop it is not avaliable in the SEW and PCS formats.

Sprites 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Sprites
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Sprites is a delightful filled stitch collection of everyone's favourite animals with wings. Sprites is the first set of a two
part series. Great for all types of projects!

Sprites Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpritesToo
Sprites is a delightful filled stitch collection of everyone's favourite animals with wings. Sprites is the second set of a two
part series. Great for all types of projects!

Hearts And Circles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HeartsAndCirclesApplique
Hearts and Circles Applique is a set of 15 applique designs of hearts encased in circles. This set would be great on
t-shirts, bags and quilts. Use softer colours for a pretty look or brights for a more funky look.

Kids Of The World Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KidsOfTheWorldRedwork
Kids of the world redwork is a wonderful set of redwork kids celebrating all nationalities. With minimal jumps and being
redwork, this set is super quick to stitch and looks stunningly effective. This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes.
PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been included as your
5x7 designs.

Swirly Stars 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyStars
Swirly Stars are a swishy swirly set of beautiful designs that are fantastic to embellish all sorts of projects. Designs 1 - 5
fit the 4x4 hoop where designs 6 - 11 are for the 5x7. As half of the designs are for a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable
in SEW or PCS as these machines do not support a 5x7 hoop.

Easter Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterMinis
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Easter minis is a delightful collection of smaller designs celebrating easter and spring. These designs are
approximately 2 inches at thier highest or widest point. For more information on sizing please refer to the thread chart
links below.

Spring Time Fun 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringTimeFun
Its some time for some Spring fun. Springtime fun is a set of 17 delightful designs for your Spring projects. Great for all
sorts of projects. This set is for the 4x4 hoop and specific design sizes can be further seen by clicking on the thread
chart links below.

Feathered Friends Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FeatheredFriendsApplique
Feathered Friends Applique in an adorable set of applique birds in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. Included as an bonus is
also a couple of 4x4 birdy sayings (words do not come in 5x7 size). PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 versions are not avaliable in your format and PES has been provided for
your 5x7 designs.

Simply Spring Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplySpringApplique
Simply Spring Applique is a fantastic set of Spring and Easter applique designs that will freshen up all embroidery
projects. Even use a combination of the designs to create a Spring scene. This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7
sizes. PCS and SEW users, please note as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been included for the
5x7 size.

Simply Spring Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplySpringAppliqueToo
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Simply Spring Applique Too is our second set in the Simply Spring series and is a fantastic set of Spring and Easter
applique designs that will freshen up all embroidery projects. Even use a combination of the designs to create a Spring
scene. This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users, please note as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Jungle Daze 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JungleDaze
Jungle Daze is a must have set of Jungle designs that are just so delightful. This great collection of filled stitch designs
are for the 4x4 hoop and would look great on just about any project.

Jungle Daze Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JungleDazeApplique
Jungle Daze Applique is the applique version of the darling Jungle Daze collection. These designs come in both the
4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been
included for your 5x7 sizes.

Animal Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalAlphabetApplique
This alphabet is an absolute treat and terrific value! Great for wall hangings and books to help little one learn letters
and sounds but also would look stunning on quilts and clothing. And for those who would like to know more about the
letter N - it is a Narwal!

Oriental Elements 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OrientalElements
Oriental Elements is a delicate and different set of oriental styled designs. Great for all types of projects.
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Doodle Flowers Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleFlowersApplique
Doodle Flowers Appliqué is a delightful and modern set of appliqué floral designs perfect for jazzing up all those spring
projects. This set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 versions of the designs. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version designs are not available in your format, and PES has been
provided instead for the 5x7 size.

Summer Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerBears
For all those teddy lovers, Summer Bears is a great set to splash into Summer. This fun bears will delight young and
old. Please note designs 9 to 11 are for the 5x7 hoop and all other designs are for a 4x4 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, designs 9 - 11 are not available in your format and PES has
been included instead.

Sweet Applique Animals Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetAppliqueAnimalsThree
Sweet Applique Animals Three is our third installment to the Sweet Applique Animals series which has been a hugely
popular series. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please
note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so PES has been included for the 5x7 size.

Doodle Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleAlphabet
Doodle Alphabet is a very fun, whimsical and quick to stitch lower case alphabet. For sizing information please see the
thread chart links below.
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Summer Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerMinis
Summer Minis is the next collection in our Minis series. These great little designs measure around 1.5 inches (for
further dimensions please refer to the thread chart links below) and stitch out in minutes but look so great.

Summer Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerApplique
Summer applique splashs us into summer with these 20 great applique designs, making this a wonderful value set.
These would fabulous on any summery project and come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version is not avaliable in your format and the PES version
for this size is included instead.

Lots of Dots 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LotsofDots
We have been asked many a time to create a set of polka dots and other dots that can be used in and around designs.
This set is a collection of dotty designs from small little dots to frames and dotty designs that would look great by
themselves. For sizing information - please refer to the thread chart links below.

Oh Baby 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OhBaby
Oh Baby is the cutest set of baby and ancillary designs for the 4x4 hoop. This set is simply adorable.

Nautical Applique Blocks 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NauticalAppliqueBlocks
Nautical Applique Blocks is a simply adorable set of applique block designs with the cutest filled stitch designs nesting
in them. This set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 versions and match our Nautical Applique set. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version is not avaliable in your format and PES
has been supplied instead.

Nautical Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NauticalApplique
Nautical Applique is a simply adorable set of ocean designs that match the Nautical Applique Block designs. This set
includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 versions. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 version is not avaliable in your format and PES has been supplied instead.

Celebrate 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Celebrate
Celebrate is a fun set for all types of celebrations for young and old. The three tall standing cakes, wedding, party, stars
and love designs are for the 5x7 hoop only while the remaining designs are for the 4x4 hoop. Perfect for so many
occasions. PCS and SEW users, as half as this set is for a 5x7 hoop and your formats do not support 5x7 hoops, this
set is not avaliable in your format.

Lovely Applique Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LovelyAppliqueAlphabet
Lovely Applique Alphabet is a delightful applique alphabet that would suit all ages and many project types. Please see
thread chart links below for sizing information. Capitals stand nearly 4 inches tall and the lower case letters
proportional.

Fleur De Lis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FleurDeLis
Fleur De Lis is a traditional set of motif designs that would be great for quilts, bags and so much more.
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Fleur De Lis Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FleurDeLisApplique
Fleur De Lis is a traditional set of applique motif designs that would be great for quilts, bags and so much more. This
set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 4x4 size only is available in your format and PES format has been provided for your 5x7 version.

Dog Gone 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DogGone
Dog Gone is a set of fluffy puppies that will make your hearts melt. These are exceptionally cute designs and so much
fun to see them stitch out.

Rocket Ships Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RocketShipsApplique
A fun collection of rocket ships that little ones will love. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. SEW and PCS users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your formats in the 5x7 size
and PES will provided instead.

Small Applique Shapes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SmallAppliqueShapes
Based on request, Small Applique Shapes is a set of smaller applique shapes that stitch out in just minutes and are
great for smaller areas, infants or even quilting edging. These designs are around 2 inches at the largest area (see
thread chart below for more information on sizing specifics).

Earth Day 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EarthDay
With our environment being in the state it is, Earth Day is a wonderful way to celebrate our planet and being
environmentally aware. This set would be great for all sorts of projects and would look terrific on shopping totes. All
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designs are for the 4x4 hoop with the exception of designs 6 (Earth Day), 16 (Solar Energy) and 17 (Go Green).
Additional designs 2 (Be Wise) and 13 (Plant a Tree) also come in a 5x7 size. For more information on sizing please
refer to the thread chart links below.

Yummy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Yummy
We have been asked many a time to make a set of filled stitch cupcakes, and our Yummy set is just that - filled stitched
yummy cupcakes! Great for all styles of projects, these cupcakes are bound to leave you wanting more.

Yummy Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/YummyToo
Yummy Too is a follow on to our Yummy collection, but is a variety of different sweet treats likely to leave you wanting
more.

Button Nose 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ButtonNose
Button Nose is a fun collection of 10 animal faces, where the nose is designed to have a button sewn in. Great fun for
little ones!

Button Nose Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ButtonNoseApplique
Button Nose Applique is a fun collection of 10 applique animal faces, where the nose is designed to have a button
sewn in. Great fun for little ones! Comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs are not avaliable in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

All Aboard Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAboardApplique
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All Aboard Applique is a fabulous and fun applique set of train designs. Make a scene by joining trains and carriages
and put the animal appliques with the carriages or just stitch by themselves! Please note the last two designs being the
railroad crossing and tracks are filled stitch designs (the rest of the designs in this set are applique). This set comes in
both the 4x4 size and the 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 designs are not avaliable in your formats and PES has been provided instead for the 5x7 size.

Happy Face 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HappyFace
Happy Face is a collection of 24 little, but happy, faces! These designs are about 1.5 inches (see threadchart link below
for exact measurements) and stitch out quickly, but are so cute. If you loved our Little Faces series, you will love Happy
Face.

My First Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyFirstApplique
My First Applique is a journey through a babies first developments. Great for bibs, bags and commemorating those
precious first milestones. Each design in this set comes in both a 4x4 size and larger size for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
Sew users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop that the 5x7 designs are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead for the 5x7 size.

Happily Ever After 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HappilyEverAfter
Happily Ever After is a set we could not resist - it is such a cute collection of designs for little girls that mix and match
with our other princess themed sets.

My Pet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyPetApplique
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My Pet Applique is a collection of the most adorable applique animals that we may have as pets. Great for all sorts of
projects. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, PES has been provided instead for your 5x7 size.

Cuddly Kitten 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddlyKitten
Cuddly Kitten is the cutest little set of kittens great for any project.

My Pet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyPet
My Pet is the filled stitch version of our My Pet Applique and is a set of the most adorable applique animals that we
may have as pets. Great for all sorts of projects.

Swirly Halloween Doodads 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyHalloweenDoodads5x7
Swirly halloween doodads is a sensational set of halloween doodles for a 5x7 hoop and is the latest installment in our
doodad series. These designs look stunning stitched out and would be great for treatbags, linens, shirts - anything.
SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your
formats.

Monkeying Around 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonkeyingAround
Monkeying around is a filled stitch set of cheeky monkeys up to thier antics. These are so cute and would suit many
projects such as quilts, nursery items and wouldn't they be adorable on a library bag?

Monkey Friends Applique Blocks 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonkeyFriendsAppliqueBlocks
Monkey Friends Applique Blocks is the most adorable set of applique block designs that suit all children. This set
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comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size. If you loved Spring Moments you will love Monkey Friends Applique Blocks.
PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop size, the 5x7 size is not avaliable
in your format and PES has been provided instead for the 5x7 size.

Autumn Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AutumnAlphabet
Autumn Alphabet is a rustic combination of applique and filled stitch detail bringing you a wonderful alphabet great for
all ages. The letters stand just over 3 inches tall (see thread chart links below for specific detail).

Autumn Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AutumnMinis
Autumn Minis is our latest installment to our Minis series and is a collection of smaller designs measuring about 1.5
inches. These designs stitch out in minutes but look so great. For more detailed sizing information please refer to the
thread chart links below.

Too Cute To Spook 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TooCuteToSpook
Too Cute To Spook is the cutest set of Halloween designs for children. These would be great on treat bags and shirts.

Noahs Ark Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NoahsArkApplique
At long last, a Noahs Ark Set! This applique set consists of 23 wonderful designs including an ark, animals and other
miscellaneous designs (the rainbow is a filled stitch design). This set also comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size - making it
terrific value. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
avaliable in your formats and PES has been provided instead.
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Jacobean Color Works 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JacobeanColorWorks
Jacobean Color Works is a beautiful set of jacobean flowers that stitch out in minutes but looks so terrific. Great for
quilts and linen. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES is provided instead.

Swirly Autumn 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyAutumn5x7
Swirly Autumn is a sensational set of autumn doodles for a 5x7 hoop and is the latest installment in our doodad series.
These designs look stunning stitched out. SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your formats.

Kids Alpha Applique Add On 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KidsAlphaAppliqueAddOn
Kids Alpha Applique is one of Bunnycup's all time best sellers and we have been asked time and again to do the lower
case letters and numbers. Well, you asked for it and you got it! Kids Alpha Applique Add on consists of the lower case
letters, numbers and some characters to match the Kids Alpha Applique set (which is the capitals). For futher
dimensions please refer to the thread chart links below.

Swirly Autumn Too 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyAutumnToo5x7
Swirly Autumn Too is the second part of our Swirly Autumn series and is a sensational set of autumn doodles for a 5x7
hoop. These designs look stunning stitched out. SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your formats.
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What A Hoot Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhatAHootApplique
What A Hoot Applique is the most adorable set of applique owls that would be great for P.J.'s, pillows and so much
more. This set comes with both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not avaliable in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Snowflakes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Snowflakes
Snowflakes is a very fun and modern set of snowflake embroidery designs that would be great for linens, tree skirts,
stockings and so much more. These one color designs are quick and easy to stitch, with minimal jumps. This set
comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop sizes making the set excellent value. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Be Thankful 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeThankful
Be Thankful is a adorable set of Thanksgiving designs. Kids will just love these. Designs 1 - 12 come in both the 4x4
and 5x7 hoop sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
designs are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Lots of Dots Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LotsofDotsToo
Lots of Dots Too is a follow on set to our very popular lots of dots set. Use these designs on their own for a boutique
feel or in and around letters or other designs. This set is a collection of dotty designs from small little dots to frames.
For sizing information - please refer to the thread chart links below.
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Circle of Friends 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CircleofFriends
Circle of Friends is an adorable set of applique circles with filled stitch animals. Great for bibs, towels, shirts and so
much more.

Retro Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RetroChristmasApplique
Retro Christmas Applique is a funky collection of reasonably simple but adorable Christmas applique designs great for
all ages. With 29 designs in two different sizes, this bumper collection if amazing value. This set comes in both the 4x4
and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs
are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Cute Greek Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteGreekAlphabetApplique
The name says it all - this set is a cute Greek Alphabet that is great for children and teenagers (or adults).

College Greek Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CollegeGreekAlphabetApplique
College Greek Alphabet Applique is a fabulous set for college students and adults. This set is smart looking and would
be fabulous on t-shirts, pillow cases and quilts.
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Cute Croc 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteCroc
Cute Croc is an adorable set of filled stitch designs that are wonderful for all children. These are sure to be a hit with
your cherished little ones.

Circle of Friends Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CircleofFriendsToo
Circle of Friends Too is the second installment to the Circle of Friends series which is an adorable collection of applique
circles with filled stitch animals. Great for bibs, towels, shirts and so much more.

Baby Sentiments 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabySentiments5x7
Baby Sentiments 5x7 is a sweet set of 18 decorative word art designs for baby. The designs would be great on nappy
bags, onsies, blankets, bibs and so much more. Most of the designs are for a 5x7 hoop (for specific dimensions please
see thread chart links below). PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this
set is not available in your format.

Food Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FoodMinis
Food Minis is our latest installment to our Minis series and is a collection of smaller designs measuring about 1.5
inches. These designs stitch out in minutes but look so great and would be wonderful on all your kitchen projects or
kids clothing. For more detailed sizing information please refer to the thread chart links below.
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Delicious Applique Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DeliciousAppliqueAlphabet
Delicious Applique Alphabet is a stunning alphabet that is fun to use and would look great on so many projects. These
letters come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size (see thread chart below for more information on sizing). PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your formats and PES will
be provided instead for this size.

Vintage Delicious Applique Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/VintageDeliciousAppliqueAlphabet
Vintage Delicious Applique Alphabet is a more delicate version of the Delicious Applique Alphabet using a beautiful
motif outline and would stunning on pillows. These letters come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size (see thread chart below for
more information on sizing). PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the
5x7 size is not available in your formats and PES will be provided instead for this size.

Snowbaby 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Snowbaby
Snowbaby is a darling set of filled stitch adorable snowmen for the 4x4 hoop. These designs will delight young and old
alike.

A Cute Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ACuteChristmas
A Cute Christmas is the cutest ever set of Christmas designs. This set includes both a 4x4 and 5x7 version. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Lots Of Dots Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LotsOfDotsApplique
Lots of Dots Applique is our applique version of the Lots of Dots series which has been a very popular set. These
fabulous and trendy designs are quick to stitch and look fantastic.
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Roll Up 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RollUp
Roll Up, Roll Up, the circus is in town. Roll Up is the cutest set of Circus designs that will brighten up all kids projects.
Designs 1 and 2 (the first two clowns) also come in a 5x7 version for all formats besides PCS and SEW which do not
support the 5x7 hoop.

Dear Daddy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearDaddy
Dear Daddy is a tribute and dedicated to my love of my dear father who passed away on 26 September 2009. This set
is wonderful for all children and thier love of their Dads. Change the colors to suit a boy or a girl. This set comes in both
a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Circle of Friends 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCircleofFriends
Christmas Circle of Friends our first Christmas installment to the Circle of Friends series which has been a huge hit.
These great Christmas designs are a set of applique circles with Christmas designs.

Dear Mommy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearMommy
Dear Mommy has been a much awaited set and is the Mommy/Mummy counterpart to our very popular Dear Daddy
set. This set includes both the mommy and mummy spellings and comes in both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Whimsy Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyChristmasApplique
Whimsy Christmas Applique is a must have applique Christmas collection for this season. Based on our very popular
Swirly Christmas set, this set is terrific value as you get 24 different designs in 2 sizes! This set comes in both the 4x4
and 5x7 sizes. PES and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Rock On Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RockOnApplique
After many requests, Rock On Applique is a set for the tweens and teens. This funky set of applique designs will delight
those fussy teens! Great for shirts, totes and so much more, this set comes in two sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs
are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

A Ginger Christmas Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AGingerChristmasToo
A Ginger Christmas Too is this years follow on set to our very popular A Ginger Christmas set. This set of filled stitch
gingerbreads are sure to bring a smile to all!

Indienne Swirls 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/IndienneSwirls5x7
Indienne Swirls are a pretty and beautiful set of swirly floral and bird designs for the 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop that these designs are not available in your format.
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Christmas Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentiments
Christmas Sentiments is the latest in our Sentiments series and these designs are a must have this Christmas. These
designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, these designs are not available in your format.

Freehand Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FreehandAlphabet
Freehand is a beautiful and useful alphabet. Many of you have also been asking for smaller alphabets so we have
made this alphabet in two different sizes, one that stands approximately three inches tall for the capitals and one that
stands approximately one and half inches tall for the capitals. Please note that our system only allows for the display of
5 threadcharts below and this set has 11 so we have posted a sample of the thread charts for capitals, lower case and
numbers and not the whole alphabet.

Flower Power Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FlowerPowerApplique
Flower Power Applique is a retro revival set that is fun and easy to stitch (design 15, the multiple stars is a filled stitch
design). These great 15 designs come in two sizes, one for a 4x4 hoop and one for a 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.
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Penguin Power 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PenguinPower
Penguin Power is a wonderful set of frolicking penguins in their Christmas garb.

Tropical Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TropicalChristmas
Finally after many requests, Tropical Christmas is a set for the hot weather Christmas'. These designs are cute as can
be!

Golf 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Golf
Golf is a wonderful set for the Golf lover - either male or female, young or old. These wold be just wonderful on golf
towels!

Itty Bitty Snowmen 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/IttyBittySnowmen
Itty Bitty Snowmen is a sweet set of snowmen that are approximately 2 inches tall. Cute for smaller areas!

Ice Cream Sundae Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/IceCreamSundaeApplique
Ice Cream Sundae Applique is a fabulous collection of 14 tasty icy applique delights. This set comes with both the 4x4
and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, these designs are
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Swirled 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Swirled
Swirled is a fabulous set of 42 pretty redwork swirly designs. The sizes of the designs in this set range from requiring a
5x7 hoop to smaller designs for a 4x4 hoop. We have also adorned the designs with hot fix crystals for illustrative
purposes. Please note that the crystals are not a part of the design and crystals are not included with the set. PCS and
SEW users please note that as there are 14 5x7 designs in this set and your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop this
set is not available in your format.

Flamingos 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Flamingos
Flamingos has been a popular request over time, so we are proud to release our Flamingos set. This set comes in both
a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
designs are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Lots of Dots Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LotsofDotsAlphabet
Hugely requested, Lots of Dots Alphabet is finally here. This collection is whimsical and delightful collection of dotty
letters. Layer with other alphabets to make a great boutique look.

Swirly Doodads 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyDoodads5x7
For all our swirly doodad lovers, here is a wonderful new set of doodads for you. Adorn linens, bags, shirts and so
much more with these designs to make creative and modern projects. Most of these designs are for a 5x7 hoop - see
thread chart links below for specific sizing information.
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Fabulous Flowers Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FabulousFlowersApplique
Fabulous Flowers is a set of flower applique designs for all ages. This set would be just wonderful on quilts.

Boys Dress Up 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysDressUp
Bound to be a much adored set, Boys Dress Up is the cutest set for little boys! From knights to magicians to
superheros, there is something in this set that every little boy will like.

Dear Grandma 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearGrandma
Dear Grandma has been a much awaited set and is the Grandma counterpart to our very popular Dear Daddy series.
This set comes in both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size for the 5x7 hoop. Please note that as of 5 April 2016, this
collection now includes a variation for the Mum spelling on design 3. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Swirled Hearts 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirledHearts
Swirled Hearts is our latest installment in our swirled series and is a fabulous set of swirly hearts and scrolls that are
great for quilting and so much more. We have adorned the designs with hot fix crystals for illustrative purposes. Please
note that the crystals are not a part of the design and crystals are not included with the set. This set comes with both
the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes of the designs. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 version is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Applique Hearts 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueHearts
Applique Hearts is a modern and funky set of applique heart designs that are sure to delight. This set includes 25
wonderful designs that come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. Great for boutique clothing. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 version is not available in your format and PES has
been included instead for the 5x7 size.

Dear Grandpa 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearGrandpa
Dear Grandpa has been a much awaited set and is the Grandfather counterpart to our very popular Dear Daddy series.
This set comes in both a 4x4 size and a slightly larger size for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Jacobean Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JacobeanRedwork
Jacobean Redwork is a beautiful set of jacobean flowers that stitch out in minutes but looks so terrific. Great for quilts
and linen. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. We have also adorned the designs with hot fix crystals for
illustrative purposes. Please note that the crystals are not a part of the design and crystals are not included with the set.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES is provided instead.

Musical Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MusicalApplique
Musical Applique is a fun set of 16 musical applique designs that are fun and quick to stitch. This set comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES format has been provided instead.
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Valentines Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ValentinesSentiments
Valentines Sentiments is our latest installment in our very popular Sentiments series. These great designs come in two
sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Great for Valentine's days but many can be used the whole year
round. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this size is not available in
your format and PES will be provided instead.

A Daisy Day Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ADaisyDayAlphabet
A Daisy Day Alphabet is a lovely girly alphabet that looks fresh and so lovely. This capitals stand around 2 inches tall -
for more specific sizing information please refer to the thread chart links below.

Cross My Heart 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CrossMyHeart
After many requests we are proud to release our Cross My Heart Set. This variety of crosses will be wonderful for all
sorts of projects with religious themes.
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Snug As A Bug 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnugAsABug
Snug as a Bug is the cutest set of little bugs for your little bug! Children and adults alike will find these irresistible.

A Cute Easter Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ACuteEasterApplique
A Cute Easter Applique must be the cutest ever set of Easter applique designs. Hop into Easter with these designs apt
to delight young and old. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your formats and
PES has been provided instead.

EiEiO 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EiEiO
EiEiO is a simple and cute farm set that is great for little children.

EiEiO Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EiEiOApplique
EiEiO Applique is a simple and cute applique farm set that is great for little children. This set includes both the 4x4 and
5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Express Yourself 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ExpressYourself5x7
Express Yourself is a wonderful sentiments sets for all ages. Most of the designs in this set are for the 5x7 hoop
however, the joy, life, wish, faith and hope designs are for the 4x4 hoop. The Life design is also an applique design but
can be stitched without applique fabric. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
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hoop, this set is not available in your format.

Little Gymnast 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleGymnast
We have had many requests for a gymnastics set similar to the Ballet Cuties set, so here it finally is. These cute little
tumbling and twirling girls are wonderful for all our aspiring little gymnasts. This set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7
sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Monkeying Around Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonkeyingAroundToo
Monkeying Around Too is a summer set of Monkey designs and is the follow on set of our popular Monkeying Around
set. If you loved Monkeying Around, you will love Monkeying Around Too!

Eye Candy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EyeCandyApplique
These delectable applique treats will leave you wanting more. Quick and easy to stitch and great for kids projects such
as boutique clothing, bags and so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Zodiac 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleZodiac
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We have had many requests for a zodiac set, so finally here it is! Little Zodiac is the cutest collection of zodiac signs in
an applique patch. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Zodiac Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ZodiacAnimals
We have had many requests for a zodiac set, so finally here it is! Little Zodiac is the cutest collection of zodiac animals.

Kitchen Chicken 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KitchenChicken
Kitchen Chicken is a fabulous and whimsical set for the kitchen of the most adorable hens, roosters and chickens.
Great for adorning kitchen projects and so much more.

Hippity Hop 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HippityHop
Hippity Hop is the most darling set of cute bunnies great for all kids projects.

Kiss the Cook 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KisstheCook
Kiss the Cook is a terrific set designed specifically with mens BBQ aprons in mind. The three chefs, 4 full size kebabs,
BBQ and spatula and fork come in two sizes one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop and the other designs are
in the 4x4 hoop only. Please also note that the outlines on the full size kebabs have a whimical outline which is not
designed to fall exactly in place (but all the other designs have precise placement outlines). PCS and Sew users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop that the 5x7 designs are not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead.
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Curlz Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CurlzAlphabet
Curlz Alphabet is a beautiful and whimsical alphabet that stands about 2.5 - 3 inches tall (please see thread chart links
below for specific sizing information).

Oodles of Poodles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OodlesofPoodles
Oodles of Poodles is the most darling set of poodles, a much sought after theme! These adorable poodles come in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. If you love this set, you will also love our Paris Diva set.

Wedding Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WeddingSentiments
Our Sentiments series have been a huge sensation and Wedding Sentiments are our latest installment to the series.
These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Candlewicking Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CandlewickingAlphabet
We have been requested many times to create a delicate candlewicking alphabet, so here it finally is! Delicate and
sweet, and quick to sew, this alphabet is a delight! For specific sizing information, please see thread chart links below.
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Pretty Paisley 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PrettyPaisley
Pretty Paisley is a sweet and irresistible set of beautiful filled stitch paisley designs. With 24 different designs in the set,
this set is great value.

Cuties Alphabet Part 1 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CutiesAlphabetPart1
Cuties Alphabet is a one of a kind illustrated alphabet that will delight the hearts of all little girls. Set 1 consists of letters
A - M only. Set 2 contains the remainder of the letters (sold separately). These designs come in both a 4x4 and 5x7
size. These designs would be wonderful on quilts, wall hangings and cloth books - and so much more! PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Cuties Alphabet Part 2 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CutiesAlphabetPart2
Cuties Alphabet is a one of a kind illustrated alphabet that will delight the hearts of all little girls. Set 2 consists of letters
N - Z only. Set 1 contains the remainder of the letters (sold separately). These designs come in both a 4x4 and 5x7
size. These designs would be wonderful on quilts, wall hangings and cloth books - and so much more! PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Mighty Jungle Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MightyJungleAnimals
Mighty Jungle Animals are our latest and cutest set of jungle animals that will be loved by all children. This set includes
both a 4x4 and 5x7 version. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the
5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Mighty Jungle Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MightyJungleAnimalsApplique
Mighty Jungle Animals Applique is the applique version of our Mighty Jungle Animals set and are our latest and cutest
set of jungle animals that will be loved by all children. This set includes both a 4x4 and 5x7 version. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Lil Monsters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LilMonsters
Lil Monsters is a fun and cute to boot set of the most darling little monsters that are versatile for all sorts of projects.
Great for boys and girls alike, these darling designs are sure to please and give little ones a giggle!

Ambers World Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AmbersWorldRedwork
Redwork lovers, you will fall in love with Amber's World Redwork. These darling girl designs are great for all little girls
and are quick to stitch and would be wonderful for quilting too. These designs come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 size, this set is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Sea Creatures Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaCreaturesApplique
Sea Creatures Applique is a fabulous set of under the sea critters that are sure to delight young and old. These
applique designs come in two sizes, one fort he 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.
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Sea Creatures 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaCreatures
Sea Creatures is a fabulous set of under the sea critters that are sure to delight young and old.

Dinky Doodles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DinkyDoodles
Dinky Doodles is a fun set of a variety of doodle designs. Great for all occasions.

Three Wishes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThreeWishes
Three Wishes is a fabulous and magical set of adorable genie designs. Make your special one's wishes come true with
these amazing designs. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

The Styx Rules 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheStyxRules
After many requests, we have a long awaited follow on set to our Styx sets. The Styx Rules is a fun and fabulous set of
stick characters and if you loved our set, The Styx you will love The Styx Rules. Most of this set includes two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop (except for designs 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24 and 25). PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been included instead.

Silly Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SillyFacesApplique
Silly faces applique is a fun and fabulous set of smiley and other faces in applique that are quick to stitch but just
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adorable. This set is also great to teach kids about feelings! This set comes in both a 4x4 and a larger size for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dear Nana 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearNana
Finally, after many requests here is the Dear Nana counterpart of our Dear Grandma series. This set comes in both a
4x4 size and a slightly larger size for the 5x7 hoop. Please note that as of 5 April 2016, this collection now includes a
variation for the Mum spelling on designs 3 and 3a. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Feels Like Spring Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FeelsLikeSpringApplique
Feels Like Spring Applique is a fun and simple set of designs great for Spring or all year round! These designs come in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Playtime 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Playtime
Playtime is a collection of cute and fun animals great for babies, toddlers and young children. Great for quilts, nursery
items and childrens clothing.
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Tiny Tots Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TinyTotsSentiments
Tiny Tots Sentiments is the latest edition to our Sentiments series and is a fun and fabulous set for kids. This set comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Patriotic Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PatrioticMinis
Patriotic Minis is a great set to celebrate America and for Fourth of July. These designs are slightly over 2 x 2 inches -
so are quick to stitch but so stunning.

Playball 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Playball
Playball is a fun sports set great for all. These designs are a variety of sizes so please be sure to check out the sizing
noted in the thread chart links below.

Swirly Seaside 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlySeaside
Swirly Seaside is the latest installment in our Swirly series and is a great Summer set for all ages. These designs are a
variety of sizes, some coming in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. However please note that designs 1 and 19 come only in
a 4x4 size and designs 8, 11 and 12 come only in a 5x7 size. For further information regarding sizing, please refer to
the thread chart links below. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, none
of the 5x7 sizes are available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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My Brother My Sister 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyBrotherMySister
My Brother My Sister is a much requested set of sentiments for brothers and sisters. This set comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, this set is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Grenouille Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GrenouilleAlphabet
Grenouille Alphabet is an adorable alphabet suitable for all sorts of projects and age groups. These capitals are about
2 inches tall (see thread chart links below for specific dimensions).

What A Patch Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhatAPatchApplique
What a Patch Applique is a collection of 20 wonderfully cute patch designs for all ages. Great on thier own or as
patches on clothing. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 is not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead.

Girls Dress Up 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlsDressUp
Bound to be a much adored set, Girls Dress Up is the cutest set for little girls! From chefs to nurses to rockstars, there
is something in this set that every little girl will like. This set comes with both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users,
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.
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My Little Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyLittleAlphabet
My little alphabet is an adorable applique alphabet that is great for quilting, soft blocks and kids projects.

Back To School 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BackToSchool
Children will look forward to going to school in style with things made for them from this fabulous school set.

Crowning Glory 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CrowningGlory
Crowning glory is a collection of whimsical and fun crowns for your little price or princess. These would look terrific on
all sorts of projects from t-shirts to towels or with a name under them.

School Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SchoolMinis
School Minis is an adorable set of mini designs all about school. The children in your life will love going back to school
adorned in these designs. Please refer to the thread chart links below for specific sizing.

School Sentiments 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SchoolSentiments
School Sentiments is our latest release in our sentiments series and is sure to be a kids favorite. This set comes in both
the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Cute Companions 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteCompanions
Cute Companions is a set of darling children with thier companions. The kids and companions are designed to be
stitched side by side like the great friends they are!

Picture Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PictureAlphabet
Picture Alphabet is a fun and whimsicial illustrated set of letters that are great for all sorts of projects from quilts, to
nursery items, to children's clothing.

Farm Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FarmAnimals
Yeeha! It is farm time with these darling little farm critters. This set is bound to delight children of all ages. This set
comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
this set is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sweet Thing Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetThingApplique
Sweet Thing Appliqué is a delectable set of yummy treats for all. This set consists of 37 wonderful and bright appliqué
designs - use the numbers with the cakes for a special birthday treat! This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
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format and PES has been provided instead.

Fluffy Puppies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FluffyPuppies
Fluffy Puppies are the cutest set of playful puppies suitable for all sorts of projects. If you loved Cuddly Kittens you will
love Fluffy Puppies.

Comic Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ComicAlphabetApplique
If you are an applique alphabet lover, Comic Alphabet Applique is a must. This clean and fun applique alphabet is great
for so many different projects.

Christmas Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsToo
Christmas Sentiments Too is our follow on set to our Christmas Sentiments set which has been one of our all time most
popular sets. These designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, these designs are not available in your format.

Sweet Halloween 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetHalloween
Sweet Halloween is a fabulous set of cats, bats and this and thats! These designs would be wonderful on all sorts of
Halloween projects but would be wonderful for treat bags. All these designs come in the 4x4 size but designs 11, 12,
13, 15, 16 and 18 also come in a 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Fisherman Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleFishermanRedwork
Little Fisherman Redwork is an adorable set of quick and easy designs to stitch out for your budding fisherman. This
set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Cute Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteSentiments
For all our Sentiments lovers out there, here is a new great set of sentiments that work for so many ideas. This set
includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, this set is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Fantasy Flowers Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FantasyFlowersRedwork
Fantasy Flowers Redwork is a delicate and fun, yet modern, collection of floral designs that are great for all sorts of
projects for women. These would look terrific on quilts, bags, shirts and so much more. This set comes in both a 4x4
and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Halloween Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSentiments
Finally! Halloween Sentiments is our halloween installment in our Sentiments series. These cute designs are terrific for
all sorts of Halloween projects from t-shirts to treat bags. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW
users please note that s your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES
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has been provided instead.

Festive Deers Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FestiveDeersRedwork
Festive Deers Redwork is a beautiful set of reindeers that are so quick to stitch with no jumps (no trimming!!). Great for
gifts, table linens and tree skirts and so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Wavy Quilt Blocks Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WavyQuiltBlocksRedwork
Wavy Quilt Blocks redwork is an eye catching and modern set of easy to stitch blocks that would look stunning on a
quilt. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for 8x8 or larger hoops (jumbo hoops). PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 8x8 hoop size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Boys Alphabet Part 1 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysAlphabetPart1
Boys Alphabet is a one of a kind illustrated alphabet that will delight the hearts of all little boys. Set 1 consists of letters
A - M only. Set 2 contains the remainder of the letters (sold separately). If you loved Cuties Alphabet then you will love
this accompanying set for boys. These designs come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. These designs would be wonderful on
quilts, wall hangings and cloth books - and so much more!

Boys Alphabet Part 2 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysAlphabetPart2
Boys Alphabet is a one of a kind illustrated alphabet that will delight the hearts of all little boys. Set 2 consists of letters
N - Z only. Set 1 contains the remainder of the letters (sold separately). If you loved Cuties Alphabet then you will love
this accompanying set for boys. These designs come in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. These designs would be wonderful on
quilts, wall hangings and cloth books - and so much more!
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Christmas Nativity 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasNativity
We have been asked over and over to a new nativity set, so here it is! This bumper collection of 20 designs has an
adorable array of nativity designs for you this Christmas.

Simply Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyChristmas
Simply Christmas is a delightful set of Christmas icons great for a variety of projects. These designs would look
adorable on stockings, pillow cases, tree skirts and so much more. Designs 21 and 22 (the banners) also come with a
5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format.

Jolly Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyChristmas
Jolly Christmas is a sweet and adorable set of designs that will tickle the fancies of young and old alike.

Whimsy Ornaments Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyOrnamentsApplique
Whimsy Ornaments Applique is a very pretty and whimsical set of 21 applique ornaments. Great for all ages! This set
includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 4x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Lil Santa 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LilSanta
Ho, ho, ho - here comes Santa! Lil Santa is the cutest set of St Nick's that will be delightful for so many different
Christmas projects.

Little Eskimo 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleEskimo
Little Eskimo is our latest in our cuties series. These darling little girls are dressed in their warmest gear getting ready
for the winter months and Christmas.

Christmas Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasBears
Christmas Bears is the cutest set of cuddly fluffy bears decked out in the Christmas finest. Children will adore these
adorable designs.

All About Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAboutChristmas
All About Christmas is a set of great designs naturally all about Christmas. Terrific for all sorts of projects from tree
skirts to stockings, to children's shirts and so much more.

Christmas Applique Jumbo 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasAppliqueJumbo
Finally - many of you have been asking for Jumbo designs, so here is our very popular Christmas Applique set in
Jumbo size (for 8x8 or larger hoops). This set is based on our Christmas Applique set (for 4x4 and 5x7 hoops), so if
you like these but do not have a Jumbo hoop, please see our Christmas Applique set.
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Robots Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RobotsApplique
Robots Applique is the cutest set of robots embroidery designs that will whir and burr their way into the hearts of the
young ones in your life. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Robots 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Robots
Robots is the cutest set of filled stitch robots that will whir and burr their way into the hearts of the young ones in your
life. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. An applique version of this
set is also available if you prefer applique.

Fruity Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FruitySentiments
Our latest sentiments release is one of my favourite ones to date. Fruity Sentiments is a wonderfully fun and fresh set
of designs great for all sorts of projects from the kitchen to kids. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Patches 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Patches
Patches is a delightful set of patchwork teddy's and their friends and are great designs for babies and toddlers. This set
comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Birds N Bees 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirdsNBees
Birds N Bees is a cute as can bee set of birds and bees great for Spring and fresh feeling projects. Designs 13 to 17
also come with a 5x7 size design. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format.
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This Year 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThisYear
This Year is a set to celebrate the months and days in a year. Great for towels, tea towels, wall calenders and so much
more. This set comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Fishin 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Fishin
Fishin' is an adorable set for the budding fisher person. Great for bags and shirts and so much more.

Future 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Future
Future is a fun set great for kids (and even adults) and expressing their aspirations and likes. This set comes in both a
4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format.
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Future Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FutureToo
Future Too is a fun set great for kids (and even adults) and expressing their aspirations and likes. This set comes in
both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format.

Valentine Fun 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ValentineFun
Valentine Fun is a cute set of whimsical designs to express your love to others. From hearts to flowers, scrolls and
expressions, this is a great but versatile set. This set includes both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Little Valentine 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleValentine
Little Valentine is the cutest collection of designs great for Valentines, but also wonderful all year round. Designs 18 -
20 come it two sizes, one for the 4x4 and one for the 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Dinomite 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Dinomite
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Dinomites is an adorable set of 18 dinosaur designs that will warm the hearts of children, especially little boys. This set
comes in two sizes (excluding designs 12 (flower) and 12 (pawprint)), one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop
and an applique version is also available. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dinomite Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DinomiteApplique
Dinomites is an adorable set of 18 dinosaur applique designs that will warm the hearts of children, especially little boys.
This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop and a filled stitch version is also available.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyMinis
Baby Minis is the latest set in our minis series. Cute adorable designs great for use on baby clothing and so much
more. These designs are approximately one and half inches in thier largest dimension.

My Baby Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyBabyApplique
My Baby Applique is an applique set of the most adorable baby designs great for nursery items. If you like these be
sure to also check out Baby Minis which are great for baby clothing. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Easter Circle of Friends 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterCircleofFriends
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Finally a new set in our very popular Circle of Friends series! These great Easter designs are a set of applique circles
with cute Easter designs. This set comes with two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note thtat as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Easter Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterSentiments
Easter Sentiments is our latest installment in the our most popular sentiments series. Absolutely adorable and fun to
stitch, this set is a must for Easter projects. These great designs come in two sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this size is not
available in your format and PES will be provided instead.

Feels Like Spring 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FeelsLikeSpring
Based upon popular request, Feels Like Spring is the filled stitch version of our popular Feels Like Spring Applique set.
Feels Like Spring is a fun and simple set of designs great for Spring or all year round!

Raggedy Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaggedyBears
Raggedy Bears is probably the most adorable set of bears we have done to date. The little bears and accompanying
designs are sure to delight young and old alike!

Whimsy Way 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyWay
Whimsy Way is the most magnificent set of whimsy houses that are just so stunning that they will delight young and
old. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that
as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.
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Whimsy Way Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhimsyWayApplique
Whimsy Way Applique is the most magnificent set of applique whimsy houses that are just so stunning that they will
delight young and old. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Girls Are Weird Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlsAreWeirdAlphabet
The Girls Are Weird Alphabet are one of our all time favourite alphabets. The capital letters stand approximately one
inch tall and all other letters, numbers and characters are proportional. A beauitful alphabet!

Travel Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TravelAlphabet
Travel Alphabet is a beautiful and elegant alphabet which comes in two sizes. The large capitals measure
approximately 3 inches tall and the small capitals approximately 1.5 inches tall with the lower case and numbers
proportional.
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CritterOs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CritterOs
For those of you who love our Little Faces series, we finally have done a set of adorable animal faces. These designs
are generally smaller designs around 2 inches so please check the thread chart links below for specific dimensions.

Baby Baby 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBaby
Based on popular request, we have released a 4x4 filled stitch version of the My Baby Applique and Baby Minis sets.
These adorable designs are great for all sorts of projects.

What For Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhatForAlphabet
What For Alphabet is a stunning and adorable set of designs great for all sorts of projects for children. This set comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Bunny Big Ears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BunnyBigEars
Bunny's galore! Bunny Big Ears is a set of cute bunny's with big ears of course! These designs come in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and Sew users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Retro Slang Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RetroSlangApplique
We are always being asked for designs for older age groups, and Retro Slang Applique is a super fun set for all ages.
This set is super value with 20 designs in two different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
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SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Sports Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SportsSentiments
Based on popular demand, Sports Sentiments is our latest release in our sentiments series. Great fun for your budding
sports star. Combine the Mom design or I love design to customize your designs. The I love design also includes an
applique version too! This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

A Ginger Easter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AGingerEaster
A Ginger Easter is a sweet set of Easter designs. Use different colours for a less ginger effect!

Fairy Tales 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FairyTales
Fairy Tales has been a popular request and we are so thrilled to finally release this fabulous set. The Fairy Tales in this
set are Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella, Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz, Fairy Godmother, Goldilocks, Hansel and Gretel,
Little Mermaid, the Princess and The Pea, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty, Thumbelina and Tinkerbell. Sure to delight your
little ones. This set comes in two sizes, one for the the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Little Moments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleMoments
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Little Moments is a follow on set to our popular Spring Moments set. Little Moments is a huge set of 23 delightful
designs of cute animals poking out of an applique frame. These adorable designs will bring a smile to the young of
heart. This set includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 hoop is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

The Tooth 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheTooth
We have been requested over and over again for a new tooth fairy set, so we are pleased to release The Tooth. From
tooth fairies to sentiments, to fairy teeth and even a boy tooth fairy, this set is sure to be a huge hit with the young ones
in your life. The two fairy teeth designs (design 5 and design 13) also come in applique versions. This set comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Raggedy Bears Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaggedyBearsToo
Raggedy Bears Too is our follow on set to our very popular Raggedy Bears set. The little bears and accompanying
designs are sure to delight young and old alike! If you like this set, be sure to check out the first in the series too -
Raggedy Bears.

Dear MYO 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearMYO
Dear MYO is a customisable set of grandparent sentiments with common grandparent names. This set requires you to
combine the sentiment with the required name so does require some experience with design customisation. This set
comes with both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Sweet Treats 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetTreats
Yum! Sweet Treats is a fabulous collection of beautiful and whimsical yummy treats that are great for all sorts of
projects, especially so for the kitchen!

Little Farm Stitchies Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleFarmStitchiesApplique
It has been some time since our last Little Stitchies release and we are pleased to bring a new set of Little Stitchies
applique designs, farm style! These little farm animals are great for children. This set includes both a 4x4 size and a
larger size requiring a 5x7 hoop. SEW and PCS users, please note that 5x7 hoops are not avaliable in your format, so
PES has been included for the 5x7 size

Birthday Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthdayMinis
Birthday Minis is the latest set in our minis series. Cute adorable designs great to snuggle into small areas! These
designs are approximately one and half inches in their largest dimension.
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Time For Tea 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TimeForTea
Time for Tea is a wonderful collection of tea time designs great for tea parties, children and kitchen items such as
aprons and tea towels. An applique version is also available (see Time For Tea Applique).

Time For Tea Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TimeForTeaApplique
Time for Tea Applique is a wonderful collection of tea time applique designs great for tea parties, children and kitchen
items such as aprons and tea towels. An filled stitch version is also available (see Time For Tea). This set comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Kokeshi Dolls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KokeshiDolls
After many requests, we are pleased to bring you Kokeshi Dolls. These darling Japanese style doll designs are sure to
bound to please many young girls out there!

Kokeshi Dolls Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KokeshiDollsApplique
After many requests, we are pleased to bring you Kokeshi Dolls Applique. These designs are the applique version of
our Kokeshi Dolls. These set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Lets Go 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LetsGo
We have been asked many a time for a new filled stitch vehicle set, so here it is! Lets Go is an adorable set of vehicles
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great for little boys (and girls).

Nautical Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NauticalSentiments
Ahoy Me Mateys! We have a great set of sentiments for the sea lovers out there! Nautical Sentiments is a fun and great
set for all those summer projects. This set includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 hoop size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Beautiful Borders 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeautifulBorders
Beautiful Borders is a whimsical and adorable collection of border designs for women and would be great on clothing,
totes, and household projects. With 18 different designs coming in two sizes (one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop), this bumper set is great value. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Superheros 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Superheros
Superheros is a delightful set that is bound to be adored by little boys and girls alike. Designs 1 through to 13 and 17
come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop, design 14 is a mini star, and designs 15 and 16 are
available for the 5x7 hoop only. For more sizing information, please refer to the thread charts below. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 is not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead.
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Pirates Life 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PiratesLife
Yo Ho Ho, its a pirates life for me. Pirates Life is a super cute and super fun set for all the budding pirates out there. All
designs come in the 4x4 size, and designs 1 through to 5 and 21 and 22 also come in a 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Patchy Horse Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PatchyHorseApplique5x7
Patchy Horse Applique is a collection of adorable horse applique designs for the 5x7 hoop. Great for boys and girls.
PCS and SEW users, please note that this set is not available in your format as it is a 5x7 set only.

Raggedy Flowers Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaggedyFlowersApplique
Based on popular request, we bring Raggedy Flowers applique - quaint raggedy flowers for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop.
Quick and easy to sew, these designs look fabulous all stitched out. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Its My Birthday 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ItsMyBirthday
Its My Birthday is a filled stitch collection of birthday designs for the 4x4 hoop. These are the full size version of our
Birthday Minis collection so if you wish to mix and match with the miniature version be sure to check out Birthday Minis
as well.
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Birthday Bugs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthdayBugs
Birthday Bugs is a cute as can bee set of filled stitch designs to celebrate birthdays. This set comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Monster Mash Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonsterMashAlphaApplique
Monster Mash Alpha Applique must be the most fun applique set we have ever seen. This applique alphabet is simply
adorable and would look amazing on shirts and so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided insead.

Monster Mash Numbers Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonsterMashNumbersApplique
Monster Mash Numbers Applique is an add on set to our Monster Mash Alpha Applique set. Adorable for age shirts
and bibs and so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided insead.

Tweet Thing 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TweetThing
Tweet Thing is an adorable set of filled stitch birds and bird cages bound to delight. This set comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size does not come in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Unicorns 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Unicorns
Unicorns is a beautiful collection of magical unicorns sure to delight young little girls.

Occupation Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OccupationBears
Occupation Bears is an adorable set of bears and ancillary designs focused around some popular occupations. This
set includes two sizes for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

When Pigs Fly 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhenPigsFly
What happens when Pigs Fly? This set says it all! This adorable set of whimsical designs are so cute for all ages.

Froggy Phrases 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FroggyPhrases
Froggy Phrases is a super cute set of frog sentiments. These designs can be stitched without the wording (the words
are a separate color) and also come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Adorable Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdorableSentiments
Adorable Sentiments is a fabulous new set in our Sentiments series. Cute for bibs and so much more. This set comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine
does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Magical Mermaids Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MagicalMermaidsApplique
Splash into Summer with these adorable applique mermaid designs. Magical Mermaids Applique is a collection of 12
applique designs coming in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Pool Party Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PoolPartyApplique
Cool off during the Summer with Pool Party Applique. These great designs are great for beach towels, shirts, totes and
so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your size and PES has
been provided instead.

In My Pond 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InMyPond
In My Pond is an adorable set of frogs and turtles great for children all ages.

Aussie Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AussieAnimals
Based on popular requests, we are proud to bring you this adorable collection of Australian Animals. The animals in
this collection include kangaroo, koala, crocodile, dingo, emu, kookaburra, platypus, possum, lizard, great white shark,
snake, and wombat.

Aussie Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AussieAnimalsApplique
Based on popular requests, we are proud to bring you this adorable collection of applique Australian Animals. The
animals in this collection include kangaroo, koala, crocodile, dingo, emu, kookaburra, platypus, possum, lizard, great
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white shark, snake, and wombat. This includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Applique Circle Frames 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueCircleFrames
Applique Circle Frames is a youthful, fun and bright set of applique circle designs that are great for so many purposes.
This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Beautiful Borders Too 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeautifulBordersToo5x7
Beautiful Borders Too is our follow on set to our very popular Beautiful Borders Set. This set comes in three sizes for
the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops and designs 1, 2, 3, 7 and 9 also come in the 4x4 hoop size.

Say It Girly Girl 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SayItGirlyGirl
Say It Girly Girl is a set of illustrated sayings perfect for girls of all ages. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x5
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Halloweenies 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Halloweenies
Halloweenies is the most adorable set of 20 designs for halloween. Dress up shirts, aprons, treat bags and so much
more with these adorable designs. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Please
refer to the thread chart links below for more information on sizing. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Halloween Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenApplique
Halloween Applique is a bumper collection of 24 of the cutest halloween applique designs. Great for shirts, totes, candy
bags and so much more. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Western Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WesternMinis
Yeeha - get your Western on. This great collection of mini designs are great for all those western projects. These little
designs measure around 1.5 inches (see threadchart links below for more sizing information) and are great for little
ones.

Go West 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GoWest
Yeeha - get your Western on. Go West is a wonderful collection of filled stitch Western designs wonderful for all ages.

Go West Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GoWestApplique
Yeeha - get your Western on. Go West Applique is a wonderful collection of applique Western designs wonderful for all
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ages. This set is available in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Not So Spooky 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NotSoSpooky
Boo! Not So Spooky is an adorable set of ghosts great for this Halloween.

Not So Spooky Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NotSoSpookyApplique
Boo! Not So Spooky Applique is an adorable set of applique ghosts great for this Halloween. This set comes in two
sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sock Monkeys 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SockMonkeys
We have been asked time and again to release some sock monkeys, so based on popular demand, here they are.
These adorable filled stitch designs are perfect for children's projects!

Little Elephant 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleElephant
Little Elephant is a sweet collection of 18 filled stitch elephant designs great for all ages.

Simply Cupcakes 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyCupcakes
Yum, if you weren't hungry before, you may be now! Simply Cupcakes is a delectable collection of the tastiest filled
stitch cupcake designs yet.

Simply Cupcakes Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyCupcakesApplique
Yum, if you weren't hungry before, you may be now! Simply Cupcakes Applique is a delectable collection of the tastiest
applique cupcake designs yet. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Simply Cupcakes Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyCupcakesToo
Simply Cupcakes Too is our fabulous follow on collection to our popular Simply Cupcakes and is a set of cupcakes
based around the seasons and holidays.

Simply Cupcakes Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyCupcakesTooApplique
Simply Cupcakes Too Applique is our fabulous follow on collection to our popular Simply Cupcakes Applique and is a
set of applique cupcakes based around the seasons and holidays. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Cuddle Me Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddleMeCritters
Cuddle Me Critters is the cutest collection of critters for all occasions. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Gnomes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Gnomes
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Gnomes is a whimsical collection of cute little gnomes great for boys, girls and adults alike. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in yoru format and PES has been provided instead.

Autumn Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AutumnSentiments
Autumn Sentiments is our latest installment in the Sentiments set and is a wonderful collection of designs for Autumn
and Thanksgiving. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Forest Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ForestAnimals
After many requests, we are pleased to bring to you Forest Animals, an adorable collection of woodland critters. This
set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsThree
Christmas Sentiments Three is this years newest addition to our hugely popular Christmas Sentiments series. This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Santa Claus Is Coming 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SantaClausIsComing
You better watch out, you better not cry - Santa Claus is coming! This cute collection of Christmas designs are perfect
for so many different projects from tree skirts to santa sacks. All the designs besides design 17 (Santa Claus is Coming
to Town) comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 size. Design 17 only comes in the 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.
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Patty Cake Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PattyCakeAlphaApplique
Patty Cake Alpha Applique is a fun and clean applique alphabet great for all sorts of projects from shirts and bags to
pillows. The capitals are just shy of 4 inches tall.

Snowbusiness 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Snowbusiness
Snowbusiness is this years collection of cute and cuddly snowpeople and are great for childrens winter and and
Christmas projects.

Snowbusiness Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnowbusinessApplique
Snowbusiness is this years collection of cute and cuddly snowpeople and are great for childrens winter and and
Christmas projects. This set includes both a 4x4 and 5x7 version. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Pixies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasPixies
Christmas Pixies is a beautiful collection of pixies all dressed up in their Christmas best. These delightful designs are
sure to warm the hearts of young and old this Christmas. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Sweet Ginger Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetGingerApplique
Sweet Ginger Applique is the yummiest collection of applique designs for this Christmas. These adorable designs are
quick and easy to stitch and come in four sizes including for the 4x4 hoop, 5x7 hoop, 6x10 hoop and 8x8 hoop. PCS
and SEW uers please note that as your machines do not support 5x7 and larger hoops,. the larger size designs are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

12 Days 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/12Days
Christmas is coming and 12 Days is a wonderful collection for this Christmas. Based on the 12 Days of Christmas, this
set is sure to delight young and old. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Rudolf 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Rudolf
The other reindeers won't be laughing at Rudolf this year when they see him dressed up all ready for Christmas! These
adorable designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Nutcracker 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Nutcracker
Based on popular request, we bring to you Nutcracker. These adorable designs are great for all Christmas projects and
suit all ages.This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Christmas Minis Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMinisFour
Christmas Minis Four is this years release in the Christmas Minis series. These little designs measure about 1.5 inches
on the largest dimension. These designs are quick and easy to stitch and great for little areas. This set is also available
individually in full size and applique.
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Christmas Melody 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMelody
Christmas Melody is a collection of cute miscellaneous designs for Christmas. Great for stockings, tree skirts and so
much more.

Christmas Melody Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMelodyApplique
Christmas Melody Applique is a fun collection of Christmas designs that are quick and easy to stitch but so effective.
This great set comes in two sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Christmas Doodads Too 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasDoodadsToo5x7
Our first Christmas Doodads set has been one of our most popular sets ever and we are pleased to bring to you our
follow on set Christmas Doodads Too. This swirly and adorable set is for the 5x7 hoop only and are fabulous for all
sorts of christmas projects from linens to santa sacks. SEW and PCS users, please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, this set is not avaliable in your formats.

Winter Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WinterCritters
Winter Critters is a cute and cuddly collection of critters dressed up in thier Winter garb and ready for Christmas. This
set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW useters please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Girly Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlyChristmas
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Have yourself a very pink and girly Christmas this year with these stunning designs. This set comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not suppoert a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Penguin Fun 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PenguinFun
The Penguins are out and having lots of fun this Christmas. This little quirky penguins are cute as can be and great for
so many different projects.

Cute Nativity 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteNativity
Cute Nativity is this years Christmas nativity set and is perfect for little children. This set comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the
5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Elephant Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleElephantApplique
You asked for it, so here it is! Little Elephant Applique is our applique version of our popular Little Elephant set. These
adorable designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not suppoert a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Cuddle Me Critters Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddleMeCrittersToo
Finally, we are pleased to bring you our follow on set to Cuddle Me Critters. Based on popular demand, here are some
more of these adorable critters. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.
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Prim Sampler 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PrimSampler
Prim Sampler is a collection of various primitive designs great for those country style projects. Designs 1 - 14 are for
the 4x4 hoop, and 15 - 17 are for the 5x7 hoop. Design 7 comes in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop. This set in not available
in SEW and PCS formats.

The Oriental Word 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheOrientalWord
The Oriental Word is a collection of Japanese characters that we all love. In order this set includes the following words -
beauty, blessing, bravery, courage, destiny, dignity, dream, elegance, enlightenment, eternity, faith, friendship,
greatness, happiness, health, hope, immortal, infinity, longevity, loyalty, peace, prosperity, pure, pure love, tolerance
truth, well being and wisdom. The designs in this set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Techy Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TechySentiments
Techy Sentiments is a fun and modern addition to our top selling sentiments series. This set includes two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Tweet Thing Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TweetThingApplique
Based on our very popular Tweet Thing set and on popular demand, Tweet Thing Applique is a collection of adorable
applique bird designs. This set comes in four sizes for the 4x4, 5x7, 8x8 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users as your
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machines do not support the 5x7. 8x8 and 6x10 hoops, your format in the larger sizes is not available and PES has
been provided instead.

Twin Time 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TwinTime
We have been requested time and again for designs for twins, so here they are. Many of these designs can be used
too if you just have a number of children or grandchildren. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Valentines Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ValentinesCuties
Valentines Cuties is such a delightful set of designs all about love. This adorable set is great for Valentine's or just
everyday projects about love. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Hugs and Kisses 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HugsandKisses
Hugs and Kisses is a wonderful collection of designs about love. This set is great for Valentines or for every day use.
This set also comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.
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All About Love 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAboutLove
All About Love is a quaint collection of designs that express love that is wonderful for Valentines day, special occasions
and so much more. This collection includes some applique and some filled stitch designs. Designs 1, and 3 through 17
come in both 4x4 and 5x7 sizes, design 2 is for the 4x4 hoop only and designs 19 through 20 are for the 5x7 hoop only.
Designs 3 through 7, 9,11,14, 15 and 17 are applique designs.

Love Bugs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LoveBugs
Need I say more? Love Bugs is the cutest set of little love bugs which are great for Valentines or all year round. Don't
get bitten by the love bug or you may just become addicted to these little guys! Designs 1 - 9 and 14 come in both the
4x4 and 5x7 hoops, designs 10 and 11 are for the 5x7 hoop only and designs 12 and 15 are for the 4x4 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 sizes aer not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Mini Tweens 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MiniTweens
Mini Tweens is a collection of wonderful designs with the tweens and teens in mind and are smaller designs measuring
around 1.5 inches.

Tweens Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TweensApplique
Tweens Applique is a collection of wonderful applique designs with the tweens and teens in mind. This set includes two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Splish Splash 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplishSplash
Splish Splash - lets take a bath! This set is an adorable collection of designs to make bath time so much fun. The filled
stitch designs in this set are for the 4x4 hoop and the applique designs (designs 2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15 and 18) are for both
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
designs are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Easter Fun 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterFun
Easter Fun is a delightful collection of cute designs all about Easter. These designs will delight children and would be
great for all sorts of projects from Easter baskets, to shirts, bibs and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Animal Faces 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleAnimalFaces
Little Animal Faces is a bumper value set of 20 cute animal faces. These adorable little faces are about 2.5 to 3 inches
so great for little ones projects (for more sizing information please refer to the thread chart links below).

Pregnancy Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PregnancySentiments
How much fun would these adorable designs be on t-shirts for expecting mothers? Designed with humor and fun in
mind, Pregnancy Sentiments is a collection to celebrate mothers to be. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Country Flowers Quilt Blocks 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CountryFlowersQuiltBlocks
Country Flowers Quilt Blocks is a pretty and modern set of easy to stitch blocks that would look stunning on a quilt. This
set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for 8x8 or larger hoops (jumbo hoops). PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 8x8 hoop size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Spring Love Hearts Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringLoveHeartsApplique
Spring Love Hearts Applique is a sweet collection of Spring and Easter designs that are great for all sorts of projects.
With 20 designs in two sizes, this set is great value. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Spring Splendour Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringSplendourMinis
Spring Splendour Minis is a modern and fabulous collection of Nordic inspired spring designs that are perfect for little
places. This collection measures around 1.5 inches (see thread chart links below for specific sizing).

Spring Splendour 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringSplendour
Spring Splendour is a modern and fabulous collection of Nordic inspired spring designs that are perfect for so many
types of projects. Mix and match with Spring Splendour Minis or Spring Splendour Applique for co-ordinating concepts.
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Spring Splendour Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringSplendourApplique
Spring Splendour Applique is our applique version of our Nordic inspired Spring Splendour collection. This set would be
wonderful for quilts, bags and so much more. Mix and match with Spring Splendour Minis or Spring Splendour (filled
stitch) for co-ordinating concepts. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Easter Delights 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterDelights
Easter Delights is the most beautiful collection of filled stitch designs celebrating Easter. How lovely would these
designs be on Easter baskets and bags? This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Simplicity 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabySimplicity
Baby Simplicity is an adorable collection of designs suited to celebrating a newborn. Great for all those baby projects
from bibs to blankets to nursery items. This set is for a 4x4 hoop, but the baby, its a boy and its a girl designs also
come in a 5x7 size.

Baby Bites 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBites
It is typically so difficult to get kids to like veggies, but they are bound to love these cute baby veggies. Great for kitchen
items such as placemats, tea towels and aprons, make the kids in your life fall in love with their veggies! This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Bites Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBitesApplique
This is our applique version of Baby Bites. Great for kitchen items such as placemats, tea towels and aprons, make the
kids in your life fall in love with their veggies! This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Birthday Girl 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthdayGirl
Birthday Girl is HUGE collection of 44 designs in two sizes for little girls birthdays. This set has a combination of filled
stitch and applique designs (designs 5 and 28 and the numbers are applique). The designs in this set come in both the
4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Birthday Boy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthdayBoy
Birthday Boy is HUGE collection of 44 designs in two sizes for little boysbirthdays. This set has a combination of filled
stitch and applique designs (designs 5 and 28 and the numbers are applique). The designs in this set come in both the
4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

In My Kitchen Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InMyKitchenSentiments
In My Kitchen Sentiments is a collection made with aprons and tea-towels in mind. Brighten up your kitchen and
cooking with these wonderful designs - perfect embroidery designs for kitchen towels. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
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support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Dolls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyDolls
Baby Dolls is a collection of the cutest animal doll and accessory designs. Designs 1 - 8, 10 - 12 and 17 and 18 come
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 9 and 13 - 16 come in the 5x7 size only. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 designs are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

School Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SchoolCritters
Make kids love school with these cute little School Critters. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

In My Kitchen Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InMyKitchenSentimentsToo
In My Kitchen Sentiments Too is our follow on set to our very popular In My Kitchen Sentiments. Brighten up your
kitchen and cooking with these wonderful designs - perfect embroidery designs for kitchen towels. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Dolls Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyDollsToo
Baby Dolls Too is our second set in our popular Baby Dolls series. These adorable designs are brilliant for baby and
toddler projects of all sorts. This collection included two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.
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Spring Time Quilt Blocks 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringTimeQuiltBlocks
Spring Time Quilt Blocks is a pretty and modern set of easy to stitch blocks that would look stunning on a quilt. This set
comes in four sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the larger hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoop sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Forest Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ForestAnimalsApplique
Finally we have released our popular forest animals in an applique version after many requests. This set comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Tiny Blocks Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TinyBlocksAlphabet
Tiny Blocks Alphabet is a colorful alphabet based on color blocks. These designs would look wonderful on quilt blocks,
pillows and so much more.

Baby Dolls Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyDollsThree
Baby Dolls Three is our third and final set in our popular Baby Dolls series. These adorable designs are brilliant for
baby and toddler projects of all sorts. This collection included two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.
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USA 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/USA
USA is a wonderful celebration of America and is perfect for projects for Fourth of July or the Presidential election. All
the designs besides, designs 9 and 21, come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 size. Designs 9 and 21 (the two usa applique
designs) come only in the 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

My Girl Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyGirlAlphabet
My Girl Alphabet is a beautifully swirly alphabet that comes in three sizes (small medium and large all fitting the 4x4
hoop). For specific sizing information, please refer to the thread chart links below. This collection makes a beautiful
stacking alphabet. BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Cuddle Bear 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddleBear
Cuddle Bear is a collection of cuddly and cute bears that are perfect for childrens projects. These adorable bears are
reasonably simple and easy to stitch. With 20 designs in the collection, Cuddle Bear is great value.
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Summer Loving 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerLoving
Splash into Summer with Summer Loving. Summer Loving is a fun collection of bright and colorful designs perfect for
shirts, towels, bags and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sporty Boys Redwork Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SportyBoysRedworkToo
Sporty Boys Redwork Too is our follow on collection to our popular Sport Boys Redwork collection and is a beautifully
digitized set of the most adorable boys playing different sports. Quick and easy to stitch and so effective on totes, quick
quilts and tshirts. The designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop the 5x7 designs are not avaliable in your format and PES will be provided instead.

Vacation Time 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/VacationTime
Jazz up your vacation this year with our Vacation Time Collection. No matter where or how you are getting there, these
designs will get the kids excited to be on the way. This collection includes a variety of designs in filled stitch and
applique and all designs come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes (designs 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15 and 17 are the applique
designs). PCS and SEW users place note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sea Creatures Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaCreaturesTooApplique
Sea Creatures Too Applique is our follow on collection to our very popular Sea Creatures Applique collection. These
adorable designs are perfect for summer projects and nursery items. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Sea Creatures Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaCreaturesToo
Sea Creatures Too is our follow on collection to our very popular Sea Creatures collection. These adorable designs are
perfect for summer projects and nursery items. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sewing 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Sewing
You asked for it and here it is! Sewing is a wonderful and fun collection celebrating our love of stitching. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Expecting 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Expecting
Expecting is a fun and cute set to celebrate the Mum to be. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Baby Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyCritters
Baby Critters is a cuddly collection of adorable baby critters that are part of our Critters series. These designs come in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Sail Away 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SailAway
Sail Away is this years new nautical set and the kids will love these little seaside designs. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Summer Critters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerCritters
Have a splash this summer with these adorable critters who are frolicking in the waves. Kids are bound to love these
little designs and they are perfect for all sorts of projects from shirts to beach bags to towels. These designs come in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not avaliable in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Diaper Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DiaperSentiments
Diaper Sentiments is a collection created with diaper covers in mind. Adorn those little bottoms with these cute and
comical sayings. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Farm Friends Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FarmFriendsRedwork
Farm Friends Redwork is an adorable yet quick to stitch collection of farm animal redwork blocks (perfect for quilts).
This collection comes in 4 sizes including the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 sizes are not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead.

Picnic Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PicnicApplique
Picnic Applique is a fun collection to celebrate a warm summer's day picnic. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Chinese Zodiac 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChineseZodiac
Celebrate the Chinese year with these adorable Chinese zodiac designs. These cute and cuddly critters are sure to
delight young and old. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Expecting Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ExpectingToo
Expecting Too is our follow on collection to our Expecting set and is a cute set for mothers to be. All the designs
besides design 16 come in two sizes including the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. Design 16 is only available in the 5x7 size. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Spaced Out 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpacedOut
Have a blast with this wonderful collection of adorable space designs. These 19 designs are out of this world and will
warm the hearts of little ones. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS
and SEW users please note that as you rmachines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Halloween Fun 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenFun
Boo! Have some Halloween Fun this year with these cute little designs that are perfect for treat bags, shirts and so
much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.
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Halloween Bugs 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenBugs5x7
Halloween will not be so scary with these cute little bugs to brighten up your Halloween projects. Halloween Bugs is a
collection of 16 5x7 designs. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this
collection is not available in your format.

Reptiles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Reptiles
Reptiles is a wonderful collection for the little animal lovers out there. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Reptiles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ReptilesApplique
Reptiles Applique is a wonderful collection of applique designs for the little animal lovers out there. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

I Love Cake 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ILoveCake
Feeling Hungry? Then these delicious cupcakes are for you. These designs are great for kitchen projects such as tea
towels and aprons and great for the kids projects too. Designs 17, 18 and 20 are designs as applique designs (ie the
background of the circle is applique) but can also be stitched without fabric.

Camping Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CampingApplique
For all the outdoor lovers, here is a wonderful collection for those camping expeditions. These applique designs come
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in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, that the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Camping Minis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CampingMinis
For all the outdoor lovers, here is a wonderful collection for those camping expeditions. These designs measure up to 2
inches in their largest dimension. Team with Camping Applique or Camping filled stitch for a great theme.

Camping 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Camping
For all the outdoor lovers, here is a wonderful collection for those camping expeditions. Team with Camping Minis and
Camping Applique for a great theme.

Tee Off 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeeOff
After many requests, Tee is a fabulous golf set for all ages. This set includes 27 designs including a mixture of filled
stitch and applique designs. All designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Ghostly 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Ghostly
Ghostly is a whimsical and cute collection of ghosts that are wonderful for adorning your Halloween projects. This
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collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Polo Holiday Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PoloHolidayApplique
Polo Holiday Applique is a cute applique collection to celebrate holidays over the year. This is a great collection for
teens and tweens! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Here Birdy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HereBirdyApplique
Here Birdy Applique is an adorable collection of sweet birds that can brighten up projects for young and old alike. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Halloween Critters Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenCrittersApplique
Halloween Critters Applique is a cute collection of designs that would be wonderful for trick or treat bags and so much
more. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Polo Holiday 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PoloHoliday
Polo Holiday is a cute collection to celebrate holidays over the year. This is a great collection for teens and tweens!
This collection comes in two sizes,one a mini size measuring around 2 inches in the largest dimension and one being
close to 4 inches in size.
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Santas Sleigh 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SantasSleigh
Santas Sleigh is undoubtedly a much anticipated collection and bound to be loved by all ages. Adorn this years
Christmas projects with these absolutely adorable designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Sentiments Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsFour
Christmas Sentiments Four is this years newest addition to our hugely popular Christmas Sentiments series. This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Laundry Day 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LaundryDay
Make washing day a lot more fun with these fabulous designs all about laundry. Some great ideas are to decorate
laundry bags, or make laundry baskets to hold your detergents with these great designs.

Christmas Cuddle Bear 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCuddleBear
Christmas Cuddle Bear is a collection of cuddly and cute bears dressed in their festive finest. These adorable bears are
reasonably simple and easy to stitch. With 20 designs in the collection, Cuddle Bear is great value.
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Christmas Village Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasVillageApplique
Christmas Village Applique is a quaint and whimsical collection of cute applique houses and cottages with a Christmas
theme. These designs come in 4 sizes being for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Perfect for all sorts of Christmas
projects. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines only support the 4x4 hoop, only the 4x4 size in
available in your format and PES has been provided for the remaining hoop sizes.

Seasonal Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeasonalSentiments
Seasonal Sentiments is a delightful collection of designs celebrating the seasons. Great for tea-towels, towels, aprons,
bags and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Months 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Months
Following our Seasonal Sentiments, Months is a terrific set celebrating the months in the year. Great for tea-towels,
towels, aprons, bags and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Santa Express 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SantaExpress
Make way for the Santa Express chugging into Christmas this year. This adorable collection includes both applique and
filled stitch versions (except the street light which is filled stitch only) and comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machine does not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Dog Gone Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DogGoneChristmas
Our popular Dog Gone characters have all dressed up for the season this year. Dog Gone Christmas is a fabulous
value set with 20 different designs.

Pet Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PetChristmas
Give your beloved pet a Meowy Christmas this year with a gift adorned with designs from our Pet Christmas collection.
This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Snow Cuties Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnowCutiesApplique
Snowcuties is a wonderful and whimsical collection of adorable applique snowmen that would be wonderful for so
many different projects. Decorate kitchen linens, santa sacks, tree skirts and so much more with these cuties. This
collection includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Christmas Sentiments Five 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsFive
Christmas Sentiments Five is this years newest addition to our hugely popular Christmas Sentiments series. This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

My Room Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyRoomSentiments
My Room Sentiments is an idea born out of our son having a monster phobia when he started school. These adorable
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designs should make bed time fun. Put on pillows, wall and door hangings, pajamas and so much more. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Raggedy Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaggedyAlphabet
Raggedy Alphabet is a pretty, quick and easy collection of letters to stitch out that look rustic and whimsical. This
alphabet is for the 4x4 hoop, however we have included the native EMB files in the downloads so that you can resize
the files without compromising the quality of the stitching with the Wilcom Truesizer program (please refer to the
resizing information document included in the download for more information).

Karate Kid 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KarateKid
Karate Kid is a wonderful collection for the martial arts lover. Our karate embroidery designs are bound to please boys
and girls alike. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Baby Elephant 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyElephant
Baby Elephant is a cute and whimsical collection of a frolicking baby elephant and her (or his) companions. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Baby Elephant Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyElephantToo
Baby Elephant Too is second installment of the Baby Elephant series. Baby Elephant is a cute and whimsical collection
of a frolicking baby elephant and her (or his) companions. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
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is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Cute Animal Faces 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteAnimalFaces
Cute Animal Faces are perfect for the animal lovers out there, and great for baby and children projects. This bumper
collection of 21 designs is a great value collection. This collection is available separately in applique.

Cute Animal Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteAnimalFacesApplique
Cute Animal Faces Applique are perfect for the animal lovers out there, and great for baby and children projects. This
bumper collection of 21 designs comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead.

Giddy Up 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GiddyUp
Giddy Up is the perfect set for the horse lovers and a great value collection including 20 different designs.

Retirement Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RetirementSentiments
Retirement Sentiments is one for the Grown Ups who want to celebrate their new found time. These designs come in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5z7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Moustache Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MoustacheApplique
Moustaches has come back in fashion and we have celebrated the mo with this fun and fabulous collection. Coupled
with a few additional designs to make a face, these shirts would be adorable on shirts. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Carousel Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CarouselAnimals
Round and round the Merry-Go- Round we go! These beautiful carousel animals will design young and old alike. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Mom When 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MomWhen
All moms around the world will be able to relate this very adorable collection. Create all sorts of wonderful projects to
celebrate the trials and tribulations of motherhood. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sweet Eggs Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetEggsApplique
Sweet Eggs Applique is a beautiful easter collection that will make any project shine. Decorate easter baskets, clothes
and linens with these beautiful egg designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 6x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Adorable Easter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdorableEaster
Looking for some fresh adorable designs for Easter, Adorable Easter has the designs just for you. This cute collection
is perfect for all sorts of projects from linens, to baskets and clothing. Designs 3, 5, 7 and 14 (the back sides of the
bunnies and easter egg house) are applique designs (also available in filled stitch). Put the designs of the back sides of
the bunnies in a row for a cute row of bunnies. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Home Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HomeSentiments
Need to create some fabulous projects around the home? Home Sentiments is the perfect collection for all sorts of
homely projects from tea towels to aprons, towels, wall hangings and so much more. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Survivor 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Survivor
Breast cancer touches the lives of so many of our friends and family and we have been asked many times to release a
collection for cancer fighters and survivors. So finally, here it is, Survivor. Think pink and support your loved ones with
projects from this wonderful collection. Some of these can of course be used for other types of cancer as well. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.
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Daisy Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DaisyBears
If you go down to the woods today, you may come across some Daisy Bears. These delightful designs come in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Girls Love 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlsLove
Girls Love is a collection celebrating many of things girls love. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Teenie Tiny 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeenieTiny
We are often asked for super small designs for ribbons, onsies or even as accents to other designs and fonts. So we
have brought to you Teenie Tiny. These delectable designs are approximately 1 - 2 cm in size.

Vikings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Vikings
Vikings is a fabulous and fun collection of Viking embroidery designs with designs suitable for all ages. From cute little
boy and girl vikings to designs that can suit a more mature age group, these designs are sure to inspire anyone
interested in Vikings! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Spring Fever 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringFever
Step into Spring with Spring Fever. Spring Fever is an adorable collection of fresh and sweet designs to celebrate the
changing season. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
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users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Baby Boy Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBoySentiments
Baby Boy Sentiments is the perfect collection for celebrating the little man in your life. This collection is perfect for
shirts, library bags, bibs, burp cloths, towels and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Piggy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittlePiggy
Get your oink on with Little Piggy - an adorable collection of the sweetest little pigs. Little Piggy is a fabulous collection
of 20 different designs that are both fun and cute.

Baby Girl Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyGirlSentiments
Baby Girl Sentiments is the perfect collection for celebrating the little girl in your life. This collection is perfect for shirts,
library bags, bibs, burp cloths, towels and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Fantasy Homescapes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FantasyHomescapes
Brighten up your projects with these whimsical house and landscape designs. Great for projects around the house,
bags and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
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SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead.

Seahorses 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Seahorses
Seahorses is a delightful and exquisite collection that will be perfect for summer projects. These designs would make a
wonderful theme in the bathroom or kitchen, on beach bags and towels, and so much more. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.

Seahorses Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeahorsesRedwork
Seahorses Redwork is a delightful and exquisite collection that will be perfect for summer projects. These designs
would make a wonderful theme in the bathroom or kitchen, on beach bags and towels, and so much more. As redwork
designs, these are quick and easy to stitch with minimal fuss. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop.

Pocket Mania 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PocketMania
Pocket Mania is a collection of the most adorable in the hoop pocket designs that will jazz up so many projects. Please
note that they are in the hoop designs and are effectively done as two step process (two designs integrated into one)
and incorporates applique techniques. Instructions are included in the download on both applique and the process of
doing the pocket designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.

Magical Unicorns 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MagicalUnicorns
Magical Unicorns is a fantastic collection of frolicking unicorns that will delight the young ones in your life. These filled
stitch designs come in two sizes, one of the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that
as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Magical Unicorns Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MagicalUnicornsApplique
Magical Unicorns Applique is a fantastic collection of frolicking unicorns that will delight the young ones in your life.
These applique designs come in two sizes, one of the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
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provided instead.

Miss Smarty Pants Alpha 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MissSmartyPantsAlpha
Miss Smarty Pants Alpha is a wonderfully cute alphabet that comes in two sizes. This alphabet is a smaller alphabet
that comes in two sizes, one size is under an inch and the other close to an inch and half in height (please refer to the
thread chart links below for more sizing information). Great for using with sentiments and other designs and for names.
This alphabet includes capitals, lower case letters, numbers and a character set.

Flappers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Flappers
Celebrate the 1920's with these fun and fabulous flapper designs. Great for those who love the Great Gatsby or for
those who love history or fashion. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead.

Spring Bugs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringBugs
Spring Bugs is a colorful and fun collection of darling bugs that are great for boys and girls alike. This collection comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Spring Bugs Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringBugsToo
Spring Bugs Too is the follow on collection to our popular Spring Bugs collection. The Spring Bugs series is a colorful
and fun series of darling bugs that are great for boys and girls alike. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

2 Cute Critters Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/2CuteCrittersApplique
2 Cute Critters Applique is an adorable collection of a variety of wonderfully cute applique critters. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Wryn Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WrynRedwork
Wryn Redwork is a wonderfully whimsical collection of beautiful girly redwork designs. Perfect for quilts, shirts, wall
hangings and so much more. This collection comes in 4 sizes (for the 4x4, 5x7, 8x8 and 6x10 hoops). PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7, 8x8 or 6x10 hoops, these sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dear Auntie 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearAuntie
Dear Auntie is a fabulous sentiments collection in honor of Aunties. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dear Uncle 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearUncle
Dear Uncle is a fabulous sentiments collection in honor of Uncles. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Tiny Teens Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TinyTeensRedwork
Tiny Teens Redwork is a fabulous and fast stitching collection which is great for tweens. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dear Teacher 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearTeacher
Dear Teacher is a fabulous sentiments collection in honor of Teachers. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Princes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Princes
Princes are a charming collection of little prince embroidery designs dressed in their finest. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

All Star 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllStar
All Star is a versatile collection for the sport loving family. From Gymnastics to Cheerleading to all sorts of ball sports,
this set is great for the sport lover. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Move It 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MoveIt
It's time to get on the move with these fabulous vehicle designs - sure to be a favorite with boys (and perhaps some
girls - just change the colors for a more girly feel). This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Move It Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MoveItToo
It's time to get on the move with these fabulous vehicle designs - sure to be a favorite with boys (and perhaps some
girls - just change the colors for a more girly feel). This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for
the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

First Timer Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FirstTimerApplique
Celebrate all the first milestones in life with these wonderful applique designs. From the first tooth, to the first
Christmas, there are so many firsts to make special. These designs would be wonderful on bibs, shirts, nappies and so
much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format nad PES has
been provided instead.
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Swirly Pumpkin 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyPumpkin
Swirly Pumpkin is the latest collection in our swirly series. Celebrate the fall and halloween with these beautiful
designs. These would look fabulous on linens and in the the kitchen. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not availalbe in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Munchies Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MunchiesApplique
Munchies Applique is a fun collection of applique designs of hungry monsters. These designs would be fabulous on
boys shirts and halloween treat bags! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
availalbe in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Little Bunny 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleBunny
Little Bunny is the sweetest collection of bunnies which would be wonderful on all sort of baby items. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Daisy Swirls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DaisySwirls
Daisy Swirls is a beautiful swirly and decorative collection of designs that would be beautiful on linens. This collection
comes in three sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10 hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support larger hoops, this collection is not available in your format.
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Sassy Halloween 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SassyHalloween
Sassy Halloween is a fun and playful collection of designs perfect for your Halloween projects. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Sweet Dreams 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetDreams
Make bed time fun, with these adorable designs which would look perfect on pillow cases and bed cushions, blankets
or quilts, pajama tops or pajama bags. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Dear Daughter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearDaughter
Dear Daughter is a new installment to our dear series. Celebrate your love of your daughter with these wonderful
designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead.

Cute Halloween 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteHalloween
Cute Halloween is an adorable collection of not so spooky designs for this Halloween. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Dear Son 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearSon
Dear Son is a new installment to our dear series. Celebrate your love of your son with these wonderful designs. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Cuddle Bug 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddleBug
Cuddle Bug is a seriously adorable collection of little bugs perfect for little bugs of the human variety. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a larger hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your size and PES has been provided instead.

Cuddle Bug Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddleBugApplique
Cuddle Bug Applique is a seriously adorable collection of little bugs perfect for little bugs of the human variety. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a larger hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your size and PES has been provided
instead.

O Christmas Tree 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OChristmasTree
O Christmas Tree, O Christmas Tree, Your branches do delight me. This beautiful collection of trees is perfect for all
sorts of christmas projects from tree skirts, to stockings, linens and so much more. This collection is for the 5x7 hoop
only. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this collection is not available
in your format.
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O Christmas Tree Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OChristmasTreeToo
O Christmas Tree Too is the second set in our O Christmas Tree series. This beautiful collection of trees is perfect for
all sorts of christmas projects from tree skirts, to stockings, linens and so much more. This collection is for the 5x7 hoop
only. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, this collection is not available
in your format.

Wryn Redwork Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WrynRedworkToo
Wryn Redwork Too is a wonderfully whimsical collection of beautiful girly redwork designs. Perfect for quilts, shirts, wall
hangings and so much more. This collection comes in 4 sizes (for the 4x4, 5x7, 8x8 and 6x10 hoops). PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7, 8x8 or 6x10 hoops, these sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead.

Snowglobes Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnowglobesApplique
Snowglobes Applique is a beautiful collection of applique designs perfect for Christmas projects. This collection comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, and on for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users plesae note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Tis The Season 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TisTheSeason
Tis The Season is a fun and fabulous melody of filled stitch embroidery designs including sentiments, critters, trees and
more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.
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Sassy Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SassyChristmas
Sassy Christmas is a wonderful collection of sentiments and other modern sassy Christmas designs that will be sure to
delight all ages. Please note that design 2 is an applique design (the applique version of design one being the ho
cubed design). This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead.

Sassy Christmas Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SassyChristmasToo
Sassy Christmas Too is a wonderful collection of sentiments and other modern sassy Christmas designs that will be
sure to delight all ages. Please note that designs 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 come an applique version as well as filled
stitch. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead.

Split Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitChristmasApplique
Split Christmas Applique is a fun and customisable collection of split designs. Pop a name or words between the split
lines to make wonderful Christmas projects such as shirts, stockings, Santa sacks and so much more. This collection
comes in 4 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Split Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitChristmas
Split Christmas is a fun and customisable collection of split designs. Pop a name or words between the split lines to
make wonderful Christmas projects such as shirts, stockings, Santa sacks and so much more. This collection comes in
2 sizes, being for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Critters Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCrittersApplique
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Christmas Critters Applique is an adorable collection of critters dressed in their Christmas finest. This collection comes
in two sizes, one for the 4x4 and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Christmas Minis Five 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasMinisFive
Christmas Minis Five is this years release in the Christmas Minis series. These little designs measure about 1.5 inches
on the largest dimension. These designs are quick and easy to stitch and great for little areas and lovely on linens.

Bug Off Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BugOffApplique
Buzz into Spring this these fresh, bright and adorable applique designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Bug Off 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BugOff
Buzz into Spring this these fresh, bright and adorable filled stitch designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users, please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Flower Girls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FlowerGirls
Step into Spring with these fabulous and pretty designs for your little flower girl. This collection comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
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Loving You 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LovingYou
Loving You is a collection of filled stitch and some the applique variations for Valentines (or anytime of year). This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users plesae note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead.

Huggables 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Huggables
Huggables is a collection about providing comfort to children who have lost a loved one. This is a customisable set,
where you combine the relevant name with the design. Place on a blanket, pillow or other huggable item to give them
something to cuddle when they need to. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included so that you can resize the designs or names in the Wilcom Truesizer
program (a free download available from http://www.wilcom.com) with precision. PCS and PES users please note that
as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and both the PES version and
EMB versions are included for the 5x7 size.

Menopause Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MenopauseSentiments
Menopause is a light hearted take on the dreaded process of menopause. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users, please note that as you rmachines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Pearly Whites 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PearlyWhites
Pearly Whites is a collection of whimsical designs all about teeth. From the tooth fairy to just general dental designs,
this is a fun collection if you are after dental designs. Designs 1 (tooth fairy), 11 (toothpaste), 12 (floss), 14 (pearly
whites words), 15 (smile word) and 16 (tooth fairy words) come in both the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop sizes and the rest of the
designs are for the 4x4 hoop only.

Grandmas Garden Alpha 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GrandmasGardenAlpha
Grandmas Garden Alpha is lovely alphabet in which the capitals are approximately 1.5 inches tall, making it a very
versatile alphabet.

Monkeying Around Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonkeyingAroundThree
Monkeying Around Three is the third collection in our cute Monkeying Around Series. These are so cute and would suit
many projects such as quilts, nursery items and wouldn't they be adorable on a library bag? This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Monkeying Around Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonkeyingAroundFour
Monkeying Around Four is the fourth collection in our cute Monkeying Around Series. These are so cute and would suit
many projects such as quilts, nursery items and wouldn't they be adorable on a library bag? This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Dangles Lower Case Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DanglesLowerCaseAlphabet
Dangles Lower Case Alphabet is a fun, fabulous and whimsical customizable alphabet. Drop dangles of your choice
from letters to make a charming and decorative alphabet. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Dangles Capitals Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DanglesCapitalsAlphabet
Dangles Capitals Alphabet is a fun, fabulous and whimsical customizable alphabet. Drop dangles of your choice from
letters to make a charming and decorative alphabet. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sweet Easter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetEaster
Sweet Easter is the sweetest collection of filled stitch and applique designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. With 29 designs in two different sizes, this collection is amazing value! Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Cupcake Critters Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CupcakeCrittersApplique
Cupcake Critters Applique is the cutest collection of applique designs that are sure to bring a smile to young and old
alike. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).
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Chickadee Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChickadeeApplique
Chickadee Applique is a fresh and simplistic collection of chick applique designs for Spring and Easter. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Childrens Bible 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChildrensBible
Childrens Bible is a collection of bible verses and other quotes design with bible covers in mind (but of course can be
used in other ways too!). This collection of bible embroidery designs comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 14 - 18 also come in a smaller size (approx. 1.5 inches) to customize with the plain I count
my blessings design. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Elegant Quilt Blocks Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ElegantQuiltBlocksRedwork
Elegant Quilt Blocks is a beautiful collection of swirly redwork block designs perfect for quilts. This designs are quick
and easy to stitch with no jumps or color changes. This set comes in four sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoop
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Ballet Cuties Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BalletCutiesToo
Ballet Cuties Too is the second in our Ballet Cuties series, the first in the series being one of our all time best sellers.
This beautiful collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Cutie Patootie Alpha 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CutiePatootieAlpha
Cutie Patootie Alpha is an adorable alphabet that comes in 2 sizes, approx. 1 inch and approx. 2 inches). making it a
wonderful alphabet for t-shirts and so much more. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
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resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Gymnastics 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Gymnastics
Get your tumble and turn on with these adorable gymnastics designs. Based on popular request, we have also
included some little boys in this collection. These designs are wonderful for shirts and gym bags (as so much more).
This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sleepy Baby Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SleepyBabySentiments
Shhh, Baby's Sleeping......... Sleepy Baby Sentiments is a beautiful collection that would be great for door hangers,
blankets, wall hangers and more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Nostalgia Stixs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NostalgiaStixs
Nostalgia Stixs is a beautiful collection of stick figures with a vintage feel. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).
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In My Kitchen Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InMyKitchenSentimentsThree
In My Kitchen Sentiments Three is our third installment to our very popular In My Kitchen Sentiments Series. Brighten
up your kitchen and cooking with these wonderful designs - perfect embroidery designs for kitchen towels. his
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Curly Shirley Alpha 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CurlyShirleyAlpha
Curly Shirley Alpha is an adorable alphabet that comes in 3 sizes (approx. 1.5, 2.25 and 3 inches) making it a
wonderful alphabet for t-shirts and so much more. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Tennis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Tennis
Make yourself Queen of the Court with these fabulous tennis designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).
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Animal Friends 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalFriends
Animal Friends is a whimsical collection of critters great for boys and girls. This collection comes in two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Animal Friends Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalFriendsApplique
Animal Friends Applique is a whimsical collection of applique critters great for boys and girls. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Hens Party 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HensParty
Hens Party is a super fun collection to deck out a bride to be on her hens night. This collection comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

2 Cute Bears 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/2CuteBears
2 Cute Bears is a collection of sweet, uncomplicated teddy bear designs that are sure to delight the little ones in your
life. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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2 Cute Bears Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/2CuteBearsApplique
2 Cute Bears Applique is a collection of sweet, uncomplicated applique teddy bear designs that are sure to delight the
little ones in your life. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Patriotic Swirls 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PatrioticSwirls
Patriotic Swirls is a beautiful collection of swirly designs that would be perfect for linens for the Fourth of July (but great
any sort of project).All of the designs come in 4 sizes (for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops) besides designs 6, 10 and
11 that come in 4x4 and 5x7 only and design 15 which is 4x4 only. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or lager hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

All American 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAmerican
All American is a fabulous and fun collection great for the fourth of July, but also includes designs for general use. This
collection includes 12 filled stitch designs and 6 applique designs and includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Mr and Mrs 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MrandMrs
We are always getting asked for designs that would be suitable for newly weds, so here is the much anticipated Mr and
Mrs collection - perfect for gifts to celebrate that perfect day. Includes numbers to customize the wedding year. This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

All Things Pink Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllThingsPinkAlphabet
All Things Pink is an adorable alphabet that comes in 6 sizes (approx. 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2 inches) making it a
wonderful alphabet for t-shirts and so much more. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Mr and Mrs Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MrandMrsToo
Mr and Mrs Too is a humorous and sweet collection of marriage after a few years. Great for anniversary gifts! This set
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Snug As A Bug Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnugAsABugToo
Snug As A Bug Too is a follow on collection to our very popular Snug as a bug collection. 12 more of the cutest little
bugs for your little bug. Children and adults alike will find this irresistible! This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Decorative Sea Creatures 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DecorativeSeaCreatures
These beautiful decorative sea creatures are wonderful for all sorts projects. Jazz up your summer projects with these
wonderful designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Decorative Sea Creatures Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DecorativeSeaCreaturesToo
Decorative Sea Creatures Too is our follow on collection to our popular Decorative Sea Creatures collection. Jazz up
your summer projects with these wonderful designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Animal Train 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalTrain
Toot, toot - make way for the animal express! This gorgeous collection is perfect for little ones and would look terrific
along the edge of blanket, floor mat and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
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one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Birthday Candles Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthdayCandlesAlphabet
Birthday Candles Alphabet is a wonderful illustrated alphabet that would be perfect for all sorts of birthday projects. The
capitals generally stand just under 3 inches tall (some a little larger depending on if they have extended swirls) and the
lower case letters are proportional. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Decorative Sea Creatures Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DecorativeSeaCreaturesApplique
These beautiful decorative sea creatures applique designs are wonderful for all sorts projects. Jazz up your summer
projects with these wonderful designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Decorative Sea Creatures Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DecorativeSeaCreaturesTooApplique
Decorative Sea Creatures Too Applique is our follow on collection to our Decorative Sea Creatures Applique collection.
Jazz up your summer projects with these wonderful designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Cherries Quilt Blocks Redwork 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CherriesQuiltBlocksRedwork
Cherries Quilt Blocks Redwork is a beautiful collection of swirly redwork block designs perfect for quilts. This designs
are quick and easy to stitch with no jumps or color changes. This set comes in four sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and
8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and
8x8 hoop sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Diet Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DietSentiments
Dieting is never much fun, so we have made Diet Sentiments to make it a whole lot more enjoyable. This fabulous set
consists of 15 designs in two different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Floppy Dog 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FloppyDog
Floppy Dog is an absolutely adorable collection all about a cute and cuddly toy dog. This collection comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one fo the 5x7 hoop with the exception of design 9 (best friend ever design) which does not
one in the 4x4 hoop but comes in the 5x7 and 6x10 hoop sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sugar Skulls Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SugarSkullsApplique
Welcome to the dark side of cute. Sugar Skulls Applique is an usual collection of applique designs that come in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Bunnies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Bunnies
Bunnies is a sweet and adorable collection of cuddly bunnies designed to delight. This collection comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Bubble Bath Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BubbleBathAlphabet
Bubble Bath Alphabet is a fun and different alphabet which stands around 2 inches tall. Use different colours for
different effects - this would be cute in browns for a coffee related design on a tea towel! Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Music 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Music
Music is a wonderful collection of designs for the music lover. Great for children's music bags, books and so much
more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Smiley Face Halloween Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SmileyFaceHalloweenApplique
Smiley Face Halloween is a fun and bright collection of applique designs to decorate your Halloween projects. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Girl Power 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GirlPower
Girl Power is a celebration of all things girl. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Boys Rule 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysRule
Boys Rule celebrate the little men in our lives This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Tween Goths 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TweenGoths
Tween Goths are designs for young teenagers with attitude. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 11, 13 and 15 are applique designs (the rest are filled stitch designs).PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Holly Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HollyAlphaApplique
Holly Alpha Applique is a beautiful applique alphabet perfect for all sorts of Christmas projects. This set comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Christmas Sentiments Six 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsSix
Christmas Sentiments Six is our latest in our very popular Christmas Sentiments series. This collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Adorable Animal Faces 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdorableAnimalFaces
Adorable animal faces is a cute and fun set that is sure to delight little ones. This collection comes in two sizes, one
standing near 4 inches tall and a smaller size (between 1.5 and 2.5 inches tall - please refer to the thread charts for
further information). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Adorable Animal Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdorableAnimalFacesApplique
Adorable Animal Faces Applique is a cute and fun set of applique designs that is sure to delight little ones. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Box Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxChristmasApplique
Box Christmas Applique is a fabulous collection of designs perfect for all sorts of Christmas projects, from stockings to
tree skirts, shirts, pajamas and so much more. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Jolly Holiday 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyHoliday
Get jolly these holidays with this fun and fabulous collection. This mega collection of 18 designs comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Jolly Holiday Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyHolidayToo
Jolly Holly Too is a follow on collection to our Jolly Holiday collection and is yet another fun and fabulous collection to
celebrate Christmas. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 6 and
9 also come in a 6x10 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 or 6x10
hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Quirky Girl Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/QuirkyGirlAlphabet
Quirky Girl Alphabet is an adorable alphabet that comes in 3 sizes (approx. 1, 1.5 and 2 inches) making it a wonderful
alphabet for t-shirts and so much more. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software.
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Jolly Holiday Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyHolidayApplique
We have made our popular Jolly Holiday series into an applique collection to help you get your jolly on these holidays.
Jolly Holiday Applique is a bumper collection of 20 applique designs that come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Round Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RoundChristmasApplique
Round Christmas Applique is a fun and reasonably quick collection of applique designs to help decorate all things
Christmas. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Too Cute Valentine 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TooCuteValentine
Too Cute Valentine is a simply irresistible collection of designs celebrating love. This set can be used all year round, not
just for Valentines! Please note that the sizing of designs in this collection are variable. Designs 1 to 4 and 7 to 12 come
in both the 4x4 and 4x7 sizes, design 5 comes in the 5x7 and 6x10 sizes, design 6 comes in 5x7 size only and designs
13 and 14 comes in 4x4 size only. So it is recommended that you have at least a 5x7 hoop make full use of the
collection. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Box Valentine Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxValentineApplique
Box Valentine Applique is our latest instalment in the very popular Box Applique series. These adorable designs are
perfect all year round, not just Valentines! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Southern Charm 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SouthernCharm
Based on popular request, we have made a set all about the South. Designs 5 (split crawfish), 7 (fleur de lis), 9 (split
fleur de lis), and 16 (crawfish) are applique variations and the remaining designs are filled stitch. All designs come in
the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes and the applique designs also come in 6x10 and 8x8. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Matryoshka Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MatryoshkaApplique
For those of you who are lovers of Russian Dolls, we have a beautiful new collection of Matryoshka Dolls applique
designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Swirly Easter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyEaster
Swirly Easter is a whimsical and beautiful designs for your Easter projects. This collection comes in varying sizes.
Designs 1, 5, 7, 9, 12 through to 15 come in the 5x7, 6x10, and 8x8 sizes. Designs 3, 6, 8 and 10 come in the 4x4 and
5x7 sizes only, Designs 2, 4 and 11 come in all 4 sizes. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Mardi Gras 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MardiGras
Mardi Gras is a fun and flamboyant collection of designs to help you deck out our celebration items for this special
occasion! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
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please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Grilled 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Grilled
Grilled is a fantastically fun collection of designs for those who love to get out and grill! Wonderful for men's aprons,
shirts, tea towels and so much more. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and
one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger
hoops, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

A Little Irish 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ALittleIrish
A Little Irish is a great set to celebrate Saint Patricks day or just because. All designs in this set come in the 4x4 and
5x7 sizes except designs 6, 11 and 13 that come in two sizes for the 4x4 hoop only (a smaller and larger version) and
design 2 also comes in a third size (being a smaller size for the 4x4 hoop in addition to a larger size for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop). Designs 3, 5, 7, 12 and 14 are applique designs. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Box Easter Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxEasterApplique
Box Easter Applique is a new instalment in our very popular Box Applique series. This collection comes in three sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Exercise Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ExerciseSentiments
Exercise is never much fun, so we have made Exercise Sentiments to make it a whole lot more enjoyable. This
fabulous set consists of 15 designs in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the
6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 5x7 and 6x10
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Rag Doll Clowns 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RagDollClowns
Rag Doll Clowns is an adorable collection of traditional style dolls. These have been digitized so that you can choose
your own hair colours, skin tones and facial features colours so that you have the control and choice in how you make
these little dolls look! This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FacesApplique
Faces Applique is a simple and cute collection of applique faces perfect to customize for your specific needs. Change
hair colours and skin colours to suit your family or client, add a name or number to make cute projects. Also wonderful
for family blankets and quilts and so much more. This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the
5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Shake It Off Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ShakeItOffAlphabet
Shake It Off Alphabet is a fun alphabet that comes in 4 sizes (approx. 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 inches). Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.
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See You Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeeYouFacesApplique
See You Faces Applique is a simple and cute collection of applique faces with glasses perfect to customize for your
specific needs. Change hair colours and skin colours to suit your family or client, add a name or number to make cute
projects. Also wonderful for family blankets and quilts and so much more. This collection comes in three sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Faces Too Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FacesTooApplique
Faces Too Applique is a simple and cute collection of applique faces perfect to customize for your specific needs. Great
to celebrate your special vacation! Change hair colours and skin colours to suit your family or client, add a name or
number to make cute projects. Also wonderful for family blankets and quilts and so much more. This collection comes
in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sports Mom 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SportsMom
Sport Mom is a bumber collection of 40 designs celebrating mothers who love to support their children's sporting
ventures. This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
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PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Move It Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MoveItApplique
Beep Beep, get a move on with these fun collection of applique vehicle designs. Now one of our most popular series is
available in an applique version! This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and
one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10
hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Precious Kittens 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PreciousKittens
How cute are these cuddly little kittens? Purrfect for so many different projects for the lover of kittens. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Cute Flower Raggedy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteFlowerRaggedyApplique
Cute Flower Raggedy Applique is a vibrant set of raggedy applique designs to give that country feel. This collection
comes in three sizes, one size for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users
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please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Cute Flower Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteFlowerApplique
Cute Flower Applique is a vibrant set of applique designs perfect to celebrate spring (or any time of year really). This
collection comes in three sizes, one size for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Curly Girl Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CurlyGirlAlphabetApplique
Curly Girl Alphabet Applique is a beautiful applique alphabet that includes capitals, lower case letters and numbers and
includes three sizes (for the 4x4 hoop, 5x7 hoop and 6x10 hoops). Fantastic for stacking with regular alphabets and so
much more. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Wryn Redwork Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WrynRedworkThree
Wryn Redwork Three is a wonderfully whimsical collection of beautiful girly redwork designs. Perfect for quilts, shirts,
wall hangings and so much more. This collection comes in 4 sizes (for the 4x4, 5x7, 8x8 and 6x10 hoops). PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7, 8x8 or 6x10 hoops, these sizes are not available
in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

We Love Kawaii Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WeLoveKawaiiApplique
We Love Kawaii Applique is a cute and simple collection of adorable applique designs that kids just love. This collection
comes in three sizes, one size for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Zotbot 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Zotbot
Available in Zotbot Bundle for $7.50.
Zotbot is a whimsical collection of designs perfect for little boys (or girls who like robots!). Designs 14, 16 and 18 are
applique designs, where the rest of the designs are filled stitch. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Zotbot Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ZotbotToo
Available in Zotbot Bundle for $7.50.
Zotbot Too is the second of our Zotbot collections and these designs are a whimsical collection of designs perfect for
little boys (or girls who like robots!). Designs 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 are applique designs, where the rest of the
designs are filled stitch. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Man Chores 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ManChores
Have you got a superhero domestic husband? Celebrate such a great man with these brilliant designs all about men
doing household chores! This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the
6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, these
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Garden Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GardenSentiments
Do you have a green thumb and love to get out in the garden? Then garden sentiments are perfect for you. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Design 11 is an applique design. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Baby Boy Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBoySentimentsToo
Baby Boy Sentiments Too is a follow on collection to our very popular Baby Boys Sentiment collection and is the
perfect collection for celebrating the little man in your life. This collection is perfect for shirts, library bags, bibs, burp
cloths, towels and so much more. If you loved our Baby Boy Sentiments collection, you will love Baby Boy Sentiments
Too. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Childrens Bible Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChildrensBibleToo
Children's Bible Too is the second collection in our childrens bible series and include beautiful bible verses that would
be perfect for bible covers and so much more. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and
larger hoops, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Baby Girl Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyGirlSentimentsToo
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Baby Girl Sentiments Too is a follow on collection to our very popular Baby Girls Sentiments collection and is the
perfect collection for celebrating the little girl in your life. This collection is perfect for shirts, library bags, bibs, burp
cloths, towels and so much more. If you loved our Baby Girl Sentiments collection, you will love Baby Girl Sentiments
Too. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Stand Tall Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/StandTallAlphabet
Stand Tall Alphabet is an elegant and versatile alphabet that comes in 4 sizes (approx. 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 inches).
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Animal Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalApplique
Animal Applique is a cute collection of simple applique animals. This collection comes in three sizes, for the 4x4, 5x5
and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Animal Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalAppliqueToo
Animal Applique Too is a cute collection of simple applique animals. This collection comes in three sizes, for the 4x4,
5x5 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger
hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Cuddly Tiger 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuddlyTiger
Are you a tiger lover? Then Cuddly Tiger is just the set for you - these adorable designs come in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Nerds 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Nerds
Do you have a loveable nerd in the family that needs some celebrating? Then our Nerds collection is just the thing you
need. This collection includes 13 filled stitch designs and 5 applique variations. This collection comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Sports Dad 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SportsDad
Sports Dad is the Dad version of our very popular Sports Mom set (hey, we don't want the Dad's to feel left out of the
fun!). The designs in this set are filled stitch with the exception of design 3 and 5 which are applique designs All
designs, besides design 8 come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
Design 8 is only available in the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop or 6x10 hoop, these sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

B Happy Moments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BHappyMoments
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B Happy Moments is a new instalment to our very popular Moments series. This wonderful collection of 17 applique
designs are cute little critters poking out of applique frames. The set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one
for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

School Days 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SchoolDays
School Days is a wonderful bumper collection of 47 applique designs (please note that design 9 is filled stitch but the
rest are applique) perfect for back to school. This collection comes in 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop
or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Nerds Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NerdsToo
Do you have a loveable nerd in the family that needs some celebrating? Then our Nerds series is just the thing you
need. This collection includes 13 filled stitch designs and 3 applique variations. This collection comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Swirly Dividers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyDividers
Swirly Dividers is a gorgeous collection of 15 redwork designs in 3 sizes that can be used for so much from bags to
linens to quilting. These designs are so quick to stitch with no jumps and would be perfect to jazz with up crystals. This
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collection comes in three sizes, for the 4x4, 5x5 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Woodland Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WoodlandAnimals
Woodland Animals is a fantastic set of animal embroidery designs that come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and
one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Keep Calm 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KeepCalm
Keep Calm and embroider on with these fun Keep Calm designs. This collection comes in three sizes, for the 4x4, 5x5
and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Doodle Letters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenDoodleLetters
This fun and fabulous alphabet is so much for your Halloween projects. They are adorable as they are or stack them
with a regular alphabet for a fun look too. This set includes four sizes, approx. 2, 3, 4 and 5 inches tall. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 4 and 5 inch sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Accessories Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AccessoriesApplique
Need a little glamour in your next project? Then Accessories Applique is for you. This collection of 18 designs are fun,
bright and oh, so cute. Even better, they come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for
the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Mish Mash Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenMishMashApplique
Trick or treat. smell my feet! This cute collection is so fun, from Halloween feet designs, to cute faces to pumpkins,
candy corn and witches hat. It is a true applique mish mash collection. This collection comes in three sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Dangles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenDangles
Halloween Dangles is a great collection of applique designs with a unique twist. they are 3 dimensional and
interactional designs. They include dangly legs (feet or attachments are sewn out in a separate file and attached to
ribbon or ric rac), ribbon sew-in components or bows so children have a little something to play with. This collection
comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Wobbles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenWobblesApplique
Halloween Wobbles Applique is a not so spooky and oh so cute, collection of applique designs for Halloween. Great for
little ones! This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
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PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and
larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Halloween Eyes Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenEyesApplique
Halloween Eyes Applique is a fun collection of spooky eyes that would be fantastic on Halloween shirts and treat bags.
This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes
are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Patches Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PatchesAlphabetApplique
Patches Alphabet Applique is a sweet and cute applique alphabet that would be beautiful for so many different uses.
This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes
are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Forest Whimsy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ForestWhimsyApplique
Forest Whimsy Applique is a cute, yet simple, applique collection great for boys or girls. This collection comes in three
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Thanksgiving Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSentiments
Show your gratitude this year with Thanksgiving Sentiments . Please note that design 2 (acorn) and design 11
(pumpkin) are applique designs and the rest of the designs are filled stitch designs. This collection comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Thanksgiving Dinner 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingDinner
Thanksgiving Dinner will leave you hungry and wanting more with these delicious designs. Perfect for kitchen items for
this Thanksgiving. This set comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Sentiments Seven 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsSeven
Christmas Sentiments Seven is our seventh installment in our best selling Christmas Sentiments series. If you love this,
you will also love Christmas Sentiments sets one through six. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop
and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Christmas Tags Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasTagsApplique
Christmas Tags Applique is a fabulous collection of tag embroidery designs for this Christmas - add a name in the
space provided to personalise them and then put them on gifts or hang them in a tree. This collection comes in three
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format
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and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Santas Sleigh Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SantasSleighApplique5x7
One of our all time most popular sets has been now made in applique version! Santa's Sleigh Applique is a brilliant set
to adorn your Christmas projects. This set comes in three sizes, for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops (it is not available in a
4x4 hoop size and consequentially is not available in PCS or SEW format). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Lil Bit of Christmas  
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LilBitofChristmas
Lil Bit of Christmas is a fun and fabulous filled stitch collection to help you celebrate Christmas. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Snowflakes Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnowflakesToo
Snowflakes Too is a very fun and whimsical set of snowflake embroidery designs that would be great for linens, tree
skirts, stockings and so much more. These one color designs are quick and easy to stitch. This collection comes in four
sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
the 5x7 or larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Here Comes Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HereComesChristmasApplique
Here Comes Christmas Applique is a fun collection of versatile applique embroidery designs that come in three sizes.
This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes
are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Christmas Stockings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasStockings
Christmas Stockings is a wonderful collection of designs to help you celebrate Christmas. These filled stitch designs
come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Stockings Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasStockingsApplique
Christmas Stockings Applique is a wonderful collection of designs to help you celebrate Christmas. These applique
designs come in three sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizez are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Retro Christmas Ornaments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RetroChristmasOrnaments
Retro Christmas Ornaments is a collection of whimsical and colourful filled stitch ornament designs. These designs
come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Baking 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Baking
Baking is a fantastic collection of kitchen designs suitable for all ages and all kinds of projects. This collection comes in
three sizes, measuring around 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 inches.

Baking Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BakingApplique
Baking Applique is a fantastic collection of kitchen designs suitable for all ages and all kinds of projects. This collection
comes in three sizes, measuring for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizez are not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Winter Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WinterCuties
Winter Cuties is a collection of adorable girls dressed in their Winter best and is part of our very popular Cuties series.
These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Key To My Heart 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KeyToMyHeart
Key to My Heart is a collection of wonderful designs to celebrate all things love and Valentines Day. Designs 2, 5, 8, 10,
18 and 20 are applique versions and the remaining designs are filled stitch. All designs come in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Additionally designs 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18 and 20 all include a third size for the
6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and
larger sizez are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Dominique Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DominiqueAlphabet
Dominique Alphabet is a beautiful swirly alphabet perfect for so many projects. This collection mostly fits the 4x4 hoops
but Capital G and Capital Q require a 5x7 hoop (due to their long tails). The other capitals stand around 3 inches tall
though there is some variation depending on the swirls on the letters. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.
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Layer Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LayerAlphaApplique
Layer Alpha Applique is a fun and funky applique alphabet and includes 6 accessory designs. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizez are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software.

Badge It Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BadgeItApplique
Badge It Applique is a collection of unique badge style designs themed around different occupations and hobbies. The
Super Mom design also includes a variation for Super Mum (which is not displayed on this page). Please note that
these are regular applique designs that can be stitched on your projects. These designs come in two sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Baby Months Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyMonthsApplique
Baby Months Applique is a fabulous collection to celebrate the growth of baby! Great for bibs, burp cloths, onsies and
so much more. This collection comes in three sizes, measuring for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizez are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

The Egg 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheEgg
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The Egg is a whimsical collection of all things Easter Egg and is fantastic for all your Easter projects. These would be
wonderful on Easter baskets! . These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Lil Bit of Easter 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LilBitofEaster
Lil Bit of Easter is a fun collection of Easter designs bound to touch the hearts of young and old alike. These designs
come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Snuggle Bunny Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnuggleBunnyApplique
Snuggle Bunny Applique is the most adorable set of applique bunnies that are great for Easter, spring or just about any
occasion. These cute designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the
6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and
larger sizez are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Cricket 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Cricket
This set is for all those cricket lovers out there. Designs about this much loved sport in Australia, the UK, India, South
Africa, Pakistan, Sri Lank and New Zealand to name but a few are hard to come by! This set comes in sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Sewing Too 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SewingToo
Sewing Too is the second instalment after our very popular Sewing set, and both sets are a celebration of our love for
sewing. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Additionally, all the designs
besides designs 6, 7 and 9 include a 6x10 size as well. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 size or larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Busy Bees Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BusyBeesApplique
Busy Bees Applique is a wonderful collection of cute little bees that are so wonderful for Spring. These designs come in
three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Graduation Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GraduationAlphabetApplique
Graduation Alphabet Applique is a fabulous collection to help decorate for the important graduation milestones. This
alphabet is so generic that it would suit all ages groups and just change the colours and it suits all genders! These
designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Daddys Buddy Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DaddysBuddySentiments
Daddy's Buddy Sentiments is another fabulous collection in our sentiments series. This collection comes in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
a 5x7 hoop or larger hoops, the 5x7 size or larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Birds N Bugs Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirdsNBugsApplique
Birds N Bugs Applique is a whimsical and fun collection of reasonably simple applique designs which are perfect for
kids or to celebrate Spring. These designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop
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and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager
hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Doodle Heart Borders 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodleHeartBorders
Doodle Heart Borders are a whimsical collection of border designs that are fabulous for so many things. Great on
linens, or for decorating text plus so much more. These designs come in four different sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
8x8 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Box Sports Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxSportsApplique
Box Sports Applique is part of our popular box applique series and is a fantastic collection of 21 designs for sports fans.
These designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Ninja 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Ninja
Ninja is a fun collection of little Ninja's that boys are bound to love. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop,
the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Foxtrot 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Foxtrot
Who let the fox out? Foxes have become such a popular theme and these cuddly little ones are bound to delight.
These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Football Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FootballAlphabetApplique
Football Alphabet Applique is a fabulous collection for those football lovers out there. These designs come in three
different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Ink Flower Redwork Blocks 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InkFlowerRedwork
Ink Flower Redwork is an exquisite collection of floral designs that are part of our redwork quilt blocks series. These
designs are one of the most detailed redwork collections we have done and fantastically detailed but have minimal
jumps. This set comes in four sizes, for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the larger hoops, the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoop sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Hello Cupcake Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HelloCupcakeApplique
Yum, yum, yum. This collection of gorgeous cupcakes are sure to leave you with the want of indulging. Super cute, and
fun to stitch, Hello Cupcake Applique is sure to delight. These designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

All American Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAmericanToo
All American Too is a great set for fourth of July or as a celebration of the USA. This collection is a great collection of
designs that you can monogram, add names to and stand alone designs. All designs in this collection come in two
sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Additionally designs 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 12 also include a 6x10
size. Designs 2 and 4 are applique designs. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Cup Collection Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CupCollectionApplique
Cup Collection Applique is a terrific set of mugs and cup applique designs which are great for all sort of kitchen
projects. These designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10
hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and
larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Split School Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitSchoolApplique
Split School Applique is a fabulous collection of customizable designs that you can add a name or monogram too and
are perfect for back to school projects. These designs come in three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the
5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Simple Greek Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimpleGreekAlphabet
SImple Greek Alphabet is a pretty and simple two color alphabet. This alphabet comes in 5 sizes - approximately 1
inch, 2 inches, 3 inches, 4 inches and 5 inches in height. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5 inch size size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Set Sail Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SetSailApplique
Set Sail Applique is an adorable collection of nautical applique designs, perfect for summer! These 16 designs come in
three different sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Sorority Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SororitySentiments
Sorority Sentiments is a fun and gorgeous collection and works very well with our Simple Greek Alphabet for
customising (add the sorority letters to designs to customise). Designs 6, 7 and 14 are applique designs. Design 14
(jar) also includes a 6x10 size. All designs in this collection come in two sizes - one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop.Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sweet Greek Applique Add On 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetGreekAppliqueAddOn
Sweet Greek Applique Add On is a co-ordinating set to use with our Sweet Greek Applique Alphabet (or use with our
other greek alphabets) and are common mascot. These designs are just plain cute and can of course be used without
the intention of using them as mascots or with the Greek Alphabets. These designs coming in 4 sizes, 3 inch, 4 inch, 5
inch and 6 inch. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the
5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Sweet Greek Alphabet Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetGreekAlphabetApplique
Sweet Greek Alphabet Applique is a fabulous Greek Alphabet that comes in 4 sizes (3, 4, 5 & 6 Inches tall with the
width varying accordingly depending on the letter). PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead (3 and 4 inch size has been provided for PCS format and 3 Inch size only for SEW format). Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Fancy Flowers Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FancyFlowersApplique5x7
Fancy Flowers Applique is a gorgeous collection of applique flowers, great for all age groups. This collection comes in
two sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Womens Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WomensSentiments
Women's Sentiments is a fun and vibrant set just for us ladies. Please note that designs 1 and 12 include British
English spelling variations (see designs 13 and 14). This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for
the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the
5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Childrens Library Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChildrensLibrarySentiments
Childrens Library Sentiments are perfect for make library bags for the children and are a great way to make going back
to school fun! These are perfect embroidery designs for reading pillows. This collection comes in two sizes for the 4x4
and 5x7 hoop. Additionally designs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13 and 16 include a 6x10 size as well. Designs 4, 13 and 15
are applique versions. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops,
this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Baby Dragon 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyDragon
Baby Dragon is a filled stitch collection of adorable, cute dragons. This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or
lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Starstruck Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/StarstruckAlphabet
Starstruck Alphabet is a curly and pretty alphabet that comes in 4 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.5 Inch, 2 Inch and 2.5 Inch.
The height has been determined on the Capital A and due to the nature of the font some letters may be larger or
smaller depending on the swirls. The lower case letters are smaller as displayed in the images. The font includes
Capitals, Lower Case, Characters and Numbers as displayed. Additionally there are two additional variations of the
lower case letters - one with a right tail and one with a left tail. If purchase individual letters - when you purchase an a
letter such as the A, all variations are included (ie the capital, lower case, lower case right tail and lower case left tail),
however, the images have be separated for display purposes. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files
are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set.

Swirly Dragonflies 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyDragonflies
Fly away with these beautiful and colourful swirly dragonflies designs! These 14 designs come in three different sizes,
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one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Animal Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalSentiments
Animal Sentiments is a cute collection of designs that is bound to be popular with little ones and old alike. This
collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your
format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Dear Godparent 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DearGodparent
Dear Godparent is an instalment in our Dear Sentiments series and is a wonderful tribute to Godparents. This collection
comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSentimentsToo
Halloween Sentiments Too is a follow on collection to our popular Halloween Sentiments. These cute designs are
terrific for all sorts of Halloween projects from t-shirts to treat bags. This set comes in both a 4x4 and 5x7 size.
Additionally, designs 2, 3, 5, 6 , 8, 11 and 12 include a 6x10 version. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has
been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
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Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Split Halloween Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitHalloweenApplique
Split Halloween Applique is a fun and customisable collection of split designs. This collection also includes a
monogram version of the designs too (designs 12 - 22). Pop a name, intials or words between the split lines or
monogram circles to make wonderful Halloween projects such as treat bags, shirts and so much more. This collection
comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Southern Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SouthernSentiments
Southern Sentiments is part of both our Southern Series and Sentiments series and is a fun collection of popular
sayings in the South. This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Split Thanksgiving Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitThanksgivingApplique
Split Thanksgiving Applique is a fun collection of designs that you can personalize with names (between the splits).
Celebrate this years Thanksgiving with these fabulous designs! This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7
and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the
larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Monogram Thanksgiving Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MonogramThanksgivingApplique
Monogram Thanksgiving Applique is a fun collection of designs that you can personalize with monograms. Celebrate
this years Thanksgiving with these fabulous designs! This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10
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hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Pardon My French Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PardonMyFrenchSentiments
Pardon My French is a modern but fun collection based on some fun common Southern USA words and sayings.
These designs are super quick and easy to stitch. This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10
hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Animal Teapots Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalTeapotsApplique
Animal Teapots Applique is a collection of 14 whimsical designs that are sure to delight. This collection comes in 3
sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Kokeshi Dolls Boys Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KokeshiDollsBoysApplique
Based on popular request, we have created a boy version of our very popular Kokeshi Dolls Applique. This collection
comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Sentiments Eight 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsEight
Christmas Sentiments Eight is our eighth instalment in our best-selling Christmas Sentiments series. If you love this,
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you will also love Christmas Sentiments sets one through seven. Please note designs 2, 6 and 8 have applique
elements to them (design 7 is the filled stitch version of design 8). With designs 2 and 6, the designs can be stitched
without applique fabric if you prefer (this would just expose the fabric you are stitching on). For design 10, the 4x4
version includes two files part a and part b with the names split (part a is Dasher, Dancer, Prancer and Vixen and part b
is Comet, Cupid, Donder, Blitzen and Rudolf) however, the 5x7 and 6x10 files is the full list of names in the one design.
This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Framed Christmas Moments Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FramedChristmasMomentsApplique
Framed Christmas Moments is our Christmas addition to our very popular moments series. This collection comes in 3
sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Advent Calendar 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdventCalendar
Create a fantastic family keepsake for Christmas with this fabulous collection of Advent Calendar pocket designs and
accessory embroidery designs. Includes easy to follow instructions on how to apply the pockets. The pockets are 3x3
in size. Please note that designs 1 - 24 are the designs and have a template to apply as a pocket and design 29 is the
actual pocket step (so you stitch designs 1 - 24 and then use design 29 to apply the pocket to the calendar fabric) - so
if you are to purchase a single to do a single pocket you would also need to purchase design 29). The accessory
designs (designs 25 to 28 and design 30) come in various sizes please refer to thread chart links for more information
and can be used to decorate your calendar. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Sentiments Nine 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSentimentsNine
Christmas Sentiments Nine is our ninth instalment in our best-selling Christmas Sentiments series. If you love this, you
will also love Christmas Sentiments sets one through eight. This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and
6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the
larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Split Christmas Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitChristmasAppliqueToo
Split Christmas Applique Too is a fun and customisable collection of split designs and is the second set in our Split
Christmas Applique series. Pop a name or words between the split lines to make wonderful Christmas projects such as
shirts, stockings, Santa sacks and so much more. This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10
hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.

Smoothie Shoppe Alphabet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SmoothieShoppeAlphabet
Smoothie Shoppe Alphabet is a gorgeous font that comes in 6 great sizes - 0.75 inches, 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5
Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case, Characters and Numbers as displayed.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software
when purchasing the full alphabet set.

Coffee Break 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CoffeeBreak
Coffee Break is a wonderful collection for those of you who love their coffee as much as we do. All designs in this set
come with both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes and additionally, designs 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 and 16 include a 6x10 size.
Designs 2, 5, 8, 9, 12 and 16 are applique designs. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).
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Wild Stix Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WildStixApplique
One of our all time popular sets, Wild Stix is now available as an applique version. These 14 designs are easy to stitch
and are great fun for children and would be terrific for all sort of projects! This collection comes in 3 sizes, being for the
4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger
hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Country Animal Stix Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CountryAnimalStixApplique
Country Animal Stix Applique is part of our popular Stix series and is bound to be a favourite. These 14 designs are
easy to stitch and are great fun for children and would be terrific for all sort of projects! This collection comes in 3 sizes,
being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

My Sister 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MySister
My Sister is a mammoth collection of designs just for Sisters. This collection includes 26 fabulous designs in two sizes,
one for the 4x4 and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the
5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

My Monster Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyMonsterApplique
My Monster Applique is a seriously cute set of applique monsters in three fabulous sizes. This collection comes in 3
sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support
the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Cupids Arrow 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CupidsArrow
Cupid's Arrow is a gorgeous and fun collection perfect for Valentine's or just anytime you want to spread a little love.
Designs 4, 8, 11 and 15 are applique variations, and the remaining designs are filled stitch. All the designs come in two
sizes for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop and designs 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15 and 16 include a 6x10 size. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Fanciful Fleur De Lis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FancifulFleurDeLis
Fanciful Fleur De Lis is a whimsical and gorgeous take on Fleur De Lis designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one
for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the
5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Frame It Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FrameItApplique
Frame It Applique is a value packed set of 33 frame designs which are great for framing monograms, fonts, names and
small designs (than the frame). This set includes 4 sizes, one for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops respectively. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Step Into Space 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/StepIntoSpace
Get your space boots on and Step Into Space with these fabulous space embroidery designs that are out of this world.
This collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
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that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

My Brother 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyBrother
My Brother is a mammoth collection of designs just for Brothers. This collection includes 26 fabulous designs in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Baileys Geometry 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BaileysGeometry
Baileys Geometry is a set illustrated by our daughter and is a unique collection of designs. This set comes in 4 sizes for
the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or
lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Easter Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterSentimentsToo
Easter Sentiments Too is a fabulous collection of Easter themed sayings. All designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Designs 2 and 12 also include a 6x10 version. Design 2 is an applique version of the
Easter camper van. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops,
the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Princess Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PrincessAlphaApplique
Princess Alpha Applique is a gorgeous collection of letters plus a bonus 5 ancillary designs. This collection includes 4
different sizes, 3 inch, 4 inch, 5 inch and 6 inch. Please note that the size refers to the size of the letter before the
crown and the actual design size is larger due to the crown. So only the 3x3 size will fit a 4x4 hoop. Please refer to the
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thread chart links below for additional sizing information (not all letters are below as we can only post 5 additional page
links but will provide some indication of rough hoop sizes required for each size). Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software.

Easter Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterSentimentsThree
Easter Sentiments Three is a gorgeous sentiments set aimed at all age groups. This gorgeous collection comes in two
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Teapot Whimsy 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeapotWhimsy
Teapot Whimsy is a gorgeous and whimsical set of teapots that come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this
collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

In My Kitchen Sentiments Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/InMyKitchenSentimentsFour
In My Kitchen Sentiments Four is our fourth installment to our very popular In My Kitchen Sentiments Series. Brighten
up your kitchen and cooking with these wonderful designs - perfect embroidery designs for kitchen towels. This
collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Additionally design 3 includes a 6x10
version as well. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Simple Bean Font 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimpleBeanFont
Our Simple Bean Font is a common alphabet used in our sentiments series and is a capitals only font which comes in
10 sizes (1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5 inches). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website). BX files
are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set.

Cocktails 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Cocktails
Cocktails is a fabulous collection of designs that will leave you with a thirst to stitch them out. Designs 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13
and 18 are applique variations and the remaining designs are filled stitch. All designs included both the 4x4 and 5x7
hoop sizes and the applique designs also include the 6x10 hoop size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software

Summer Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerCuties
Summer Cuties is a collection of adorable girls celebrating Summer and is part of our very popular Cuties series. These
designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Here Fishy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HereFishyApplique
Here Fishy Applique is a wonderful set of applique fish, perfect for warmer weather projects. Designs 1 through 9 come
in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Designs 10 and 11 come in the
5x7 and 6x10 hoop sizes only. Design 12 is a filled stitch design (the remaining designs are applique) and comes in the
4x4 and 5x7 hoop sizes. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Dance Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DanceSentiments
Dance Sentiments is a wonderful addition to our Sentiments range and designed for those with a love of dance. All
designs in this collection come with both the 4x4 and 5x7 sizes, additionally designs 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 all
included a 6x10 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size
is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
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downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Baby Milestones 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyMilestones
Baby Milestones is a collection design to celebrate babies fabulous first year. This collection includes 24 designs 12
filled stitch month designs and 12 simple applique designs - great for even beginners to applique. This collection comes
in 3 sizes, being for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Mehndi Hearts 5x7 6x10 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MehndiHearts5x76x10
Mehndi Hearts is a beautiful collection of exquisite heart designs perfect for adults. This gorgeous collection includes
two sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. As they are not available in a 4x4 hoop, PCS and SEW
users, please note your format is not available for this collection. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Grown Up Birthday 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GrownUpBirthday
Finally, a birthday set just for adults! Celebrate your or your loved ones birthdays with these fabulous designs. 21 great
designs in 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Once Upon A Time 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OnceUponATime
What little girl does not love a little fairy? This gorgeous fairy designs are sure to be a delight. These designs come in
two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
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available at the Wilcom website).

Mr and Mrs Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MrandMrsThree
Mr and Mrs Three is our third instalment in our popular Mr and Mrs Series. These gorgeous designs are a perfect
celebration of marriage. This collection comes in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for
the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Face It Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FaceItAnimalsApplique
Face it Animals Applique is a seriously cute set of animal faces with a circle background. Adorable for children's
projects! This collection is amazing value with 19 designs in 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and
one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger
hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Hipster Boys Alpha Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HipsterBoysAlphaApplique
Hipster Boys Alpha Applique is a fun and hip illustrated applique alphabet. This font comes in 3 sizes, just under 4
inches tall, just under 5 inches tall and just under 6 inches tall. Please note that the letter W is wider than it is taller, so
does require 5x7 and larger hoops (the remaining letters will fit a 4x4 hoop). Please refer to the thread chart links below
for additional sizing information (not all letters are below as we can only post 5 additional page links but will provide
some indication of rough hoop sizes required for each size). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Little Bugs Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleBugsApplique
Little Bugs Applique is a gorgeous set of bug designs perfect for little ones. This collection of designs include 8 designs
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in 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop an done for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Ocean Creatures Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OceanCreaturesApplique
Ocean Creatures Applique is a great summery applique collection that includes 9 designs in 3 sizes, , one for the 4x4
hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Wings Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WingsApplique
Wings Applique is a wonderful collection of designs, digitized with the idea of putting the wings on backs of jackets or
shirts, but could be used for so much more (for example, put words between the wings for a blanket etc). The left and
right wings are separate files - so for each design there is an a and b file - one being the right wing and one being the
left wing. This set includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Mehndi Paisley 5x7 6x10 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MehndiPaisley5x76x10
Mehndi Paisley is a beautiful collection of exquisite paisley designs perfect for adults. This gorgeous collection includes
two sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. As they are not available in a 4x4 hoop, PCS and SEW
users, please note your format is not available for this collection. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

All American Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AllAmericanThree
All American Three is the third instalment of our popular All American series and contains a combination of applique,
filled stitch and sentiments designs. All designs include a 4x4 and 5x7 size, and all but designs 5 and 10 include a 6x10
size. Designs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 13 and 14 are applique designs. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Critter Face Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CritterFaceApplique
Critter Face Applique is a sweet collection of 20 different all time favourite animal faces. This collection includes 3
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Southern Girl 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SouthernGirl
Southern Girl is a collection of sentiment designs just for girls and are a part of our popular southern sentiments series.
This collection includes 2 sizes for all designs, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Additionally all designs,
except design 6, includes a 6x10 size. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Pantry Labels Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PantryLabelsApplique
Pantry Labels Applique is an in the hoop project collection of gorgeous kitchen labels. All you need to do is stitch the
applique on stabilizer (tips included in download) and then remove the stabilizer and hang them on jars. Great for gifts
and country fair items! This set includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sweet Peony Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SweetPeonyFont
Sweet Peony Font is a gorgeous font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2
Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case, Characters and Numbers as displayed. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet
set.
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Silly Birds Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SillyBirdsApplique
Silly Birds Applique is a fun and bright collection of bird applique embroidery designs that are sure to delight young and
old alike. This collection, with the exception of design 2, includes three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Design 2 comes in only the 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead (please note that design 2 is 5x7 and 6x10 only). EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Religious Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ReligiousSentiments
Our Religious Sentiments machine embroidery designs are a wonderful addition to our popular Sentiments series and
include beautiful bible verses. The designs in this collection come in multiple sizes as follows - designs 1, 6, 7, 8 and 11
come in the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoop sizes; designs 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 come in the 5x7 and 6x10 hoop sizes only and
design 12 comes in the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop size only. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Whales and Sharks Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WhalesandSharksApplique
Whales and Sharks Applique is an adorable collection of machine embroidery applique designs perfect for the children
and also includes some that can be monogrammed! This set is simple and quick to stitch and includes 3 sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
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provided instead (please note that design 2 is 5x7 and 6x10 only). EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sassy Halloween Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SassyHalloweenToo
Sassy Halloween is a fun collection perfect for all sorts of Halloween projects. All designs besides design 10 are filled
stitch embroidery designs and design 10 is a simple applique design. This collection comes in multiple sizes, all
designs besides designs 1 and 5 come in the 4x4 size, all designs include the 5x7 size and designs 1 through 5 and 7
through 10 come in the 6x10 size. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Thanksgiving Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSentimentsToo
Thanksgiving Sentiments Too is a follow on to our popular Thanksgiving Sentiments and is sure to make your
Thanksgiving loads of fun. Please note that designs 5, 6, 10 and 13 are applique designs and the rest are filled stitch.
All designs, besides designs 9 and 13 include 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Design 9 comes in
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops only and design 13 is for the 6x10 hoop only. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Happy Frog Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HappyFrogApplique
Happy Frog Applique is a fun collection of reasonably simple applique embroidery designs. This collection (except
design 13) includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Design 13 includes
two sizes only, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Pumpkin Patch Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PumpkinPatchSentiments
Pumpkin Patch Sentiments is a super cute set for fall. All designs besides design 8, 10 and 11 in this set include 3
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Designs 8, 10 and 11 come in the 4x4
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and 5x7 sizes only. Designs 3, 7 and 12 are applique designs and the remaining embroidery designs are filled stitch.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Not So Spooky Vintage Stitch 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NotSoSpookyVintageStitch
Not So Spooky Vintage Stitch is a super quick and cute Halloween set to stitch. These embroidery designs are a simple
bean stitch that replicates a hand stitched look, so are a very easy and fast stitch. This set includes two sizes, one for
the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Signs Applique 5x7 6x10 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSignsApplique5x7
Halloween Signs Applique is a fabulous set to decorate your haunted house this Halloween. This set includes two
sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Dashing Dragons Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DashingDragonsApplique5x7
Dashing Dragons Applique is a gorgeous collection of Dragon embroidery designs and includes 3 sizes, one for the
5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10 hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

My Friend Bird Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyFriendBirdApplique
My Friend Bird Applique is a quirky collection of cute applique birds. This collection is a great match to our Silly Birds
Applique collection. Designs 1 though 12 come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for
the 6x10 hoop. Designs 13 and 14 are for the 5x7 and 6x10 hoops only. For more sizing information please refer to the
thread chart links below. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
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software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Doodles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodlesApplique
Doodles Applique is a fun collection of 14 doodle applique embroidery designs that are versatile for all age groups and
projects. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Doodles Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoodlesAppliqueToo
Doodles Applique Too is the second set in our Doodles Applique series and is a fun collection of 14 doodle applique
embroidery designs that are versatile for all age groups and projects. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Steelheart Embroidery Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SteelheartEmbroideryFont
Steelheart Embroidery Font is a gorgeous font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.5 Inches, 2 Inches, 2.5 Inches
and 3 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case, Characters and Numbers as displayed. This is the same font
used in our Pantry Labels collection and has been well sought after! Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website). BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set.
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Boys Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoysChristmas
Boys Christmas is our boys version of our ever popular Girly Christmas set and is a set just for boys for Christmas.
Designs 6,10, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 are applique variations and the rest of the set are filled stitch designs. All
designs, except designs 6, 10 and 15, come in a 4x4 size. Designs 1 - 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 include a 5x7 size and
designs 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 include a 6x10 size. Additionally designs 16, 18, 20 and 23 (the balls),
include a 3x3 size. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Jolly Gingerbreads 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyGingerbreads
Jolly Gingerbreads is a festive collection of gingerbread embroidery designs that are sure to bring cheer to all. These
designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Jolly Gingerbreads Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JollyGingerbreadsApplique
Jolly Gingerbreads is a festive collection of gingerbread applique designs that are sure to bring cheer to all. These
designs come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Bears Vintage Stitch 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasBearsVintageStitch
Christmas Bears is a super quick and gorgeous Christmas set to stitch. These embroidery designs are a simple bean
stitch that replicates a hand stitched look, so are a very easy and fast stitch. This set includes three sizes, one size
each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Christmas Spirits Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSpiritsSentiments
Just for adults, this great set of designs all about the Christmas 'Spirit' will make Christmas that little more fun for grown
ups. This collection of Christmas sayings come in multiple sizes - all designs besides design 5 include 3 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Design 5 includes the 5x7 and 6x10 sizes only. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Applique Christmas Animals 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueChristmasAnimals5x7
Applique Christmas Animals is a gorgeous collection of embroidery designs that are sure to delight. This collection
includes 3 sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10 hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop (please note 4x4 is not
available in this collection).

Applique Tropical Christmas Animals 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueTropicalChristmasAnimals5x7
Applique Tropical Christmas Animals is a follow on collection to our Applique Christmas Animals and if perfect for those
who celebrate Christmas in warmer climates. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10
hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop (please note 4x4 is not available in this collection).

Gingerbreads Vintage Stitch 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GingerbreadsVintageStitch
Gingerbreads Vintage Stitch is a super quick and gorgeous Christmas set to stitch. These embroidery designs are a
simple bean stitch that replicates a hand stitched look, so are a very easy and fast stitch. This set includes four sizes,
one size each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Baroque Swirly Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BaroqueSwirlyChristmas
Baroque Swirly Christmas is a great Christmas set for all ages and would be wonderful to decoration tea towels, linens
and so much more. These designs come in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Christmas Coasters Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCoastersApplique
Christmas Coasters Applique is a simple in-the-hoop collection of coaster designs for Christmas. They can also be
stitched as regular embroidery designs (you can skip the second last needle on each designs which is designed to be
able to add backing fabric for the coaster). Design 13 is a blank coaster design which you can add your own design to.
These designs come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Love Song 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LoveSong
Love song is a wonderful set for words and phases inspired by love songs and are perfect Valentines embroidery
designs - or for any time of the year. This collection includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Say It Valentines 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SayItValentines
Spread the word of love with these Valentine's saying embroidery designs. A great set for all ages and can be used all
year round. This collection includes two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

My Little Valentines Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyLittleValentinesSayings
My Little Valentines Sayings is a fun collection of Valentines word art embroidery designs. The phrases are sure to
delight this Valentines Day. All the designs include two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
Additionally, designs 1, 2, 5, 9, 12 and 15 include a 6x10 size. Design 11 is an applique design and the rest of the
designs are filled stitch. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Baking Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BakingSentiments
A new wonderful Sentiments/Word Art collection perfect for those who love to bake. These baking embroidery designs
are sure to delight young and old and would be perfect for aprons, dish cloths (tea towels) and so much more. Design 7
is an applique version of design 6. These designs come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and
one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Easter Sentiments Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterSentimentsFour
Easter Sentiments Four is a beautiful collection of Easter embroidery designs. These Easter sayings / word art designs
will be sure to delight young and old. This gorgeous collection comes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. Please note that design 12 is a simple applique design (for the word on). PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Luggage Tags Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LuggageTagsApplique
Luggage Tags Applique is a simple in-the-hoop collection of embroidery designs to make your travel bags unique.
These designs come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Simply Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyAnimalsApplique
Simply Animals Applique is a cute collection of applique animal embroidery designs and include a bonus version of
each design with a bow. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the
6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Simply Animals Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SimplyAnimalsAppliqueToo
Simply Animals Applique Too is a follow on collection to our Simply Applique Animals set and is a cute collection of
applique animal embroidery designs and include a bonus version of each design with a bow. This collection includes 3
sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Easter Train Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterTrainApplique
All aboard the Easter Train! This wonderful collection of Easter applique embroidery designs are so fun and bound to
delight. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Baby Boys Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyBoysSentimentsThree
Baby Boy Sentiments Three is part three in our adored Baby Boys Sentiments series. These wonderful word art
embroidery designs are great fun for little boys and will bring a smile to all. This set includes 14 designs in two sizes for
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Additionally designs 2, 6 and 12 include a 6x10 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Baby Girl Sentiments Three 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BabyGirlSentimentsThree
Baby Girl Sentiments Three is part three in our adored Baby Girl Sentiments series. These wonderful word art
embroidery designs are great fun for little girls and will bring a smile to all. This set includes 12 designs in three sizes
for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or
larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Hippos Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HipposApplique
Hippos Applique is an adorable collection of hippos having frolicking fun. This collection includes 3 sizes, one for the
4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Mini Me Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MiniMeSentiments
Mini Me Sentiments is a gender neutral collection of baby sentiments word art designs. Designs 1 - 4, 6, and 8 - 10
include 3 sizes for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Designs 5, 7, 11 and 12 include two sizes for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop.
Designs 13 - 16 include two sizes for the 4x4 hoop (a larger and smaller size that fits in a 4x4 hoop). PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Angels Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AngelsApplique
Angels Applique is a pretty collection of applique angels. This set includes two sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop and one for
the 6x10 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Aquarium Animals Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AquariumAnimalsApplique
Aquarium Animals Applique is a cute collection that includes 6 designs in 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and
larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Arctic Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ArcticAnimalsApplique
Arctic Animals Applique is a cute collection that includes 6 designs in 3 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and
larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Fairy Cuties 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FairyCuties
Fairy Cuties is a gorgeous collection of Fairies in our Cuties range. This set includes 12 adorable designs in 2 sizes,
one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Elephants Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ElephantsApplique
Elephants Applique is an absolutely adorable set of elephant applique designs that are sure to please. This set
includes multiple sizes - all designs include a 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 size. Additionally designs 2 - 6 and 9 - 16 include a
4x4 size and design 1 includes a split version for the 4x4 hoop (mouse in one design and elephant in the other).
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Tea Time Coasters 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeaTimeCoasters
Tea Time Coasters Applique is a simple in-the-hoop collection of coaster embroidery designs. They can also be
stitched as regular embroidery designs (you can skip the second last needle on each designs which is designed to be
able to add backing fabric for the coaster). These designs come in three sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop, one for the 5x7
hoop and one for the 6x10 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or
larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
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software available at the Wilcom website).

Little Graduation 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleGraduation
Little Graduation is a fun way to celebrate the completion of early school years. Some of the designs are great for older
children too and for teacher gifts as well. All designs in this set include a 4x4 and 5x7 size and designs 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7
- 10 include a 6x10 size as well. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or
larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

The Tooth Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheToothToo
Our original The Tooth set has long been a very popular and original set - so we are excited to bring to you our follow
on set, The Tooth Too. These wonderful designs will help you make a visit from the Tooth Fairy truly delightful. Designs
9 and 10 (the pirate and princess tooth designs incorporate a pocket to pop a little tooth in - instructions included in the
text files included). Designs 3, 4 and 7 - 13 are applique designs, the remaining designs are filled stitch. Designs 1 and
11 include a 5x7 , 6x10 and 8x8 size, designs 5 and 6 include a 4x4 and 5x7 size and all other designs include 4x4, 5x7
and 6x10 sizes. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Daddys Homecoming 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DaddysHomecoming
Daddy's Homecoming is a tribute to all those amazing Dads who are in the military and have been greatly missed by
their families. All designs in this set include a 5x7 and 6x10 size and all designs besides designs 2 and 8 also include
an 8x8 size. The numbers are sized to fit design 12 to insert in each design so that you can customize the design for
the number of days. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Cute Forest Animals Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteForestAnimalsApplique
Cute Forest Animals Applique is a delightful collection of woodland animal embroidery designs that will be sure to
please. This collection comes in 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Beach Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeachSentiments
Grab your beach towel, tote and sunglasses, it's time for Summer! With these adorable designs to deck out your beach
gear and shirts, you will ready to enjoy the surf or pool and sun! Designs 3, 7 and 12 include 4 sizes, one each for the
4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 4, 8 and 9 include two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. All the
remaining designs include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Be A Unicorn 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeAUnicorn
Be A Unicorn is a fabulous collection of modern and trendy unicorn embroidery designs, including appliques,
sentiments, a unicorn tiara, and even a face mask. All the designs, excluding design 14 (facemask) include two sizes,
one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Designs 5, 7 - 12 and 15 also includes a 6x10 size. Design 14 (the mask) include
4 sizes - 7, 8, 9 and 10 inches. Designs 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 15 are applique designs. Design 14 is an in-the-
hoop face mask and comes in a 7, 8, 9 and 10 inch size. Full photo instructions are included for the face mask. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Working Vehicles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WorkingVehiclesApplique
Working Vehicles Applique will be a little boys dream (or girls who love vehicles too). All embroidery designs in this set
come in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Flip Flops Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FlipFlopsApplique
Create fantastic Summer projects with these great Flip Flop applique embroidery designs. With each pair of flips flops,
the download also includes both the right and left flip flops as individual files (so you get a file with the pair together,
and a file for the left by itself and a file for the right by itself). Please note that design 12 (the saying) does not have any
applique component. All designs in this set include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Feeling Crabby Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FeelingCrabbyApplique
The little ones in your life will not be crabby once they see these adorable embroidery designs, they will be ready for a
trip to the beach! This set of 17 designs includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sea Creatures Vintage Stitch 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SeaCreaturesVintageStitch
Sea Creatures Vintage Stitch is a super quick and gorgeous set to stitch. These embroidery designs are a simple bean
stitch that replicates a hand stitched look, so are a very easy and fast stitch and great for Summer projects. This set
includes four sizes, one size each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, this collection is not available for your format. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Nursery Rhymes Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NurseryRhymesSentiments
These adorable nursery rhyme sayings are bound to be a family favorite. These embroidery designs would perfect for
an embroidered book, quilt and nursery items. This collections includes 3 sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10
hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop. Please note that design 4 includes applique steps for the bath - but this design can
also be stitched out without the applique fabric. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Summertime Raw Edge Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummertimeRawEdgeApplique
This collection includes 20 super quick to stitch raw edge applique designs (raggedy applique). Great for when you
want to make a super quick project and would be great on caps, totes and so much more. Each design includes 4
sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Foxy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FoxyApplique
Foxy Applique is a gorgeous collection of 14 fox embroidery designs in applique that are sure to delight. All designs
(with the exception of design 14) includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 14 comes in
the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Love My Llama Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LoveMyLlamaApplique
These adorable Llama applique designs are cute and cuddly and currently very trendy (and can also pass as Alpacas).
All designs in this set include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 2 - 6 and 14 also include a
4x4 size. Designs 2 and 3 are sized so that they are mother and child (so can be used facing each other - design 3 is
proportionately smaller than design 2 and looks up at the mother which is design 2). Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Falling Slowly Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FallingSlowlyFont
Falling Slowly Font is a fun font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches.
The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX files will be
included with your machine format files.
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Race Cars 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaceCars
This set is a collection of race car embroidery designs that will be sure to be popular with boys (or girls if they so be
inclined!). This set also includes a set of bonus applique number designs in circles (which can be birthday numbers).
The race cars (first 12 designs) themselves are filled stitch and of course, the applique numbers can be stitched out
without fabric. All designs in this set include 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Snickerdoodle Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SnickerdoodleFont
Snickerdoodle Font is a neat and tidy font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and
2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX files will be
included with your machine format files.

Owls Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OwlsApplique
You will have an absolute hoot stitching out these gorgeous owl applique embroidery designs. This set includes 14
gorgeous owls in 4 sizes, a size each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website)
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Skinny Latte Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SkinnyLatteFont
Skinny Latte Font is a fun font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches.
The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX files will be
included with your machine format files.

Halloween Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSentimentsThree
Our Halloween Sentiments series has long been popular for spook-tacular halloween projects. These Halloween
embroidery designs would look adorable on all sorts of projects, from t-shirts to treat bags. This set comes in both a
4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the
5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

True Colors Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TrueColorsFont
True Colors Font is a fun font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches.
The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX files will be
included with your machine format files.

Halloween Faces 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenFaces
Halloween Faces is a fun set of filled stitch Halloween faces embroidery designs. These designs would look so cute on
a treat bag or shirt and are a reasonably quick stitch as they have a lower stitch count to a full face. All designs in this
set include a 4x4 and 5x7 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager
hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website)
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Halloween Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenFacesApplique
Halloween Faces Applique is a fun set of applique Halloween faces embroidery designs. These designs would look so
cute on a treat bag or shirt. All designs in this set include 4 sizes, one size for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Bang Whack Pow Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BangWhackPowFont
Bang Whack Pow is a fun but neat embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Thanksgiving Sentiments Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSentimentsThree
Thanksgiving Sentiments Three is part of our popular Sentiments series, and is a quirky and sassy take on
Thanksgiving. All designs in this set are filled stitch with the exception of design 5 which is an applique version of
design 4. All designs include two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Additionally designs 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and
11 includes a 6x10 size and designs 1, 5, 9, 10 and 11 includes an 8x8 size. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Fishfingers Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FishfingersFont
Fishfingers Font is a neat, yet fun font, that would be great for boys (and girls too). This font comes in 5 great sizes - 1
Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as
displayed. BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just
choose your machine format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.
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Door Hangers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoorHangers
Door Hangers is a fabulous set of in the hoop embroidery designs that is sure to make family life more fun. These in the
hoop designs are simple to stitch and would suit a beginner to in the hoop projects. This set includes three sizes, one
for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10 hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom. Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Swirly Autumn Leaves 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SwirlyAutumnLeaves
Swirly Autumn Leaves is a whimsical, swirly set of pretty autumn leaf embroidery designs. Designs 1 - 3 include one
size for the 4x4 hoop; designs 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 include three sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops; design 6
includes 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 8x8 hoops; designs 12 and 14 include two sizes, one each for the 4x4
and 5x7 hoops; design 13 includes 3 sizes one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops and designs 10 and 11 include 4
sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Thanksgiving Sentiments Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSentimentsFour
Thanksgiving Sentiments Four is part of our popular Sentiments series, and is a sweet take on Thanksgiving. All
designs in this set are filled stitch and include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops, with the
exception of design 11 which includes 2 sizes only, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please
note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or lager hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Jellybean Sandwich Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/JellybeanSandwichFont
Jellybean Sandwich is a clean, yet fun, embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches,
1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Corner Bookmarks 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CornerBookmarks
Corner Bookmarks is an in the hoop collection of the most adorable bookmarks. Each bookmark is made in two
hoopings - so the top triangular part is done in one hooping and the back part of the bookmark is done in another
hooping (and the top triangular part is incorporated in the second hooping). The bookmarks are fully completed in the
hoop. Instructions are included in the download (photo walk through of one book mark and text documents outlining
each step for each design).

The Brooklyn Smooth Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TheBrooklynSmoothFont
The Brooklyn Smooth Embroidery Font is a very neat, rounded font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches,
1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are
also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Retro Kitty 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RetroKitty
Retro Kitty is a cute collection with a retro theme. These are great all year round, but would also be cute for a not so
scary Halloween project too (and it would be easy to make them black or grey cats by changing the thread colors). This
collection includes 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Beneath Your Beautiful Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeneathYourBeautifulFont
Beneath Your Beautiful Font is a cute embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches,
1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Christmas Carols Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCarolsSentiments
Christmas Carols Sentiments is a fun and fabulous way to get in the spirit of Christmas and will make you want to be
signing all your favorite carols. Designs 1 - 4 and 8 - 11 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8
hoops. Designs 5 - 7 and 12 include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included
in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the
Wilcom website).

Baroque Halloween 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BaroqueHalloween
Baroque Halloween is a fun Halloween set suitable for all age groups and are quick and easy to stitch. This set
includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Tags Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasTagsToo
Christmas Tags Too is a wonderful collection of In The Hoop Christmas Tag embroidery designs, complete with a step
to apply backing fabric. 4 sizes are included, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Lego House Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LegoHouseFont
Lego House Font is a neat embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches
and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use
with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Christmas Carols Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasCarolsSentimentsToo
This set includes 12 more of our gorgeous Christmas Carols Sentiments embroidery designs. These word art designs
will be sure to get you and your family in the Christmas spirit. All designs, except design 3, include 4 sizes one each for
the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 3 include 2 sizes only, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Please note
design 11 does include applique (the rest are filled stitch). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Miss Kindergarten Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MissKindergartenFont
Miss Kindergarten Font is a fun embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Christmas Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasAppliqueToo
Christmas Applique Too is a fun collection of Christmas designs. This collection includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4,
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5x5, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Truly Madly Deeply Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TrulyMadlyDeeplyFont
Truly Madly Deeply Font is a cute embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Christmas Religious Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasReligiousSentiments
Christmas Religious Sentiments reminds us of the true meaning of Christmas. This gorgeous collection includes
multiple sizes. Designs 1, 3, 5 - 12 include four sizes - one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 2 and 4
include two sizes - one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Chunky Buffalo Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChunkyBuffaloFont
Chunky Buffalo Font is a fun embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches
and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use
with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Cute Animal Train 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CuteAnimalTrain
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Get aboard the Cute Animal Train! This gorgeous collection includes 14 filled stitch designs in 2 sizes, one for the 4x4
hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and
larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Glorious Grace Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GloriousGraceFont
Glorious Grace Font is a fun embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches
and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use
with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Christmas Snowmen 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSnowmen
Christmas Snowmen is an adorable collection of filled stitch snowmen celebrating Christmas. This collection includes
14 filled stitch designs in 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that
as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Papaya Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PapayaFont
Papaya Font is a sweet embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2
Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for use with the
Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX files will be
included with your machine format files.
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Kawaii Christmas Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KawaiiChristmasApplique
Kawaii Christmas Applique is a bumper collection of 15 super cute embroidery designs and includes 4 sizes, one each
for the 4x4, 5x7. 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Sugar Sweet Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SugarSweetFont
Sugar Sweet Font is an adorable embroidery font that comes in 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Framed Christmas Moments Too  
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FramedChristmasMomentsToo
Framed Christmas Moments Too is the second in our Framed Christmas Moment series and part of our very popular
framed series. Adorn your Christmas projects with these adorable designs. Includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops,
the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Nutcracker Too 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/NutcrackerToo
This set is a beautiful take on the Nutcracker ballet. These beautiful embroidery designs are bound to be super popular
for the little dancers this Christmas. This collection includes 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are
not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Gingerbread Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GingerbreadFont
Gingerbread Font is a super cute embroidery font with it's own character. This 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5
Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Knock Down 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KnockDown
Knock Down is a practical set 28 knock down embroidery designs in frames – perfect to use under monograms on
plush fabrics such as Sherpas and towels. These can be stitched with or without the frames (if you do not want the
satin stitch border – just skip the second needle). Each design in this set includes 6 sizes 3 sizes for the 4x4 hoop (2
inch, 3 inch and 4 inch) and a size each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoop – making this set exceptional value. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Valentines Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ValentinesSentimentsToo
Valentines Sentiments Too is the second in our popular Valentines word art embroidery designs series and is bound to
bring smiles and love. Great designs, not just for Valentine's but all all year round. This set includes 17 designs -
designs 1, 4 and 5 include applique components and designs 13 - 17 are sketch designs that have less stitching and as
a result, a quick stitch time. All designs include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW
users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in
your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
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the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Split Valentines Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitValentinesApplique
Split Valentines Applique is a fun collection of valentines day embroidery designs that you can personalize with names
(between the splits). These can of course be used any time of the year though to spread a little love! This collection
comes in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Please note that design 7 does not include any
applique components (but all the other designs in the set does). PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Pajama Jam Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PajamaJamFont
Pajama Jam Font is a fun and versatile embroidery font. This 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Be Mine 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BeMine
Be Mine is a set of 12 seriously adorable valentine word art machine embroidery designs. Great for Valentine's day -
but wonderful all year round to spread some cuteness and love. Designs 1 - 6, 8 and 12 include 4 sizes, one each for
the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 7,9 and 11 include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops and design
10 includes 3 sizes. one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Unicorn Wishes Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/UnicornWishes
Unicorn Wishes Font is a fun embroidery font. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75
Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also included for
use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine format, and the BX
files will be included with your machine format files.

Embossed Monogram Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EmbossedMonogramFont
Embossed Monogram Font is a stunning font that is perfect for towelling and other plush fabrics. You can apply an
applique border as shown in the A image below (placement and tack downlines are needles 1 and 2) or you can omit
needles 1 and 2 if you do not want an applique border. The knock down, letter and borders can be in different colors -
of if you prefer a one color design, just keep it threaded with the one color. The options are endless! This set includes 4
sizes - 5, 6, 7 and 8 Inches (please note 4 inch is not available). EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Sunny Beach Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SunnyBeachFont
Sunny Beach Embroidery Font is a cute and versatile font. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5
Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Split Easter Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SplitEasterApplique
Split Easter Applique is a fun collection of Easter embroidery designs that you can personalize with names (between
the splits). This collection comes in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. The split cross would also
make a gorgeous Bible Cover! Please note that design 7 does not include any applique components (but all the other
designs in the set does). PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger
hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Fauxtales Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FauxtalesFont
Fauxtales Embroidery Font is a cute and different font. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches, 1.5
Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are also
included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Easter Sentiments Five 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterSentimentsFive
Easter Sentiments Five is an adorable collection of Easter embroidery designs. These Easter sayings / word art
designs will be sure to delight young and old. Designs 1 – 5 and 8 – 12 include four sizes one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 6 and 7 include two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Grandmas Cookies Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GrandmasCookiesFont
Grandmas Cookies Embroidery Font is an adorable and neat font. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches,
1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are
also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.
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Animal Crowns Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalCrownsApplique
Animal Crowns Applique are the most adorable set of animal face applique embroidery designs. You and the young
ones in your life will fall in love with these designs. This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8
hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Knock Down Shapes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KnockDownShapes
Knock Down Shapes is a practical set 18 knock down embroidery designs in frames – perfect to use under monograms
on plush fabrics such as Sherpas and towels. Each design in this set includes 7 sizes – 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Inches (at
the widest or tallest point) – making this set exceptional value. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Home Sweet Home 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HomeSweetHome
Home Sweet Home is a versatile set of word art embroidery designs. These home embroidery designs would be great
on dish cloths, in a frame, on cushions and so much all. All designs excluding designs 4, 8 and 16 include 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 4 has been split into 2 files for the 4x4 hoop and also includes a
size each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 8 and 16 include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).
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Milk and Cookies Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MilkandCookiesFont
Milk and Cookies Embroidery Font is an adorable and neat font. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch, 1.25 Inches,
1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed. BX files are
also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose your machine
format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Irish Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/IrishSayings
Irish Sayings is an adorable collection of word art designs perfect for St Patrick's Day. There is something perfect for all
age groups in this collection of St Patricks's Day embroidery designs. Designs 1 - 3 and 10 - 12 include 4 sizes, on
each for the 4x4, 5x7 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 4 includes 2 sizes one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops - please note
the 4x4 size is split into parts a and b which creates a larger overall design. Designs 5 - 7 and 9 include the 4x4 size
only. Design 8 includes 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops, the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and
PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Salt and Lime Font 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SaltandLimeFont
Salt and Lime Embroidery Font is a tidy typewriter style font great for all ages. This font includes 5 great sizes - 1 Inch,
1.25 Inches, 1.5 Inches, 1.75 Inches and 2 Inches. The font includes Capitals, Lower Case and Numbers as displayed.
BX files are also included for use with the Embrilliance software when purchasing the full alphabet set. Just choose
your machine format, and the BX files will be included with your machine format files.

Food Duos Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FoodDuosApplique
Food Duos Applique is an incredibly cute collection of pairs of favorite food combinations. These adorable food
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embroidery designs will have you craving the real thing! This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and
8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Bathroom Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BathroomSayings
Bathroom Sayings embroidery designs is a quirky collection for humorous bathroom projects, such as wall hangings
and toilet paper or towels. Designs 2 - 12 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 1
includes 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Design 12 includes a very basic applique step, but can be done
without applique fabric if you prefer. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7
and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Dinosaur Girl Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DinosaurGirlApplique
Girls like dinosaurs too - so we came up with this adorable set of applique girl dinosaur embroidery designs. This set
includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Easter Applique Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterAppliqueToo
Easter Applique Too is an adorable collection of reasonably simple applique Easter embroidery designs. From
chocolate bunnies to chicks, you will find the most adorable design perfect for your Easter project. This set includes 4
sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).
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Australian Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AustralianAnimals
This set is a cute set of typical Australian animal embroidery designs. From a kangaroo, to a possum to a platypus, this
set covers the all the favorite Australian animals. This collection includes 2 sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the
5x7 hoop. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Gift Tags Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/GiftTagsApplique
Gift Tags Applique is a fabulous collection of simple In The Hoop general gift tag embroidery designs, complete with a
step to apply backing fabric. 4 sizes are included, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Round Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RoundAnimalsApplique
Round Animals Applique is a cute easy applique collection of the most adorable animals embroidery designs. This set
includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Kitchen Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/KitchenSayings
Kitchen Sayings is a wonderful collection of kitchen sayings embroidery designs including styles inspired by the popular
Farmhouse style. Designs 1 - 4. 6, 8 - 12 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 7
and 13 include 4 sizes, one each for 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops, however, the 4x4 has been split into a part a and b
to be stacked together to formulate a larger size design. Design 5 includes two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7
hoops. Design 14 includes 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that
as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES
has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Boxy Forest Animals Applique  
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxyForestAnimalsApplique
Boxy Forest Animals is a seriously cute collection of simple forest animal applique embroidery designs. This set
includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been
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provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Construction Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ConstructionApplique
Construction Applique is an adorable collection of applique tools and truck applique embroidery designs and is bound
to please little boys! This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users
please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger sizes are not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Library Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LibrarySentiments
Library Sentiments is a word art collection of embroidery designs with reading pillows for all ages in mind. Designs 2, 5,
6, 9 and 12 include 4 sizes - one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 1, 3 and 10 include two sizes,
one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Designs 4, 7, 8 and 11 include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops,
and additionally design 4 includes a split 4x4 version (when stitched next to each other will produce a larger design).
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Let's Go Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LetsGoApplique5x7
Based on poplar request, we have made our popular Let's Go set available in an applique format. Lets Go is an
adorable set of vehicles great for little boys (and girls) and includes 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops
(please note this set does not include a 4x4 version). EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

American Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AmericanSayings
American Sayings a fabulous collection, perfect for Independence Day projects. This set has a little something for
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every age group. The 4 in design 1 is a simple applique (no other designs in the set include applique components).
Please note that design 7 says Land That I Love on the banner and design 8 says Happy on the banner (in white
thread). Designs 1 - 6, 8, 10 and 11 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 7 includes
3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Designs 9 and 12 include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7
hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 and larger hoops, the larger
sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Race Cars Applique 5x7 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/RaceCarsApplique
Based on poplar request, we have made our popular Race Cars set available in an applique format. This set includes
an adorable array of race cars in 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops (please note this set does not
include a 4x4 version of the race cars). It also includes a bonus set of applique numbers in circles in two sizes, once
each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

4th of July Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/4thofJulySentiments
4th of July Sentiments is a patriotic collection of adorable word art embroidery designs perfect for 4th of July. Designs
1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 12 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops, and designs 2, 3, 6, 7, 10 and 11
include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Tribal Animals 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TribalAnimals
Our Tribal Animals embroidery designs is a seriously adorable collection of 12 designs. This set includes two sizes, one
each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
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Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Teacher Sentiments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeacherSentiments
Teacher Sentiments is a fun and fabulous collection of teacher embroidery designs that celebrate a teachers whole
school year. This set is amazing value with 40 different designs in 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB
files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Boxy Birds and Reptiles Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxyBirdsandReptilesApplique
Our boxy birds and reptiles applique embroidery designs is a seriously cute set of designs. The applique embroidery
designs include an eagle, alligator, flamingo, frog, hummingbird, iguana, ostrich, snake, parrot, turtle, pelican, quail and
a swan. These designs come in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Three In A Row Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThreeInARowApplique
Three In A Row Applique is a neat collection of blanket stitch applique designs perfect for kids. These designs come in
3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Please note these designs are NOT available in the 4x4 hoop size.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Motivational Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MotivationalSayings
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This collection is a set of motivational sayings embroidery designs that would be great for pillows and cushions, journal
covers, dish cloths and so much more. Keep motivated with these beautiful sayings! All designs except design 7
include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 10 is a basic applique design and the rest are
filled stitch designs. Design 7 includes 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note
that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been
provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Ofishally Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/OfishallyApplique
Ofishally Applique is an adorable collection of children's embroidery designs and perfect for birthday's and for the
fishing loving family. All designs in this set include three sizes, once each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops (please note
4x4 size is NOT available).

Birth Announcements 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BirthAnnouncements
Our Birth Announcements set is a darling collection of templates that you can add a name, date and time of birth and
birth weight and length to. Great for frames and blankets as a wonderful keepsake. This set includes 3 sizes one each
for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Please note that for each single you will receive all 4 variations, so both metric and
customary and the am and pm variations (for the purposes of display we have shown all variations included as
separate images on this page). For a larger view of each design, please click on the images. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Box Boy Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxBoyApplique
Box Boy Applique is an adorable collection of little boy embroidery designs in frames. From pirates to puppies to rocket
ships and mustaches, these designs will warm your heart. These designs come in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
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6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Farmhouse 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Farmhouse
Farmhouse is a very trendy styled collection of designs perfect for your home projects such as dish cloths or even in a
frame. Deliciously detailed designs but quick to stitch, these are bound to be a favorite. All 16 designs in this collection
come in three sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Additionally, the home grown and farm to table designs
include a 4x4 size. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Summer Cuties Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerCutiesToo
Summer Cuties Too is an adorable collection of girls all decked out for the beach. This set includes two sizes, one each
for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7
size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads
for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Holiday Monogram Toppers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HolidayMonogramToppers
Holiday Monogram Toppers are a delightful set of designs that are used on top of monograms to give a monogram
more flair. Please note that this set does not include letters, the letters are for illustrative purposes only. This set
includes three sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Fall Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FallSayings
Our fall sayings embroidery designs are modern and stunning collection of designs to celebrate Autumn. These
designs are perfect for all ages, and would be great on decor items, dish cloths and so much more. Designs 1 - 11
include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 12 and 13 include 3 sizes, one each for the
4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Designs 14 and 15 include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops.. EMB files
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are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Teen Hashtags 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeenHashtags
Teen Hashtags are a modern and urban collection of designs with teens in mind (but most are also suited to adults).
These designs would be great on shirts, pillows, wall hangings, book covers and so much more. This set includes 3
sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Lake House 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Lake-House
Lake House is a fresh collection of 15 designs that have a nautical flair. Designs 2 (On Lake Time) and 6 (What
Happens At the Lake) include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 9 - 11 (Welcome to The
Lake House, Begin With Sunrise and One Shell Of A Place To Live) include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and
8x8 hoops. The remaining designs include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Applique Basics 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueBasics
Applique Basics is a collection of versatile applique designs for throughout the year and reasonably simply designs for
a nice easy applique design. Great for beginners! This set includes 20 designs in 4 sizes (one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops) making it exceptional value. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with
the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Hipster Animal Faces Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HipsterAnimalFacesApplique
Hipster Animal Faces is a funky collection of applique animal embroidery designs bound to bring a smile. This
collection includes three sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Halloween Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSayings
Our Halloween Sayings embroidery designs are a fun and modern selection of typography designs that will make your
Halloween spooktacular! All designs except Happy Halloween, Spooky and Come Sit A Spell include 4 sizes, one each
for the 4x4, 5x7,,6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Happy Halloween, Spooky And Come Sit A Spell include two sizes, one each for
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Sentiments Four 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSentimentsFour
Our Halloween Sentiments series has been long popular for Halloween projects and this set is the fourth installment of
the series. Make spooktacular embroidery projects with these adorable designs. All designs in this set include a size
each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. All other designs include a 6x10 and 8x8 size with the exceptions of Witch Way to the
Candy (which incliudes a 6x10 size, Handsome Devil, Happy Holla Ween and Happy Hallo Wine (these three designs
are 4x4 and 5x7 only). PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support the 5x7 or larger hoops,
the 5x7 and larger sizes are not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Box Girl Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxGirlApplique
Box Girl Applique is an adorable collection of little girl embroidery designs in frames. From princesses to puppies to
ballet and butterflies, these designs will warm your heart. These designs come in 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Thanksgiving Sentiments Five 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSentimentsFive
Thanksgiving Sentiments Five is part of our popular Sentiments series, and is a fun collection of Thanksgiving sayings.
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Designs 9 and 12 include sketch fills for the turkey and pie. Designs All designs except 6, 7 and 11 include 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 6, 7 and 11 include two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7
hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a
free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Thanksgiving Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ThanksgivingSayings
Thanksgiving Sayings is a modern and fun collection of 14 Thanksgiving word art designs that are bound to be popular
this Thanksgiving. Designs 1 - 11 include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 12 (in all
things give thanks) and 14 (Thanksgiving subway art) include three sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops.
Design 13 (so very blessed) includes two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Wilcom EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Farmhouse Christmas 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FarmhouseChristmas
Farmhouse Christmas is a trendy styled collection of designs perfect for all sorts of Christmas projects. Combining
sentiments, and some including the popular sketch style designs, this set is just beautiful. All designs include three
sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Designs 1, 5, 6 and 7 also include a 4x4 version (the peace, deer
silhouette, joy ornament and candy canes designs). EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing
with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Felt Christmas Ornaments 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FeltChristmasOrnaments
Felt Christmas Ornaments is a totally adorable collection of in the hoop Christmas ornament designs that are quick and
easy to stitch. This collection includes 2, 3 and 4 inch sizes. The small sizes can be used as Christmas felties to match
your Christmas ornaments. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Naughty List 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasNaughtyList
Christmas Naughty List is a fun collection of sayings for those of us who are not quite so perfect! Have a bit of fun with
these great designs. All designs include 4 sizes one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8z8 hoops, however with designs
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1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9 and 12, the 4x4 size is split into 2 files (part a and part b) which are stitched together to make an overall
larger design. With design 7 (Naughty List Since), use the set of numbers included to add a year. Wilcom EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Gnomes Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasGnomesApplique
Get festive this season with trendy Christmas Gnomes applique set. This collection is absolutely adorable and includes
14 designs. All designs in this set include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8z8 hoops. Additionally, designs 1 -
12 include a 4x4 size. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasSayings
Christmas Sayings is a bright and modern collection of 14 Christmas word art designs that are part of our popular
sayings series. All designs include a 4x4 and 5x7 size and designs 5 - 14 include a 6x10 size also. Wilcom EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Babes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasBabes
Christmas Babes is an adorable collection of filled stitch Christmas babies bound to bring smiles this holiday season.
This set includes two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Christmas Nice List 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ChristmasNiceList
Christmas Nice List is a fun collection of sayings for those of us who have been nice this year and is a matching set to
our Christmas Naughty List Set (so we got you covered whether you are naughty or nice!). All designs include 4 sizes,
one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. However, for designs 2-8, 10 and 12, the 4x4 size is split into 2 files (a
part and part b) which are stitched together to make and overall larger design. The Certified Nice List, Nice List
Permanent Resident and Mostly Nice designs incorporate some sketch fill (a more open stitch for less dense and quick
stitching). Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software
(a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Life Monogram Toppers 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LifeMonogramToppers
Life Monogram Toppers are a delightful set of designs that are used on top of monograms to give a monogram more
flair. Please note that this set does not include letters, the letters are for illustrative purposes only. This set includes
three sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not
support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Motivational Sayings Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MotivationalSayingsToo
Be inspired by our Motivational Sayings Too set - great for wall hangings, cushions, journal covers and bags and so
much more. All designs include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. However, the 4x4 size for
designs 6, 10 and 12 (It's a good day, Faith and Home) are split into 2 files (part a and part b) that you stitch together to
make an overall larger design. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the
5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Little Otter Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LittleOtterApplique
Little Otter Applique is a cute collection of playful otters. This set is a small set of 6 designs and includes 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a
5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included
in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the
Wilcom website).

Bugs Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BugsApplique
Bugs Applique is a cute collection of colorful bugs and garden designs. This set is a small set of 9 designs and includes
4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).
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Door Hangers Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/DoorHangersToo
Door Hangers Too is our second set of door hanger designs are are simple in the hoop embroidery designs that are
sure to make family life more fun. These in the hoop designs are simple to stitch and would suit a beginner to in the
hoop projects. This set includes three sizes, one for the 5x7 hoop, one for the 6x10 hoop and one for the 8x8 hoop.
Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom. Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Animal Toppers Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AnimalToppersApplique
Animal Toppers Applique are fun animal peeker designs great for hooded towels. This set includes 4 sizes, one each
for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7
hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in
the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Spring Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringSayings
Spring Sayings is a modern and bright collection to welcome in Spring. All designs (except design 1 - Hello Spring)
include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 1 (Hello Spring) includes 3 sizes, one each for
the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the
5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Spring Gnomes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SpringGnomes
Spring Gnomes is a charming filled stitch collection of fun garden gnomes enjoying Spring. This collection comes in two
sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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April Fools 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AprilFools
April Fools is a set of funny embroidery designs that have been designed with April Fools in mind. These humorous
embroidery designs can be used throughout the year by not stitching out the date for those that have April 1 or April
Fools on it (the April 1/April Fools is it's own color change and can be easily omitted). All designs besides My Entire Life
Is A Joke and Today's My Day include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4. 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. My Entire Life Is a Joke
and Today's My Day includes two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Easter Fun Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/EasterFunToo
Easter Fun Too is an adorable collection of Easter embroidery designs. All designs are applique besides the Floral
Bunny Face and Easter Garden. (which are filled stitch). All designs except Le Poussin include 4 sizes, one each for
the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. The Chick and Egg 4x4 size is split into two individual design, an Easter egg and
the chick and can be combined to make a larger design, or be stitched out as individual designs. The Le Poussin
design includes 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for
precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Farmhouse Produce 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FarmhouseProduce
Farmhouse Produce is an installment in our Farmhouse series and is great for kitchen projects. These stylish designs
are quick to stitch and are bound to be a favorite. All 13 designs in this collection come in four sizes, one each for the
4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Wedding Templates 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/WeddingTemplates
Make wonderful wedding projects and memories with these fabulous templates - just add the date and the year in your
customizing software or with your embroidery machine. All designs in this set includes 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Life Principles 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LifePrinciples
Life Principles is a creative collection of word art embroidery designs based on a variety of principles taught in school,
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but can also be used by adults too. All designs besides Lead, Share, Trust and Work include 4 sizes, one each for the
4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Lead, Share, Trust and Work include 2 sizes only, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Teacher Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/TeacherSayings
Teacher Sayings is a wonderful collection of embroidery designs dedicated to teachers. Make wonderful teacher gifts
with these fabulous designs! All designs with the exception of Teachers Gonna Teach and Teacher Crew include 4
sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Teachers Gonna Teach and Teacher Crew include 2 sizes only,
one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Mom Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MomSayings
Celebrate your love for your mother with these fabulous designs. All designs in this set with the exception of Always My
Mother Forever My Friend, Best Mom Ever, Best Mum Ever, God Could Not Be Everywhere and Motherhood include 4
sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Best Mom Ever and Best Mum Ever include two sizes, one each
for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Always My Mother Forever My Friend, God Could Not Be Everywhere and Motherhood
include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Boxy Jungle Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxyJungleAnimalsApplique
Boxy Jungle Animals Applique is a fun and simple set of jungle animals - always popular with the kids! This set
includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).
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Party Gnomes 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/PartyGnomes
Get your party on with our adorable Party Gnome embroidery designs. This collection comes in two sizes, one each for
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Boxy Farm Animals Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxyFarmAnimalsApplique
Boxy Farm Animals Applique is a fun and simple set of farm animal embroidery designs - always popular with the kids!
This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Ballet 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/Ballet
Ballet is a precious set of Ballerina embroidery designs and other designs perfect for ballet bags. All designs in this set
except Ballerina Word Art and Eat Sleep Dance include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Ballerina Word
Art includes four sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Eat Sleep Dance includes three sizes, one
each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Motivational Sayings Three 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MotivationalSayingsThree
Motivational Sayings Three is our third installment of inspiring sayings that will keep you motivated and ready to go.
Great for pillows and cushions, book covers, dish cloths and so much more. Actually I Can, Be You Not Them, I Am
Doing This For Me and You Can End Of Story come in two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Be Still And
Know That I Am God and Be Strong And Of Good Courage includes 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8
hoops. The remaining designs include 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Adorable Owls Applique 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AdorableOwlsApplique
Adorable Owls Applique is the cutest set of applique owl embroidery designs that will be bound to delight. This set
includes 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines
do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files
are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Boxy Sea Life Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BoxySeaLifeApplique
Boxy Sea Life Applique is a fun and simple set of ocean animals - always popular with the kids and great for Summer!
This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as
your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided
instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free
resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Applique Animal Laurels 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/AppliqueAnimalLaurels
Applique Animal Laurels is the most adorable set of applique animals nestled among beautiful laurels. This set includes
4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do
not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Father Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/FatherSayings
Fathers Sayings is a set of dad embroidery designs that celebrate one of the most important men in our lives and would
be great on for Father's Day embroidery projects. All designs in this set, except the Yes Sir design include 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. The When In Doubt (Daddy, Dad and Papa) designs 4x4 size is split into 2
parts that are stitched together to make an overall larger design. The Yes Sir design includes two sizes, one each for
the 4x4 and 5x7 hoop. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer
software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Summer Sayings 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerSayings
Make a splash this Summer with our trendy new Summer Sayings embroidery designs. This set includes 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 1 is a simple applique, the rest of the designs are filled stitch. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Subway Art 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SubwayArt
Subway Art is a collection of stunning subway art designs for the main holidays, and seasons throughout the year.
These designs include three sizes, one each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops (4x4 hoop not available). EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Home Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HomeSentimentsToo
Home Sentiments Too is a perfect set to celebrate home life in the current times. Home Office, Home Is Wherever You
Are and Living That Home Life include 2 sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. Let's Stay Home includes 3 sizes,
one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops. Home Sweet Home includes 4 sizes, with the 4x4 size being split into two
files (part a and b) that are stitched together to make a larger design and a size each for the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops.
Life Is Beautiful includes 3 sizes, one each for 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. All the remaining designs include 4 sizes, one
each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Burger Play Food ITH 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/BurgerPlayFoodITH
Our Burger Play Food set is a fun collection of in the hoop embroidery designs. Create your own custom burger to
order which is a lot of fun for little ones. This collection includes 4 sizes, one size each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8
hoops. The burger bun is a stuffie and will require a small amount of hand sewing to close the opening and the
remaining designs are felties. Scroll down the bottom of the page to see the burger all assembled! EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Summer Sayings Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SummerSayingsToo
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Our Summer Sayings Too set is a follow on collection to our popular Summer Sayings Set. Make a splash this Summer
with our trendy new Summer Sayings embroidery designs. All designs in this set, besides design 1, includes 4 sizes,
one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Design 1 includes 3 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoops.
PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Camping Life 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/CampingLife
Camping Life is perfect for the camping lover and suits all age groups. All designs except designs 5 , 6 and 12 include
4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x6, 6x10 and 8x8. Designs 5 and 6 include three sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7 and
6x10 hoops. Design 12 includes two sizes, one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. For more specific size and stitch count
details, please refer to the links to the right hand side of this page. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).

Holiday Trucks Applique 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HolidayTrucksApplique
Holiday Trucks Applique is a cute set to celebrate the major holidays of the year. This set includes 3 sizes, one each for
the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. For more specific information on sizing please refer to the size and EMB files are also
included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at
the Wilcom website).

Religious Sentiments Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/ReligiousSentimentsToo
Our Religious Sentiments Too set is a follow on set to our original Religious Sentiments set and includes more beautiful
bible verses. All designs in this set include a size for the 4x4, 5x7 and 6x10 hoop. All designs except With God All
Things Are Possible, Humble Yourself Before God and Peace I Leave With You, also includes a size for the 8x8 hoop.
For more specific size and stitch count details, please refer to the links to the right hand side of this page. PCS and
SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format
and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).
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Sketch Fleur De Lis 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/SketchFleurDeLis
Sketch Fleur De Lis is an elegant set of Fleur De Lis in a sketch stitch style. Sketch designs are a low density stitch
which is open and light and airy and quick to stitch. This set includes 4 sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8
hoops. For more specific size and stitch count details, please refer to the links to the right hand side of this page. PCS
and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your
format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Love My Llama 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LoveMyLlama
Our Love My Llama is an adorable set of filled stitch llama embroidery designs. All designs in this set include 2 sizes,
one each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops and the No Drama Llama and No Probllama designs also include a size each for
the 6x10 and 8x8 hoops. For more specific size and stitch count details, please refer to the links to the right hand side
of this page. PCS and SEW users please note that as your machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not
available in your format and PES has been provided instead. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise
resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

My Pet Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/MyPetToo
My Pet Too is an adorable collection of different pet embroidery designs in filled stitch. This set includes two sizes, one
each for the 4x4 and 5x7 hoops. For more specific information on sizing please refer to the size and stitch count links to
the right of this page. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom
Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Fun Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenFunToo
Get adorably spooky this year with our Halloween Fun Too designs - perfect for treat bags, shirts and so much more.
This collection includes in two sizes, one for the 4x4 hoop and one for the 5x7 hoop. For more specific information on
sizing please refer to the size and stitch count links to the right of this page. Wilcom EMB files are also included in the
downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom
website).

Home Sayings 
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https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HomeSayings
Home Sayings is a modern and fabulous collection of embroidery designs for around the home, from sassy to
farmhouse style, these designs are sure to delight. All designs in this collection include 3 sizes, one each for the 5x7,
6x10 and 8x8 hoops. Additionally Our Nest, Laundry Today and Love Lives Here includes a size for the 4x4 hoop. For
more specific size and stitch count details, please refer to the links to the right hand side of this page. EMB files are
also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software
available at the Wilcom website).

Life Subway Art 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/LifeSubwayArt
Life Subway Art is a follow on collection from our incredibly popular Subway Art collection and includes many lifestyle
based subway art designs from birthdays to kids, to school and more. These designs include three sizes, one each for
the 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops (4x4 hoop not available). For more specific size and stitch count details, please refer to
the links to the right hand side of this page. EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the
Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing software available at the Wilcom website).

Halloween Sayings Too 
https://www.bunnycup.com/embroidery/design/HalloweenSayingsToo
Our Halloween Sayings Too embroidery designs are a fun and modern selection of typography designs that will make
your Halloween spooktacular! All designs in this set include four sizes, one each for the 4x4, 5x7, 6x10 and 8x8 hoops.
Little Monster and Let's Hang Out include applique elements (hair and the the bat). For more specific size and stitch
count details, please refer to the links to the right hand side of this page. PCS and SEW users please note that as your
machines do not support a 5x7 hoop, the 5x7 size is not available in your format and PES has been provided instead.
EMB files are also included in the downloads for precise resizing with the Wilcom Truesizer software (a free resizing
software available at the Wilcom website).
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